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INTRODUCTION
Tanya Sheehan and Andrés Mario Zervigón

On the first day of April 2012, a stunning headline greeted readers of I Photo
Central’s E-Photo Newsletter: “Discovery of 18th-Century Photography Hoard
Found in Peekskill, NY Basement.” According to the article by Matt Damsker,
which he claimed was derived from an AP wire dispatch, “A major discovery
that is bound to shake up the photographic world was revealed when a trove of
photographs was found to be the earliest known.” Reportedly dating to 1788,
the photographs were considerably older than Joseph Nicéphore Niépce’s View
from the Window at Le Gras (ca. 1826; see Figures 1.1–1.4), which most modern
accounts of photography dub “the first photograph.” Newly recovered, Damsker
explained, were “15 images of the same gentleman wearing a tricorn hat and pointing his index finger vigorously at the camera.” The informed readers of I Photo
Central, which calls itself “the ultimate source for photo collecting,” would have
known to query this detail: How could such images have been possible fifty years
before photographic portraiture was deemed technically achievable? The comical
tone of the report provided an answer, revealing that the website was treating its
readership to an April fool’s joke. Not only did Damsker refer to the pictures as
“Earlytypes,” but he also described them as rendered “on sanded shingles,” apparently found “along with a written formula of one part silver nitrate, one part egg
white (easy over), and an undecipherable sentence that reads like ‘Bacon? Why
should I order bacon now?’”1
This news item, replete with quips and puns, generated nothing more than convivial laughter on a day renowned for its hoax stories and practical jokes. And yet it
reveals a deep investment in, we might even say an obsession with, precious objects
around which to build stories about photography’s beginnings. Those stories,
moreover, have been charged with the potential not only to change what we know
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about photography—that is, about what it can be and the work it can do—but
also to shift our understanding of technological and social history, of ourselves and
the world. I Photo Central was not alone in marshaling humor to reveal the seriousness with which we have sought out the medium’s origins. The Guardian had
concocted a similar April Fool’s story in 1987 with the headline “Photo Find Alters
History in a Flash,” proclaiming that an eighteenth-century photograph had been
found in a cave in a Japan. While they do not attempt an answer, these media jokes
point to a question that motivates this book: Why do we pursue photography’s
origins stories with such zeal and, at times, desperation?
This question certainly applies to the fevered speculation, celebration, and
reevaluation that surrounded an “actual” photographic artifact just a few years
prior to the I Photo Central hoax. “A 200-year-old image of a leaf, which lay
for years in an album, may be the world’s oldest photograph,” reported the UK
newspaper The Telegraph on May 6, 2008.2 The New York Times printed a similar announcement on April 17, explaining that a “rust-brown image of a leaf on
paper” had become the subject of “a high-profile detective story that could lead
back to the earliest, murky years of the birth of photo technology and that could
help fill in crucial historical blanks.”3 At the center of that story was a photogenic
drawing, or an early negative made by placing a leaf on light-sensitive paper, previously attributed to the British pioneer of photography William Henry Fox Talbot.
But when Sotheby’s listed the print for sale in 2008, the American historian Larry
Schaaf proposed in the auction catalogue that it could have been made by Thomas
Wedgwood, another Englishman who experimented with making photographs in
the 1790s. Wedgwood’s experiments with light-sensitive materials, and often with
plant leaves, had been the subject of an 1802 essay by Sir Humphry Davy in the
Journals of the Royal Institution, now described as the first published article on photography.4 To the great disappointment and frustration of many collectors, curators, and historians, however, no physical examples of the experiments appeared
to survive—that is, until 2008. And so the photo world became captivated by the
idea that a faded print tucked into a nineteenth-century album could be the oldest
extant photographic image, even if that idea ultimately proved to be as unverifiable as an April Fool’s tale.5 Serious conjecture about the date and maker of the
leaf print among experts on early photography led to its immediate removal from
auction, and has motivated scientists and scholars to rethink the material basis for
photography’s beginnings. While the J. Paul Getty Institute and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art were conducting analyses of the print and others like it found
in the same album, the fourth edition of Mary Warner Marien’s Photography: A
Cultural History highlighted the object’s rediscovery within its opening chapter in a
special section titled, “The First Photograph.”6
The last few decades have seen a reinvigorated and widespread fascination
with “firsts” in the history of the medium—from the first aerial photograph, the
first photographic self-portrait, and the first photograph posted on the World
Wide Web, to the earliest photos taken in New York, Japan, the North Pole,
and, frankly, anywhere.7 At the same time, materials associated with the so-called
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founding fathers of the medium—principally, Talbot, Niépce, and Louis Jacques
Mandé Daguerre—have received renewed attention, often provoking heated
debates, revisionist scholarship, and bidding wars among institutions in Europe
and the United States. The Bodleian Libraries in Oxford, England, for instance,
acquired Talbot’s personal archive in 2014 after successfully raising £2.2 million
over two years, thus “preserving” for the British public objects and manuscripts
related to his early photographic work, intellectual interests, and family life; the
archive also contained what has been described as the first photograph made by a
woman (Talbot’s wife, Constance). And all of this activity came on the heels of a
major research project that mined Talbot’s manuscripts now held by the British
Library, among them notebooks that documented his work in the natural sciences,
optics, classical literature, Assyriology, as well as photography.8
Such preoccupations with the who, what, when, and where of photography’s
origins raise important critical questions: How and why do we write about photography’s beginnings? Whom or what do we rely on to construct those narratives?
What’s at stake in choosing to tell stories of photography’s genesis in one way or
another? What kind of work can those stories do? The goal of this volume is not simply to introduce newly acquired facts about early photographs and photographers,
although readers will certainly encounter such information in the following pages.
Rather, our goal is to reframe discussions of photography’s origins in specifically
historiographical terms.
Photography and Its Origins is the first multi-authored book to explore critical
questions about photography’s beginnings since 1989, which marked 150 years
since the public announcements of the medium’s invention made by François
Arago (for Daguerre) in France and Talbot in Britain. Of the many efforts that the
sesquicentennial generated, two led to influential collections of essays. Supported
by the French Ministry of Culture, the first began as a colloquium held in Cerisy-laSalle and resulted in Les multiples inventions de la photographie [The multiple inventions of photography]. The second, a symposium and exhibition hosted by the
J. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu, California, produced Photography: Discovery and
Invention.9 As Weston Naef noted in his introduction to the Getty volume, particular conditions framed the critical investigation of photography’s beginnings in
1989. The “serious study of photographs as works of art and as cultural artifacts,”
for instance, was then less than two decades old, and so there remained among
scholars a commitment to analyzing “original” objects through art-historical methods and uncovering historical facts to support such analyses. One of the most significant critical gestures developed in 1989 was, as Naef put it, “to underscore
the fact that photography has no single inventor or place of origin.” The essays
in Photography: Discovery and Invention presented the medium as “the product of
multiple interlocked discoveries” by reconsidering its assumed pioneers, its early
collectors, and the patent processes that once governed it.10 Les multiples inventions
de la photographie also adopted this view, as signaled by the emphasis on multiplicity
in its title, while interrogating the presumption of 1839 as the singular moment of
photography’s birth. Its multidisciplinary collection of authors further asked why
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historians of photography had concentrated on a limited number of inventors and,
through them, on particular notions of the medium itself.
Photography and Its Origins seeks to build upon the celebrations and reflections
of 1989 by identifying unanswered questions about the medium’s beginnings
and plotting new directions of inquiry that probe or reframe their construction.
Contributors to this book look to early scientific experiments and pictorial traditions but also well beyond them—indeed, to the multitude of discourses that made
early photographic practices possible. Significantly, their investigations into photography’s invention call into question the preciousness of the “origin” more than
ever before by attending to its contradictions, complications, and general messiness. The authors’ case studies bring to mind Michel Foucault’s reflections on the
Nietzschean concept of genealogy, in which Foucault warns us against representing the uncritical pursuit of origins (Ursprung) as “an attempt to capture the exact
essence of things, their purest possibilities, and their carefully protected identities.”
Such a pursuit “assumes the existence of immobile forms that precede the external world of accident and succession.” It is “directed to ‘that which was already
there,’ the image of a primordial truth fully adequate to its nature.” Nietzsche as
genealogist, however, “listens to history” and finds that there is “not a timeless
and essential secret” behind things. Instead he discovers “the secret that they have
no essence or that their essence was fabricated in a piecemeal fashion from alien
forms.” “What is found at the historical beginning of things,” Foucault concludes,
“is not the inviolable identity of their origin; it is the dissension of other things. It
is disparity.”11 The contributors to Photography and Its Origins are sympathetic with
this view insofar as they excavate the depths of history, not in search of inexorable
truths but to lay bare their complex construction. Uncovering remarkable artifacts
and historical accounts, they “cultivate the details and accidents that accompany
every beginning.”12
In putting pressure on the concept of “origin” in histories of photography, this
volume acknowledges and contributes to a number of recent developments in the
field of photography studies. First, the last two decades have seen a renewed commitment to interrogating the photographic medium through an analysis of how its
histories have been written. Among those leading that charge are Michel Frizot,
Mary Warner Marien, and Anne McCauley, as well as several contributors to this
volume—Geoffrey Batchen, François Brunet, and Douglas Nickel.13 Their work
challenges us to rethink the historical moments, places, contexts, discourses, and
actors that both populate and remain absent from our stories about photography’s
beginnings. Second, Photography and Its Origins recognizes that the historiography
of photography no longer belongs exclusively, or even chiefly, to the discipline of
art history. It does so by deriving its contributors from a variety of North American,
European, and Australasian institutions, their fields of study ranging from the history of science to literary studies and the fine arts. These authors share an impulse
to understand photography in relation to seemingly non-photographic contexts,
such as political happenings, scientific discourses, or practices in other media. Many
of them additionally embrace the idea that the beginnings of photography must
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be situated both within and beyond France, Britain, and the United States, their
scholarship dovetailing with recent efforts to expand the geographical and cultural borders of photography studies. Finally, several chapters are predicated on
the notion that photography’s past can be understood only through its present
and future. Their analyses work across historical periods, leading the reader to
moments in time that might seem far removed from the much-commemorated
year of 1839—in one case the eighteenth century, in another the late twentieth
century.
To foster conversations among the sixteen authors in the volume, we organized
the chapters into four thematic sections, each addressing a specific set of historiographical problems. Contributors to Photography and Its Origins who have led the
study of photography’s early history were asked to address a given theme by thinking about particular texts, images, and critical questions that led them to interrogate
that history, and to reflect on the historiographical lessons that others can take away
from their writing today. Authors who entered the field in the twenty-first century
were asked to comment on the historiographical foundations of their work, and their
strategies for uncovering new sources and conceptual frameworks to understand
photography’s origins.
The first thematic section, “Rethinking first photograph(er)s,” critiques the
labored efforts of historians, collectors, and curators to understand the so-called
birth of the photographic medium through exemplary individuals and “original”
objects, such as the now infamous leaf print discussed above. Emblematic of these
efforts is Gail Buckland’s First Photographs (1980), which offers an encyclopedic
survey of “the first time things were captured by the camera.” These initial pictures, Buckland explains, are worthy of study because they provide key models
for reality, adding “something to the reservoir of ‘truths’ available to us.” They
have the ability not only to “jolt the imagination” with newly revealed “worlds
of imagination,” but also to serve as “reference points against which other photographs can be placed.”14 The perceived preciousness of the objects that Buckland
catalogues was well understood by Nietzsche, moreover, who observed a tendency
in History to associate the originary moment with perfection and solemnity, and
thus with priority.
While First Photographs was concerned chiefly with questions of who, what,
and when, the contributors to “Rethinking first photograph(er)s” ask how, why,
and for whom individuals and objects have been designated “first” in photographic
discourse. In her discussion of the historiographical treatment of Niépce’s View
from a Window at Le Gras, Jessica McDonald shows how the story of “the world’s
first photograph” has emerged over decades, shaped by individuals and institutions with particular investments in photography and its history. As McDonald
argues, “we must expand our investigation of photography’s beginnings by
critically examining the historians who invented them, acknowledging their
groundbreaking work while unraveling the stakes invested in each of their claims.”
Hans Rooseboom follows a similar path by asking how and why historians
have deemed one inventor or another deserving of being named the “father” of
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photography. Like McDonald, he stresses the agendas and biases that have given
rise to narratives of the “first” photographers. Rooseboom specifically shows us
how histories of photography have historically devalued Daguerre’s contributions to the medium. Stephen Pinson’s 2012 book on this artist-turned-inventor
changed that situation, at the same time that it brought to light the relationship
between Daguerre’s photographic work and his wide-reaching interests—in
painting, printmaking, theater design, and much more.15 Reflecting on his methods in that study, Pinson concludes that stories of photography’s origins need to
better account for the variety of visual practices undertaken by the medium’s
inventors—or, in the case of Daguerre, the inventor’s dual investment in handmade and mechanical image making.
As a twenty-first-century artist reflecting on photography’s history, Dan
Estabrook poses new questions about “first” photographs by literally reinventing
those images. He conjures an imaginary and self-consciously motivated origins
story that makes visible its own claims, values, and preoccupations. Estabrook’s
artwork, made with the earliest nineteenth-century photographic processes and
materials, claims a place in established histories and thus challenges notions of
photography’s beginnings as strictly a matter of the past. As Lyle Rexer demonstrates in Photography’s Antiquarian Avant-Garde: The New Wave in Old Processes
(2002), Estabrook is among many international artists who, in the digital age, are
“deliberately re-engaging the physical facts of photography . . . and turning to the
history of photography for metaphors, technical insight, and visual inspiration.”16
The specificity of his work within this “old-process” movement rests with its focus
on the historical contingency and inventiveness of origins stories.
The contributors to the second section, “Multiplying beginnings,” lay aside
the notion of a monolithic origin for photography. In its place they propose a
varied—and potentially endless—collection of discourses, media forms, and social
circumstances that have made photography possible, often through messy interactions. These chapters take a cue from Les multiples invention de la photographie
in challenging the singular importance of 1839 in photography’s historiography.
They take that challenge a step further, however, either by selecting case studies
from the late eighteenth to the late nineteenth centuries or by observing multiple
moments when photography took on a new identity or purpose.
Geoffrey Batchen and Douglas Nickel debate how and why we search for the
seeds of photography’s conception, in what some scholars have dubbed the medium’s pre-history. Batchen returns to his book, Burning with Desire: The Conception
of Photography (1997), in which he critically surveyed efforts to imagine the photographic before its material invention and public announcement.17 He then
turns to the writings of French scholar Michel Frizot, who proposes a scientific
origin for the photograph, and of Roland Barthes, who offers a complex meditation on the essence of photography in Camera Lucida. In response to their work,
Batchen argues that we should embed photography’s origins within the political
economy of capitalism and its processes of dissemination. Nickel puts Batchen’s
Burning with Desire into dialogue with Peter Galassi’s Before Photography: Painting
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and the Invention of Photography (1981).18 While acknowledging their obvious
differences in methodology, Nickel critiques these authors for embracing Zeitgeist
explanations to account for photography’s coming into being between 1790 and
1840. While one suggests a Kunstwollen (“will-to-form”) that engendered a new,
contingent kind of picture, the other invests in an ambient “desire” that informed
the work of seemingly independent experimenters, whom Batchen calls “protophotographers.” Nickel explores the models of historical causation that lie beneath
these approaches, and outlines an alternative way of thinking about photography’s
advent and early reception that is grounded in Romantic-era scientific discourse.
The multiplicity that Stephen Bann identifies in the early history of photography concerns its relationship to other artistic media. Bann tells us that phrases
such as “From today painting is dead!,” supposedly declared by French artist Paul
Delaroche, contributed to an idea dominant in modern histories: namely, that photography was exceptional within and independent from a larger European visual
culture. Drawing upon his extensive writing on the subject, Bann demonstrates
that early European photography was fully embedded in the world of nineteenthcentury reproductive print technologies. It should not, therefore, be approached
as a wholly new or distinct medium or as the product of a single and fixed origin.
Finally, Heather Shannon and Marcy Dinius consider how different cultural
groups in the United States sought to place multiple claims on the medium and
its histories. Shannon’s chapter explores the conversations among several originary
moments: the introduction of the camera to the Hopi Indians of Arizona in 1872,
white Americans’ first photographs of the Snake Dance, and late-nineteenthcentury efforts to trace the evolutionary development of photography itself. She
argues that these moments reveal not only the antecedents of current photohistorical practices, and specifically their grounding in social evolutionary theory,
but also their significant, politicized limitations. Dinius turns to African American
abolitionist Frederick Douglass’s writings on daguerreotypy to show how he incorporated photography’s beginnings into arguments for a civic republicanism in the
1850s and 1860s. For Douglass, Dinius argues, narratives about the origins of photography became a medium through which to imagine another beginning—that of
a new social and political order characterized by democracy, plurality, and empathy
for others.
The authors in the third section, “Writing (trans)national histories,” seek to
account for national and/or transnational contexts in writing about early photography. Their case studies, selected from within and outside the West, interrogate the
challenges and opportunities associated with framing the origins of photography in
relation to ideas about national identity and difference. One of the key issues that
these chapters address is the practice of framing the terms local and global, as well
as periphery and center, as binary oppositions. Such framing has become common in
histories of early photography practiced outside of France, Great Britain, and the
United States. Boris Kossoy, who in the 1970s wrote extensively on the origins
of photography in Brazil, lamented that, because the experiments of French-born
Hercules Florence in the Amazon basin “culminated in an isolated discovery,” his
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pre-Daguerreian form of photography “has not been yet been given due recognition.”19 Situated by Western scholars at the apparent edges of modernity, nineteenth-century forms of photography in Asia, Africa, and Australia have likewise
been compared to the “mainstream” practices of colonial powers, continuously
losing the battle of priority waged on Western European terrain. This section’s
authors bring to light these historiographical problems and through their case studies plot new ways of thinking about photography’s origins across geographical and
national borders.
Two of the chapters in this section consider the interactions among examples
of and writings on early photography in the West. Returning to ideas that inspired
his book, La naissance de l’idée de photographie [The birth of the idea of photography]
(2000), François Brunet looks at the widespread practice of pitting the European
invention of photography against the formidable development of the medium in the
United States.20 Brunet takes American historian Robert Taft’s history, Photography
and the American Scene: A Social History, 1839–1889 (1938), as his primary case
study, showing how histories of US photography concentrate on national success.
Such narratives work to displace photography’s foundational contradictions and
provide a model, more generally, for post-European and post-scientific accounts
of photography’s development. Turning to the interactions between England and
Italy, Beth Saunders examines The Bertoloni Album—a collection of photographs
and documents sent by Talbot to the Italian botanist Antonio Bertoloni in 1839
and 1840. For Saunders, this album, which contains the first paper photographs
made in Italy, serves as a key artifact for exploring the complex interlacing of
national identity formation and the development of photography’s identity as a
medium. By reassessing the album’s place within traditional narratives of photography’s origins, Saunders makes a case for writing transnational histories of early
photography.
The remaining chapters in this section address the origins of photography in
China and the African continent, respectively.The medium’s beginnings in East Asia
and Africa are currently the subject of considerable research; yet, as both Yi Gu and
Jürg Schneider demonstrate, publications on these regions of the world have only
scratched the surface of what is to be known about their photo histories. Due to
the unavailability of materials for scholarly research relative to studies of European
or US photography, there has been a tendency among this work to foreground
empirical data collection over critical questions. The essays by Gu and Schneider
thus belong to a small but growing body of English-language scholarship on early
non-Western photography that foregrounds historiographical intervention.21
Yi Gu examines how the origin of Chinese photography can be defined partly
across national boundaries and specifically in China’s photographic writings. She
thus brings to light long neglected yet foundational works from China’s scientific
literature and historical surveys. Observing a shift from an emphasis on the country’s absence from stories of photography’s origins to a painstaking search for indigenous inventions, Gu argues for writing histories that understand the photographic
medium as a set of practices, exchanges, and ways of thinking. Schneider takes a
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very different method, beginning not with the late 1830s and early 1840s but with
the present moment, recalling the diachronic method adopted by Dan Estabrook.
By posing questions about photography’s origins in Africa from his contemporary vantage point, Schneider invites scholars to be concerned with more than
unearthing references to the medium’s first uses or appearances on the continent.
He further reminds us that our inquiries into origins are inextricably tied to present
intellectual, political, and sociocultural contexts.
The final thematic section, “Tracing scientific origins,” focuses on the role
of scientific knowledge, practices, and discourses in shaping understandings of
photography’s invention, both in the nineteenth century and today. Most canonical
histories of photography have pressed heavily on eighteenth-century and early
nineteenth-century sciences to explain who and what was responsible for the
medium’s genesis. In his Geschichte der Photographie (1905), for instance, Austrian
chemist Josef Maria Eder insisted that it was a German scientist, Johann Heinrich
Schulze (1687–1744), who first invented photography by discovering the light
sensitivity of silver nitrate in 1727.22 He even wrote an entire book to assert this
point, its title boldly referring to Schulze as “inventor of the first photographic
procedure.”23 Since then Beaumont Newhall, former curator at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, has stressed the scientific interests of Talbot as key
factors in his invention of the calotype; others have followed suit by presenting
developments in chemistry and experiments on the physical properties of light as
essential to the foundation of various photographic processes.24 It was left to Peter
Galassi and Geoffrey Batchen in the late twentieth century to ask why the scientific
knowledge that made photography possible significantly pre-dated the medium’s
formal introduction to the world.25
Recent years have seen a flurry of new investigations into the scientific origins
of photography. As demonstrated by the essays published here, these take a fresh
look at the men of science who played a role in forging what we now call photography, and seek to reintegrate their ideas into the broader intellectual concerns
of their time.26 Their writing points to key scientific concepts, categories, and
discourses as critical to the framing of the medium’s beginnings. Jordan Bear, for
instance, proposes that the work of British proto-photographer Humphry Davy
challenges the criteria by which we judge early photographic procedures as successful. Unable to fix photographic images and render them stable physical objects,
Davy demonstrated ephemeral, often subjective visual phenomena in his lectures.
Bear locates Davy’s efforts within the evidentiary culture of Romantic science,
suggesting that histories of photography based solely upon extant artifacts obscure
the beliefs and practices through which period audiences assessed the claims of
men like Davy. Laura Saltz asks how two apparently contradictory conceptions
of photography—as mechanical and natural—once coexisted. Saltz investigates
the fluctuating meanings of these terms and their place within period discourses
of art and science. Finally, Kelley Wilder asks why historians have taken some
publications, such as Tiphaigne de la Roche’s Giphantie à Babylon (1760), as
premonitions of photographic invention, but not scientific treatises like Sir John
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Herschel’s A Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy (1830). She
addresses this question by studying the research on light conducted by Herschel
in the 1820s and linking it to his subsequent approach to photography. The chapters in this section thus show how current scholarship would benefit from thinking through the historical production of scientific knowledge and, in so doing,
approach photography’s origins as a continuously redefined set of phenomena.
Through inquiries such as these, we envision Photography and Its Origins as an
opportunity to reframe ongoing discussions about the history, current aims, and
future direction of photography studies. Importantly, the primary motivation for this
volume differs from that of the historiographical critiques marking photography’s
sesquicentennial, which had much to do with the concurrent proliferation of digital photographic technologies. “From the moment of its sesquicentennial in 1989,”
William J. Mitchell proclaimed in The Reconfigured Eye (1994), “photography was
dead – or, more precisely, radically and permanently displaced – as was painting 150
years before.”27 The perceived death of a medium, in other words, sparked a critical
exploration of its essential character—just as another new medium was emerging, it
seemed, to take its place. And so Photography and Its Origins responds to something
else—namely, the significant expansion of photography studies since 1989 and the
recent emergence of new kinds of histories in the field. Temporal, geographic, disciplinary, and methodological, such growth demonstrates the vibrancy of writing on
photography today—indeed, the new life with which it has been invested—in the
wake of pronouncements of the medium’s demise.28 These new approaches require
careful, critical reflection on how histories of photography begin—that is, on the
objects, people, and places to which they assign priority, the discourses they deem
foundational, and the methodological gestures that launch investigations thereof. For
it is through the selection of a starting point (or points) that we articulate what our
narratives value, what we hope to achieve through them, and what we believe photography to be. If the end is built upon the beginning, then we must be evermore
self-conscious about our longings for and constructions of origins.
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A SENSATIONAL STORY
Helmut Gernsheim and “the world’s first
photograph”
Jessica S. McDonald

One famous photograph has been the subject of exhibitions, symposia, films,
television programs, news reports, lecture tours, scientific analyses, personal memoirs, and an architectural reconstruction. Popularly known as “the world’s first
photograph,” the pewter plate bears only the faint image of a courtyard, but represents a successful attempt by French inventor Joseph Nicéphore Niépce to record a
view from nature in 1826 or 1827. Niépce’s View from the Window at Le Gras, as the
object is now known, has lent substance to stories told by a succession of stewards,
beginning with Niépce himself when he brought the plate to England to promote his invention in 1827, and ending when the Harry Ransom Center placed
it on permanent display in 2003. In the intervening years this object, along with
Niépce’s “memoir” describing the process he called “heliography,” has been brandished as evidence for priority claims naming Niépce the inventor of photography.
The person who controlled the story of “the world’s first photograph” longest was Helmut Gernsheim. That he and his first wife Alison—prodigious collectors, authoritative historians, and determined advocates for photography—tracked
down Niépce’s mythical heliograph and memoir is well known, largely due to
their announcement of the photograph’s “re-discovery” in 1952, and Gernsheim’s
continuous retelling of the story after Alison’s death in 1969. As is often true of
narratives told over a lifetime, his evolved into an epic tale of conquest. “Only a
historian can understand my feeling at that moment,” he wrote in 1977, recalling
the first time he set eyes on the plate. “I had reached the goal of my research and
held the foundation stone of photography in my hand.”1 This chapter rethinks the
historical moment and personal circumstance surrounding the Gernsheims’ public
announcement of their find, and it examines their subsequent rewriting of the history of photography. It investigates the degree to which later historians adopted
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their revision, while demonstrating Helmut Gernsheim’s persistent control of the
story, long after relinquishing ownership of the object. Drawing attention to the
enduring influence of our foundational histories, this chapter calls for continued
scrutiny of the figures who shaped them.

Origin myths
Helmut Gernsheim began formulating his account years before he held Niépce’s
photograph in his hand. In April 1950, he appealed to the readers of the Observer to
help him find the lost “Niépceotype” thought to have been taken at Kew Church
when Niépce visited England in 1827, asserting that he had “traced the history of
the Kew Church photograph and the memoir up to 1898.”2 If found, he declared,
the photograph “would be the first extant picture from nature.” By June 1950,
further investigation convinced him that the subject of the photograph was not
Kew Church but the “oft-repeated view from Niépce’s window at Gras” and that
it was made in 1824.3 In July, he submitted to the Photographic Journal a meticulously documented account, compiled in collaboration with Alison Gernsheim, of
what brought him to this assessment.4 Years later he recalled that he had written
the article to “close the matter” after Gibbon Pritchard, son of the last owner of
the material, notified Gernsheim that the items weren’t returned after their last
exhibition half a century earlier.5 Perhaps learning from Niépce’s failure to publish
his experiments, Gernsheim made sure to enter his own findings into the record,
thus deflecting his doubters. If “the world’s first photograph” was ever to be found,
the publication ensured that Gernsheim would be known as the historian “who
first claimed it.”6
The Gernsheims’ claim was galvanized in January 1952 when they received a
letter from the widow of Gibbon Pritchard, announcing the missing photograph
had been found.7 She had come across the plate along with Niépce’s memoir, a
print of the Cardinal d’Amboise, another version of the memoir, and a letter in a
forgotten shipping container. Upon this discovery, she remembered Gernsheim’s
earlier correspondence with her husband. Gernsheim replied immediately, explaining in his letter that he and his wife cared for their historical collection on behalf of
“all who are interested in the history of photography” and that they wished to offer
it “as a gift, to be the foundation of a national or international museum.” He asked
if Mrs. Pritchard would be willing to donate the precious items to their collection,
ensuring they would be “preserved for posterity.”8 Gernsheim then paid her a visit
on February 14, 1952, bringing gift copies of his books. Particularly enchanted
by the volume of “rediscovered” Lewis Carroll photographs, Mrs. Pritchard was
pleased to hand over the Niépce items to him on the spot.
The Gernsheims wasted no time preparing an announcement of their historic
find. In order to prove decisively that the pewter plate was “the world’s first photograph,” they had to eliminate any doubt that this was the missing landscape
“from nature” presented by Niépce to Francis Bauer in 1827. Key to substantiating
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their story was a reproduction clearly depicting the view from Niépce’s window.
After trying unsuccessfully to photograph the reflective surface, Gernsheim ultimately received assistance from the Kodak Research Laboratory. He made a sketch
of the image before handing it over (Figure 1.1), so if the plate was ruined in the
reproduction process, he would have a visual record of the pigeon house, the pear
tree, and other landmarks of the view. These details needed to be clear beyond suspicion, and so when Kodak, after much difficulty, produced an image that all but
obliterated the view (Figure 1.2)—barely discernible in the first place—Gernsheim
took matters into his own hands. He set about retouching the reproduction with
watercolor, enhancing contrast to emphasize lines and shapes, and reduce “blemishes,”9 producing a copy that he believed was “much closer to the original than
the first reproduction” (Figure 1.3).10
Distributed with the headline “Re-Discovery of the World’s First Photograph,”
the Gernsheims’ story, accompanied by the retouched reproduction, became part
of a carefully planned publicity campaign targeted at newspapers and magazines
across Europe. Some editors were offered first publishing rights for the “sensational story” and were encouraged to telegraph their acceptance—and offer of payment—to secure the deal.11 It debuted in The Times on April 15, 1952, somewhat
buried on page 6, with the headline: “The Earliest True Photograph.”12 For the
Gernsheims, the principal significance of this faint relic rested not in its identity as
the world’s first photograph ever, but in its ability to provide physical evidence for
what they and others before them had posited—that Niépce was the world’s first
photographer. “There is no absolute agreement on the year in which Niépce first
succeeded in taking a permanent view from nature, though most historians favour
1824,” they wrote. Still, if one accepted 1826 as the date of their plate, as they did,
and lined it up alongside the earliest extant results obtained by other contenders for
“inventor of photography,” then Niépce came out nine years ahead of Talbot, and
eleven years ahead of Daguerre.
Most publications evidently hoped to hook readers with the “world’s first”
language supplied by the Gernsheims, with the fine historical details alluding to
Niépce’s prior successes often lost in reports for a popular audience. While the
Gernsheims seem to have allowed editors some creative license, they protested
when publications failed to pay them due credit for their discovery. As they saw it,
they were responsible for uncovering the physical evidence that crowned Niépce
the “true inventor of photography,” and had uncovered the very “origin” of photography itself. They were thus positioned to settle a century of priority debates
and affirm their role as the principal agents of a historical overhaul when they set
about rewriting the history of photography.

Rewriting history
It is clear from the beginning of their monumental volume The History of
Photography from the Earliest Use of the Camera Obscura in the Eleventh Century up to
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FIGURE 1.1

Helmut Gernsheim, 1952, graphite on paper. Reproduction of Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce, View from the Window at Le Gras, 1826 or 1827,
heliograph. Courtesy of the Gernsheim Collection, Harry Ransom
Center, The University of Texas at Austin.

FIGURE 1.2

P. B. Watt, Kodak Research Laboratory, 1952, gelatin silver print.
Reproduction of Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, View from the Window at Le
Gras, 1826 or 1827, heliograph. Courtesy of the Gernsheim Collection,
Harry Ransom Center, The University of Texas at Austin.
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FIGURE 1.3

Helmut Gernsheim, after Kodak Research Laboratory reproduction,
1952, gelatin silver print with applied watercolor. Reproduction of
Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, View from the Window at Le Gras, 1826 or
1827, heliograph. Courtesy of the Gernsheim Collection, Harry Ransom
Center, The University of Texas at Austin.

1914 (1955) that Niépce is the leading character in a tale that begins well before
1839. An entire chapter called “The First Photographer” is dedicated to him,
and appears first in the section on “The Invention of Photography” rather than
figuring in “Prehistory of Photography.” This marks a shift in the historical
structure then most recently presented by Beaumont Newhall, who in drawing a
line between proto-photography and photography proper had associated Niépce
with the former category. For Newhall, photography was truly launched in 1839
when it was given to the public, and he avoided anointing any one figure its
inventor.
The very first sentence of the Gernsheims’ introduction acknowledges the previously accepted date of 1839, but dismisses it on a technical basis, stating that Niépce
had taken photographs—“permanently fixed images of the camera obscura”—in
1826.13 Despite this initial certainty, the remainder of their introduction awkwardly
balances the historical with the promotional. The last paragraph begins with the
admission that “the invention of photography is the result of an evolution rather
than a sudden discovery by any one man,” yet its final sentence proclaims that
“Niépce alone deserves to be considered the true inventor of photography.”14 These
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inconsistencies seep into the chapter, as the Gernsheims simultaneously retain the
likelihood that Niépce made “a permanent view of nature” as early as 1824 and
state that he definitely did not do so until 1826, the date given for their heliograph.
They mention Niépce’s success making negative images in the camera, permanent
enough that he could send samples to his brother, in 1816. The Gernsheims, following the autobiographical announcement of their great find in 1952, write themselves
into this chapter, retracing the trajectory of Niépce’s view until the moment “it was
rediscovered in England through our efforts” in January 1952.15
Whereas Newhall had referred to “A View of Kew” in the 1949 edition of his
History of Photography, the Gernsheims were now in a position to give the heliograph a new name, and did not settle for Niépce’s own descriptive title, “point de
vue.” Each element of the caption they ultimately gave the photograph—“The world’s
first photograph, by Nicéphore Niépce. View from his window at Gras. 8″ × 6½″.
1826″—supported an aspect of their discovery. Part of their mission was to dispel the
myth of the “supposed Kew photograph” and be first to establish its actual subject, and
so the description “View from his window at Gras,” must be read as essential to their
claim.16 To confirm that this plate is a match with the one identified in nineteenthcentury inventories, they included its precise physical dimensions (information not
supplied in most other captions). In dating the object to 1826, and maintaining the
label “world’s first,” they bestowed upon photography a new birthdate.

The Gernsheim Collection
For more than a decade the Gernsheims campaigned for a national museum of
photography, arguing that many historical photographs had “only been saved from
being discarded as junk” by a few thoughtful collectors. They warned that “others
may be lost for ever [sic] unless systematic collection of all material appertaining
to the history of photography is begun now.”17 Continuing their activities under
the auspices of an institution, with salaries, pensions, and acquisition funds, would
have come as a relief to the Gernsheims, yet these and other demands attached to
their proposed gift to the nation do not appear to have helped their cause. The
Gernsheim Collection did not end up in the United Kingdom as they had wished,
but in the United States, at The University of Texas at Austin.
While London and Austin may seem worlds apart, the Gernsheims would have
recognized something in the spirit of their collection’s new home. The Texas
State constitution of 1876 mandated the creation of “a university of the first class,”
and Harry Huntt Ransom, a Texas-born, Yale-educated professor of English,
believed this could be achieved through the establishment of a world-class library.
Hailed as a visionary and ultimately promoted to Chancellor of the UT system,
Ransom had appealed to Texas pride in 1956, boldly proposing “a center of our
cultural compass—a research center to be the Bibliothèque Nationale of the only
state that started out as an independent nation.”18 Ransom set his sights on the
books and manuscripts of modern writers not yet deemed “classic” and, like the
Gernsheims, voraciously acquired materials that others might have “discarded as
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junk.” Ransom’s spoils could be studied under the auspices of the newly founded
Humanities Research Center (HRC), given its own building and renamed the
Harry Ransom Center in 1982.
The Gernsheims, exhausted after years of failed negotiations, agreed to sell their
collection to the HRC, an institution they had never visited, for $300,000 in 1963.
While “the world’s first photograph” had been the Gernsheims’ worldwide claim
to fame, it arrived in Texas without fanfare, a circumstance compounded by the
Gernsheims’ initial insistence on confidentiality.19 In May 1965 they permitted the
HRC to disclose the sale and helped edit the university’s press release.20 Though
it mentioned “the world’s first photograph” in its lead sentence, the release made
it clear that, for the HRC, the relevance of the Gernsheim Collection lay principally in its relation to Victorian literature and culture.21 This emphasis on literary
illustration was typical of American libraries and museums in the 1960s, where
photographs were often valued for, and filed under, their subjects. In this context,
it is not surprising that a barely discernible image of an unremarkable pastoral scene
drew little attention.
It may have also been simply lost in the shuffle, as Ransom’s exuberant buying
had resulted in collections piling up in the Main Building, while his secretary’s office
was reputed to be “so filled with cardboard boxes that a visitor had to slide along
the wall.”22 In 1970 the HRC achieved the “world-class” status Ransom once envisioned when it appeared alongside Harvard, Yale, the Morgan, and the Huntington
in Anthony Hobson’s Great Libraries. For authorities in the small but growing photography field, however, the effective silencing of the internationally renowned
Gernsheim Collection seemed an appalling oversight. In a review of the Gernsheims’
updated History of Photography (1969), for instance, Newhall remarked that the photographs they had collected “now languish in the archives of the University of Texas
alongside, we understand, that state’s photographic record of its highway system.”23
Through the 1970s, Helmut Gernsheim grew increasingly impatient with the
collection’s low profile at the HRC and concerned about rumors of its physical
deterioration. On his first visit to Austin in 1978, he complained about how the
material was being treated to the local press.24 In an interview with UT Professor
J. B. Colson, moreover, Gernsheim suggested that the university should be “more
appreciative” of the “many firsts” in the collection. After Colson stated rather
frankly, “you seem to like to emphasize firsts,” Gernsheim replied,
Yes because I think the person who does something first is the person leading
the way. He has a mission to see something that should be done, can be
done. People who come later on are merely making use of his idea, his
vision. Now we have—just as I started this big collection here, we have
now several people, in fact many people, starting collections, privately,
small collections, big collections. Museums that never thought of collecting
photography are now collecting photography. Museums that told me at the
time, that I was actually a fool to collect photography, now open departments
of photography. There you are.25
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Re-vision
Once dismissed as a “fool,” Gernsheim was not too late to participate in the “photo
boom” of the 1970s, in which he and Newhall were regarded as the godfathers
of the history of photography. He may have sold his collection, but he protected
his stories like valuable assets, lecturing to growing audiences in Europe and the
United States. These audiences were already familiar with Niépce’s tribulations,
thanks largely to Gernsheim, and were more interested in hearing about the historian’s own experience on the ground floor of an exciting new field. They, along
with an unprecedented expansion in photography publishing, provided Gernsheim
with a platform to refine the chronicles on which his legacy was built.
Gernsheim set down what would become his official story of rediscovering the
Niépce materials in an article called “The 150th Anniversary of Photography,”
published in January 1977 (not 1989) in the first issue of the journal History of
Photography. His find, he wrote, proved “Niépce’s invention of photography
beyond any shadow of a doubt.”26 Conducted just a few months later, an interview in the volume Dialogue with Photography is the closest thing we have to an
autobiography by Gernsheim.27 At the intersection of these lectures and texts, new
accounts emerged. We might grant him some margin of hyperbole in writings
about his collecting, as in his statement in Dialogue with Photography, that there were
“no public collections to guide me. I had to pioneer the field myself.” Similarly,
one might forgive Gernsheim when he asserted that his, not Newhall’s History of
Photography, “immediately established itself as the standard reference work of scholars and teachers wherever people knew English.”28 Troubling, of course, was the
fact that these claims minimized the role played by Alison Gernsheim in researching
and financing their collection, writing their histories, and mounting their exhibitions.29 And by giving the third edition of their history a new format and title, and
removing her name as co-author, even as much of the text remained identical to
their 1969 edition, Helmut Gernsheim caused younger historians to cite only his
name in their new research.30
In this light we must look carefully at other period statements, such as the
“personal note” with which he closes his “150th Anniversary of Photography”
article: “Museums and other public institutions often turn gifts into cash when it
suits them. I wanted to avoid anyone saying the same of me. So I passed my priceless items on to the University of Texas as I had received them, without valuation,
when the Gernsheim Collection was acquired by that institution in 1964.”31 If
by “without valuation” he meant “as gifts,” Gernsheim’s statement is inconsistent with the files of documents pertaining to this sale at the Ransom Center, in
which the Niépce items are listed, with values, on sale inventories he and Alison
provided. There is no customary gift acknowledgment issued by The University
of Texas, nor any mention of a gift in the correspondence with Ransom Center
administrators or with Newhall. After 1977, when other historians mentioned that
the items were purchased, however, Gernsheim wrote to point out the “error” and
cited his own article in the journal History of Photography as a reference.32
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Whether or not he remembered this part of the story accurately, subsequent
historians have accepted and repeated the information in their own publications.
Gernsheim is certainly not the first to embellish the major accomplishments of his
life, but his influence on a generation of emerging historians who viewed him as
an authority ensured that his account of rediscovery would be propagated in the
future. In such a small field, a remedy for this circumstance can be particularly
difficult. As critic A. D. Coleman wrote in 2003, “Every scholarly discipline goes
through periodic revisionist phases . . . yet, because this field remains so new, we
also face the ever-knotty problem of the young confronting their difficult parents.”33 Gernsheim owned the story of “the world’s first photograph” long after he
gave up possession of the plate, and in many ways he still does.

New histories
In 1994, “the world’s first photograph” made headlines when it left The University
of Texas for the first time in fifty years to travel to Houston for FotoFest, the
month-long international photography festival.34 Helmut Gernsheim was there to
tell his story one last time before his death the following year. The plate went on
“semi-permanent” display in the Harry Ransom Center’s lobby in 1997, before
a major renovation of the building in 2001 and 2002 provided new gallery space.
During the renovation the plate was on view at the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library
and Museum, presented with the caption View from the Window at Le Gras and a
text explaining it is “also recognized as The World’s First Photograph.”35
In some ways Niépce’s photograph had finally earned the recognition that
Gernsheim had always hoped it would at The University of Texas, but by this
time historians had largely turned away from the notion of one single “inventor”
of photography. They were also increasingly critical of the foundational histories
of the medium, including those written by Newhall and Gernsheim. In 1983 Larry
Schaaf had cautioned that the generation trained on those histories were now in a
position to scrutinize them, writing “Dramatic changes in the field now force us
to reexamine the role and value of the histories.”36 It is thus instructive to examine
briefly the impact of the Gernsheims’ discovery on the histories that followed.
A survey of the major histories published in English after 1955 reveals that each
of them includes a reference to the “re-discovered” photograph, though with the
exception of Peter Pollack’s Picture History of Photography (1958) it is not the lynchpin it was for the Gernsheims. Keith Davis, Michel Frizot, Robert Hirsch, Bernard
Marbot (in Jean-Claude Lemagny), Mary Warner Marien, Naomi Rosenblum, and
John Szarkowski all follow Newhall, who neither identified Niépce as the inventor
of photography, changed the structure of his History of Photography, or adopted the
phrase “the world’s first photograph” after the Gernsheims’ History was first published. Marien comes closest to Gernsheim when she says the plate is “considered
to be the world’s first permanent photograph” in her text and provides the date
“c. 1826,” though she features another contender for the title in the two most recent
editions.37 Others refer instead to the “first extant photograph” (Rosenblum), the
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“first ‘photographed’ image to survive” (Frizot), the “earliest extant photograph”
(Davis), the “oldest known” record of the camera’s image (Szarkowski), the “only
print from nature by Niépce which has come down to us” (Marbot), or the “oldest
surviving photographically based camera picture” (Hirsch).
Hirsch alone addresses the uncertainty surrounding the object and its date, advising readers of what “remains a fluid situation, based on evidence and semantics.”38
In the last edition of his (and Alison’s) own History, Gernsheim continued to refer
to “the world’s first photograph” in the text but dropped the phrase from the caption; moreover, partially (and temporarily) convinced by Pierre G. Harmant and
Paul Marillier’s research, Gernsheim grudgingly adjusted the date to 1826–27.39
With the exception of Keith Davis, who reproduces no Niépce image in his volume featuring the Hallmark Photographic Collection, and John Szarkowski, who
reproduces Kodak’s version in Photography Until Now, the author of every newer
text surveyed here has chosen to reproduce Gernsheim’s retouched image. In the
final edition of his History, published in 1982, Newhall used Kodak’s reproduction,
as he had in his 1967 book Latent Image: The Discovery of Photography, much to his
friend Helmut’s disappointment.40 Frizot is the only historian in this group to draw
attention to the artificiality of Gernsheim’s official image, calling it a “modern
reproduction (enhanced contrast).”41
A newer reproduction made when the plate underwent scientific analysis at the
Getty Conservation Institute has been available from the Ransom Center for more
than a decade (Figure 1.4), but historians have been slow to embrace it, continuing to request Gernsheim’s reproduction even when the options are made clear.
These historians, and their publishers, may still seek an image that will “reproduce
well,” passing on the more realistic, but less legible, update. After all, the standard
histories still universally reproduce Daguerre’s 1937 still life, which has been, for
many years, only a blank mirror. It would appear that historians, while recognizing
the significance of Niépce’s View from the Window at Le Gras as an exceedingly rare
example of an early experimental photographic process, are generally unconvinced
by or unconcerned with its status as “the world’s first photograph” and decline
to label it as such. Yet since the Gernsheims made the photograph famous, it has
essentially become an obligatory building block of any history, making the decision not to include it require justification. And, somewhat surprisingly, Helmut
Gernsheim’s image of the plate, widely known in the field as a painterly reconstruction, has itself become an icon of photo-history.

Main attraction
With its grand reopening in 2003, the Harry Ransom Center consciously established itself as both a library and a museum. A major goal of the renovation was
to transform the Ransom Center, formerly regarded as a “fortress,” into a more
welcoming space for the general public, not just for students, faculty, and visiting
scholars.42 Two permanent displays were installed in the new lobby: the Gutenberg
Bible and the First Photograph. Visitors can now see Niépce’s heliograph inside
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FIGURE 1.4

Jack Ross, Ellen Rosenbery, and Anthony Peres, J. Paul Getty Museum,
2002, digital image. Reproduction of Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, View
from the Window at Le Gras, 1826 or 1827, heliograph. Courtesy of the
Gernsheim Collection, Harry Ransom Center, The University of Texas
at Austin.

a darkened booth designed for optimum viewing and quiet contemplation.
Significantly, the First Photograph appears, along with the Gutenberg Bible, in the
Ransom Center’s marketing and fundraising materials. This is a story that only the
Ransom Center can tell, distinguishing it from high-profile institutions in major
cities. This tale, no longer limited to an audience of photography specialists, today
engages potential members, visitors, and donors. In 2002 the university’s alumni
magazine called it “one of the most important objects on the University of Texas
campus,” and elevated it in 2013 to “among the most important historical objects
in the world.”43 What was once Gernsheim’s story is now a narrative claimed by
the entire university.
In the same way the Gernsheims’ announcement had been simultaneously published in The Photographic Journal and Life magazine, the photograph appeals in
different ways to both a scholarly and a popular audience. Roy Flukinger, one
of several curators who have worked in the collection over the years but the one
who has, by far, stayed the longest, remembers that in the 1970s, department
staff referred to the object as “the world’s first photo” informally, particularly in
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communication with staff in other areas, yet tried to adopt the unwieldy phrase
“world’s earliest known permanent photograph from nature” in more formal settings or publications.44 This balance continues even today. A printed “Guide to
the First Photograph,” introduced in 2009, combines a bold title with subtle qualifiers in the text, but maintains that [Helmut] Gernsheim “returned Niépce to his
rightful place as the inventor of photography.”
In order to be crowned “first,” a newcomer must dethrone the current holder
of the title, and Gernsheim fiercely guarded his photograph’s reign. Now the
Ransom Center finds itself in this position. As Flukinger told the audience at
the “Niépce in England” conference in 2010, “When one takes on the care of a
major photographic collection which includes what its founding but very assertive
re-discoverer has earlier labeled ‘The World’s First Photograph,’ one seems fated
to defend that title against all comers.”45 The Ransom Center defends none of
the other “facts” or “firsts” proposed by the Gernsheims in the 1950s, including
the “first underwater photograph ever taken,” the “first photographic ‘pin-ups’”
(which could not, the Gernsheims inform us, actually be pinned up), or the “first
successful aerial photograph.”46 But when an individual, institution, or auction
house has announced the discovery of the “real” first photograph in recent years,
the Ransom Center has answered to the press.47 This kind of attention only revives
the old priority debates for a public audience, reinforcing the proposition that photography can be traced to a single origin while maintaining a focus on the things
rather than the ideas of history. And so we must expand our investigation of photography’s beginnings by critically examining the historians who invented them,
acknowledging their groundbreaking work while unraveling the stakes invested in
each of their claims.
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2
WHAT’S WRONG WITH DAGUERRE?
Hans Rooseboom

Ever since the invention of photography was made public in 1839, there has been
much discussion about who contributed most to it and who might be the sole or
principal inventor of the medium. Several persons could lay claim to that title,
according to themselves or to others. They included three Frenchmen—Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce, Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, and Hippolyte Bayard—and
the Englishman William Henry Fox Talbot. This dispute had already begun in
1839 and continued even after the deaths of these four (and all other) claimants.1
Indeed, disputes continue today, as the early history of photography has become
the subject of much serious and scholarly writing.
One goal of contemporary scholarship could be to try to establish, definitively
and rather scientifically, the specific contributions that various individuals made
to the invention of photography. But bias almost inevitably creeps in, and authors
end up promoting one “first photographer” over others and serving the author’s
particular agenda. Their efforts are not unlike those of lawyers in a courtroom
drama, who deploy pieces of evidence, and downplay others, to strengthen
their case. This has resulted in some imbalance in many histories of photography. To give just one telling example, in the book 1839, la Photographie Révélée
(1989), multiple authors offer different opinions about the relative greatness of
Niépce, Daguerre, Talbot, and Bayard. In the introduction, Michel Frizot states
that it is impossible to speak of “the invention” of photography, and points
to the fact that each inventor was working towards another goal. As the book
unfolds, however, most of the authors settle into their positions. First, Paul Jay
argues that Daguerre was primarily a hindrance to Niépce and had contributed
little or nothing to the invention of photography. Then Frizot expounds upon
Daguerre’s merit. He is followed by Jean-Claude Gautrand, who elevates Bayard
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to the status of “le véritable premier photographe de l’histoire” (the real first
photographer in history).2 Gautrand also suggests that the day Bayard mounted
the first public exhibition of photographs—June 24, 1839—should be considered
“la véritable naissance de la photographie” (“the real birth of photography”).3
This chapter deals with the ways historians have dealt with the “legacy” of the
four men who are believed to be photography’s chief inventors. It will look specifically at the reasons for the historiographical treatment of Daguerre, who has
generally been treated more unfavorably than his rivals. Daguerre, as we know,
was initially regarded as the principal inventor of photography. He received much
more press attention and official recognition than any of the other inventors, and
so became the man to be beaten. Every time Talbot, Niépce, or Bayard have
been the main subject of a publication, Daguerre has been almost automatically
portrayed as their nemesis. But especially in the decades following World War
II, these figures gained much more prestige in writing on photography. The first
monograph on Bayard was published in 1943; the first one on Talbot in 1964.4
Niépce’s return to favor was initiated by his son in 1841, further advanced by
Georges Potonniée and Raymond Lécuyer, and culminated in a handful of editions of Niépce’s letters and other documents.5 Lécuyer in particular has strongly
and clearly expressed his feeling that Daguerre cunningly exaggerated his own
merits at the expense of his former partner.6 In the pages that follow I will show
how certain preconceptions and values have played a significant role in the elevation of others over Daguerre in photo historiography.

Early battles
In 1843 William Henry Fox Talbot wrote, “Now, since the History of Photography
will probably be written some day or other, it is desirable that the different
phaenomena discovered should be ascribed to their first observers, with as much
attention to accuracy as possible.” He continued, “As this is in most cases the
only reward of scientific researches, justice requires that it should be scrupulously adhered to, and if by accident a mistake occurs it ought to be speedily rectified.”7 However reasonable Talbot’s plea may sound, we must keep in
mind that his own contributions to the invention of photography had not always
been acknowledged as fully as he had wished. His “call” was therefore decidedly
self-interested.
Personal involvement and resentment have often played a role in the
promotion of certain inventors over others. Consider Isidore Niépce, the son
of Daguerre’s former partner (who died in 1833), who felt wronged by the
way Daguerre had treated his father’s memory. The very title of Isidore’s 1841
book is telling: Historique de la découverte improprement nommée Daguerréotype,
précédée d’une notice sur son véritable inventeur feu M. Joseph-Nicéphore Niépce, de
Chalons-sur-Saone, par son fils, Isidore Niépce (History of the discovery incorrectly
called Daguerreotype, preceded by a notice on its true inventor the late Mr.
Joseph-Nicéphore Niépce, from Chalons-sur-Saone, by his son, Isidore Niépce).
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After his father died, Isidore succeeded him in the partnership with Daguerre,
without being able to contribute much to Daguerre’s ongoing efforts to perfect
and market his photographic process. In the end Daguerre named that process
after himself, disregarding the term héliographie he and Niépce had first used.
Although Daguerre had undeniably improved the process he had been working
on with Niépce,8 Isidore felt aggrieved by the way Daguerre and François Arago
downplayed his father’s achievements in the famous 1839 brochure Historique et
description des procédés du Daguerréotype et du Diorama. In it they called Niépce’s
héliographie an imperfect technique that differed significantly from Daguerre’s process.9 Daguerre published excerpts from his correspondence with Niépce “pour
prouver que ce dernier n’a été pour rien dans la découverte du Daguerréotype”
(“in order to prove that Niépce played no part in the discovery of the daguerreotype”).10 While this may not have been strictly fair, it was certainly effective. As a
result, Daguerre was considered internationally in 1839 the undisputed inventor
of photography.
The early historians of photography, Josef Maria Eder and Erich Stenger, were
also disinclined to favor Daguerre, as they were busy trying to prove that photography owed more to Germany than to France or England.11 Simply because of his
nationality Daguerre did not fit into their view of how and where photography had
been born. Feelings of national pride similarly determined the publications of early
French photo-historian Georges Potonniée, who published his Histoire de la découverte de la photographie in 1925: “l’histoire de la photographie est essentiellement
française. C’est un Français, Niépce, qui l’a inventée; c’est un Français, Daguerre,
qui l’a divulguée” (“The history of photography is predominantly French. It is a
Frenchman, Niépce, who invented it; it is a Frenchman, Daguerre, who disclosed
it”). Potonniée’s book was intended to fill a gap; because French publications at
the time were incomplete and too concise, readers had no option but to turn their
attention to British and German literature, which emphasized British and German
contributions to the invention of photography.12 Such emphasis clearly annoyed
Potonniée, as he remarked, “C’est au détriment de nos inventeurs” (“it is to the
detriment of our [French] inventors”).13 Potonniée especially resented an assertion
by Eder, who stated in Geschichte der Photographie (1905) that photography was
invented by the German scientist Johann Heinrich Schulze (1687–1744). Schulze
had discovered the light sensitivity of silver nitrate in 1727. In making this claim
Eder added yet another name to a discussion that had until then included primarily
French and British claimants.14

A tale of two inventors
In the above-mentioned publications we can see clearly the factors that
determined them: filial loyalty (Isidore Niépce) or national pride (Eder, Potonniée,
and Stenger). As authors in this volume observe, we have not entirely rid ourselves
of national biases in photo historiography. Other preconceptions and ways of thinking continue to shape scholarly writing, resulting in the historiographical neglect
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or disparagement of Daguerre. It would seem that there are at least four factors at
work. First, his initial success backfired: as Niépce, Bayard, and Talbot’s merits
were not immediately credited sufficiently, their “case” has sooner or later been
championed by authors feeling sympathy for the underdog. Second, Daguerre and
Talbot’s processes have often been considered two different and distinct styles in
photographic picture making. Third, the daguerreotype process has often, though
not exclusively, been associated with commercial photographic practices. And,
fourth, Daguerre has been depicted as an inventor and businessman, rather than an
important artist and photographer.
Let’s begin by considering the underdog factor. Of all the “losers,” Talbot has
received the most attention in modern accounts of photography’s origins. He had
vigorously resisted Daguerre’s claims more than anyone else, ensuring that he
would become the Frenchman’s main rival. Alarmed in January 1839 by newspaper reports on a French process that seemed to be much like the one he had
been working on irregularly since 1834, Talbot hoped that he could at least be
the first to explain his method to a learned society. In order to do so, he began
producing a new set of prints. Unfortunately he was hindered by bad weather and,
perhaps more importantly, the Royal Society would not allow him to publish his
account in their journal if he were to first publish it elsewhere. The latter setback
has helped to foster Talbot’s reputation as a scientist working against the odds.
Daguerre found himself in a much more comfortable position, enjoying Arago’s
“protection.” Thanks to the well-known and respected physicist, Daguerre had
access to both money and official recognition for his invention.
Photography’s historiography has often dealt with the invention of photography
as a struggle between two very different characters. Specifically, the “antithesis”
between Daguerre and Talbot has become a very compelling narrative. As that
story goes, Talbot was a gentleman and a respected scientist. Daguerre, on the
other hand, was of humble descent, had worked hard to make something of himself and was driven to achieve worldly fame. During his career, Daguerre was a
successful painter and inventor, succeeded in selling his photographic process, and
was officially recognized for having invented it. Talbot, by contrast, encountered
more problems, such as the unfavorable weather and lack of support from the
Royal Society. Whereas the Englishman can credibly be presented as a polyglot or
versatile savant who didn’t have to work for a living, Daguerre can be seen as an
opportunist who courted commercial success and had a keen eye for business. That
the two men came from rival countries and that the photographs their processes
created looked completely different have only reinforced the idea that they represented completely different worlds.
Daguerre is sometimes kept in the background first and then suddenly put on
stage in order to heighten the excitement of the narrative. This is the case in Roger
Taylor’s Impressed by Light: British Photographs from Paper Negatives, 1840–1860
(2007). The author takes the reader into the very heart of Talbot’s personal life,
whereas his rival is described in a cool and detached way simply as “a Monsieur
Daguerre.” As Taylor explains:
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When William Henry Fox Talbot made his way to bed on the night of
Sunday, January 6, 1839, the winds were howling around the chimneystacks
and rattling the roof slates of Lacock Abbey, his home in Wiltshire in
southern England. [ . . . ] Talbot awoke on January 7 [1839] little knowing
that his personal world would soon be similarly buffeted and capsized by
events about to unfold in Paris. On that morning François Arago, director
of the Paris Observatory, rose to his feet at a meeting of the Académie des
Sciences to announce that a Monsieur Daguerre had discovered a means of
making permanent images with the camera obscura.15
Larry Schaaf took this notion of Daguerre vs. Talbot one step further in Out
of the Shadows: Herschel, Talbot & the Invention of Photography (1992). Page after
page, Schaaf offers the impression that Talbot and his sparring partner Sir John
Herschel were going about the business of inventing photography virtually
undisturbed.16 There is no mention of any other inventor simultaneously working on photographic techniques, and the unsuspecting reader is led to assume
that there were no others. It is only at the end of the first chapter that Schaaf
introduces “an eminently worthy competitor” named Daguerre.17 He simply
observes in an endnote that “Daguerre has purposely been moved to the periphery of the present essay.”18 There was, it seems, a dramaturgic reason for presenting Daguerre in this way. By deliberately keeping Daguerre off stage for so
long, his ultimate appearance becomes more dramatic. Talbot’s dismay is made
conceivable in a clever way, even if it means that Daguerre is merely a ghost in
the background.

Two techniques, two styles
Over time, the daguerreotype and calotype (invented by Talbot in 1841 to
replace his earlier photogenic drawing) came to be considered representatives
of two different styles of visual representation.19 The daguerreotype’s sharpness
and rich detail generated surprise and appreciation, while the calotype and its
emphasis on overall form were considered poetic. This distinction between the
two processes was observed as early as the 1840s and continues to inform photo
histories. Although Beaumont Newhall’s Photography 1839–1937 (1937) did not
present the struggle between Daguerre and Talbot in terms of a personal or
nationally biased war, he did describe the daguerreotype and the calotype as
opposed to one another—representatives of “detail” and “mass,” respectively.20
The opposition of line and form (or mass) had already captivated painting and
art history for centuries; in Daguerre and Talbot’s days it was associated with the
different approaches to painting by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres and Eugène
Delacroix.21
There is one additional and important difference between the daguerreotype
and Talbot’s salted paper print that may have contributed to how each has been
written about in history. The first one is a direct positive process; the image is made
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in the camera and then only needs developing to be made visible. When Talbot’s
process was used, the camera produced only an intermediate (the negative),
from which a final print had to be made. While making these prints, the photographer was able to intervene and add his personal stamp. This difference was
commented upon by the French author Edmond De Valicourt, who in 1853
wrote:
In the daguerreotype, when we have acquired a certain method, success is, so
to speak, mathematical, and the uniformity of the means employed yields an
identity of result with the precision and regularity of a machine. Such is not
the case in photography on paper. Here, the endless variety of resources at our
disposal transforms the photographer into a veritable artist who always remains
the judge in the choice of means, employing and directing them at will,
according to the different effects which he proposes to obtain. Thus he creates
a certain air to the picture and stamps upon each of his works an original and
individual style which, to a practiced eye, is equivalent to a signature.22
This is an early example of an opinion that became dogma later in the century
for most, if not all, serious photographers who wished to elevate photography
to a true art form. It became crucial for them to intervene in the production
of the print. The generation of late nineteenth-century Pictorialists took this
idea one step further by using brushes, paint, ink, and special kinds of paper to
make prints that looked more like a painting or drawing than the image on the
negative. The importance that ambitious art photographers and their supporters
attached to the surplus value of the print should not be underestimated. It was
stated repeatedly in many publications on “artistic photography” by Pictorialists
like Robert Demachy, Constant Puyo, Alfred Stieglitz, Heinrich Kühn, and
many more.23 Whereas the Pictorialists rediscovered early practitioners of the calotype process like Hill and Adamson, one can understand why they did not highly
value the daguerreotype process, which made it difficult to improve upon the
picture once the camera had done its work. To be sure, some admired and praised
the daguerreotype for its beauty in the twentieth century, especially in the United
States, but its artistic qualities have long been the subject of critique in Europe.
That is why Quentin Bajac and Dominique Planchon-de Font-Réaulx could state
in 2003 that “l’image daguerrienne est demeuré longtemps, en France, pays de son
invention, la mal-aimée des ouvrages sur la photographie” (“the daguerreian image
has long been the unloved one in works on photography in France, the country in
which the invention originated”).24
As the wish for manual intervention became de rigueur at the end of the nineteenth century and the daguerreotype had become obsolete, the process was hardly
ever mentioned in photographic literature. It was only in the late twentieth century that scholars began to recover the connections between daguerreotypy and
later forms of art photography. Consider the following observation made by John
Wood in America and the Daguerreotype (1991):
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The daguerreotype’s great simplicity, its lack of artifice, and its archetypal
rawness obscured it for many years from contemporary vision, a vision that
had been defined by Alfred Stieglitz, first in a way that aped Impressionism
and later in a way that aped Cubism. Stieglitz may have spoken of straight
photography and the purely photographic and therein perceived something
so modern, so contemporary even, that the world of art, including the world
of painting, has only come to it in recent years, but he failed to see that it was
an image like the daguerreotype he was describing.25

The stench of money
The daguerreotype is often regarded in photo histories as a technique
predominantly used by commercial photographers, whereas Talbot’s rival process is said to have been used primarily by amateurs who did not work for money
and instead chose the calotype for its intrinsic aesthetic qualities. In spite of
his apparent fondness for daguerreotypes, Keith F. Davis wrote in his survey
The Origins of American Photography, 1839–1885 (2007), “Daguerreotyping was
first and foremost a commercial activity, a means of earning a livelihood. With
few exceptions, daguerreotypists were typical small businessmen of the day.”26
Roger Taylor used even fewer words in Impressed by Light to describe the difference between the processes invented by Daguerre and Talbot: “Daguerreotypists
belonged to trade and calotypists to society.”27 This generalization has a long
tradition; it can be attributed to a certain disdain for artworks that sell easily and
are appreciated by a broad public.28 The daguerreotype has suffered from such
contempt for commercial art favored by the masses. Photographic literature, moreover, has generally paid little attention to commercial matters, ignoring the ways
in which money changed hands among producers, buyers, users, commissioners,
sellers, and publishers of photographs.
In fact, histories of photography have typically held the daguerreotype’s commercial success against its inventor who, as already noted, had keen business acumen.
Helmut and Alison Gernsheim, in their 1956 book on Daguerre, for example, gave
a strong impression that Daguerre was an attention-seeker with a highly developed
sense for public relations.29 That Daguerre lost interest in his invention soon after he
received his annuity and left it to others to make the necessary improvements, like
reducing exposure time—and that he virtually airbrushed out of history the contributions of the late Niépce—has led others to view Daguerre as the man who merely
marketed the first practical photographic technique (at Niépce’s expense). We can
see this in Yvan Christ’s characterization in l’age d’or de la photographie (1965): he
sets “Niépce l’inventeur” against “Daguerre l’adaptateur” (“Niépce the inventor”;
“Daguerre the adaptor”). The author later softens the blow, however, by saying
“Longtemps célébré à l’égal d’un démiurge—ce qui est abusif—Daguerre est parfois
regardé comme un astucieux comparse—ce qui ne l’est pas moins” (“After a long
period of fame for being a creator—which is incorrect—Daguerre is now often seen
as a cunning nonentity—which is even less accurate”).30
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A better photographer
A final way in which historians of photography have found something “wrong” with
Daguerre is by seeing him as “just” the inventor of a photographic process (and one
that was short-lived). Until the publication of Stephen Pinson’s Speculating Daguerre
in 2012, which Pinson discusses in his essay for this volume, he has hardly ever been
seen as an important photographer, or artist, in his own right.31 Weston Naef once
phrased it delicately when he wrote: “Ironically, France’s most famous contributor to the history of photography, Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre (1787–1851),
did not figure significantly in the emergence in France of photography as a
self-expressive medium of visual art.”32 Indeed, scholars have generally viewed
Daguerre’s photographs as specimens of a particular technique, without special
merit of their own. As Michel Frizot summarized the contemporary judgment
of the Frenchman: “Daguerre est l’inventeur du daguerréotype et du daguerréotype
seulement” (“Daguerre is the inventor of the daguerreotype and of the daguerreotype
only”).33
Naef was not the only one who thought little of Daguerre’s artistic merits. Larry
Schaaf, for instance, called Talbot “the first artist to be fostered by photography,”
as if Daguerre had not existed at all.34 Jean-Claude Gautrand did the same when he
called Bayard the “premier photographe français” (“the first French photographer”)
and “le véritable premier photographe de l’histoire” (“the very first photographer
in history”).35 It is telling that Daguerre has sometimes received minimal coverage
in modern histories of early photography. Ian Jeffrey’s book Photography: A Concise
History (1981) is a case in point. Jeffrey appears not to be interested in inventors or
techniques, only in photographers and photographs. This explains why Daguerre
appears only once in his book, and in relationship to Bayard, who is discussed
at length. Bayard is judged “as intriguing an artist as [Talbot]” and a forgotten
pioneer. Jeffrey continues: “In France he [Bayard] was overshadowed as an inventor by Daguerre. Nonetheless, using Fox Talbot’s process in the 1840s, he took
outstanding pictures.”36 That it is not entirely clear which photographs Daguerre
took himself does not help his reputation. It can be said of both Talbot and Bayard
that their commercial failure is more than compensated for by the appreciation for
their photographs. As Roy Flukinger has written of Talbot’s The Chess Players (ca.
1844), his work is “a triumph of light, an early testament to the aesthetic power of
the photographic practitioners.”37
Given the widespread praise for the pictorial and aesthetic qualities of Talbot’s
photographs, it is remarkable that Geoffrey Batchen opens William Henry Fox
Talbot (2008) with a statement that would be more at home in a book about
Talbot’s old rival, Daguerre: “Despite being honoured for having invented photography, William Henry Fox Talbot has yet to be sufficiently appreciated as a
photographer in his own right.”38 In 1980, Gail Buckland already wrote that the
photogenic drawings Talbot made during 1839 and 1840 “need to be discussed
as pictures not merely artifacts or scientific experiments.”39 Moving away from art
altogether, a recent edited volume on Talbot argues that his photographic activities
should be seen and interpreted in the context of his (other) scientific work, like
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botany, mathematics, etymology, and Assyriology. As the editors Mirjam Brusius,
Katrina Dean, and Chitra Ramalingam explain in their introduction, “A complete
contextualization of his work—one that encompasses the full range of Talbot’s scientific and scholarly activities by taking into account the abundant archival record
and fleshing out the networks of material and intellectual exchange that sustained
his work—remains to be done.”40
Surely much work remains when it comes to understanding the men lauded
as the chief inventors of photography and understanding their place in history.
Stephen Pinson has begun this work by recovering Daguerre as an artist and
exploring “how the invention of the daguerreotype relates to the broader visual culture in which Daguerre played an important role.”41 Importantly, Pinson
does not merely compare Daguerre’s process to that of others but seeks to understand it within its own context. For the first time since the Gernsheims published
their book on Daguerre, the Frenchman is brought back to life, and not merely
as someone else’s rival, nemesis, tease, or ghost. Another recent effort to shed
new light on what happened in 1839 and the preceding years, and convey those
events to a general reading public, was undertaken by Roger Watson and Helen
Rappaport’s Capturing the Light.42 Admittedly, the book reverts to the old “trick”
of juxtaposing two men, Talbot and Daguerre, to enhance the dramatic qualities of
the story. Although one can object to this decision as an oversimplification—Bayard,
for instance, is left out of the story completely—the authors do not choose sides
when it comes to Daguerre and Talbot. Such favorable treatment of Daguerre is
rare enough, as the present chapter has tried to demonstrate. One can hope that
these two publications—one scholarly and the other popular—signal a shift in how
we speak about photography’s inventors.
Parts of this chapter were previously published in Hans Rooseboom, What’s
Wrong with Daguerre? Reconsidering Old and New Views on the Invention of Photography
(Amsterdam: Nescio, 2010).
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3
OMPHALOSKEPTICAL?
On Daguerre, smoke drawing, finger
painting, and photography
Stephen C. Pinson

All survey histories of photography discuss Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre and his
eponymous invention, the daguerreotype, but until recently even specialized histories overlooked the full range of his work.1 Daguerre’s multiple roles as painter,
printmaker, set designer, and entrepreneur, if addressed at all, were interpreted as
prelude to his invention of the daguerreotype, presumably motivated by his use
of the camera (and, ultimately, a desire to fix its image) in the pursuit of creating realistic pictures. As a doctoral student in the late 1990s, I became dissatisfied
with this limited treatment of a foundational figure for photography. Indeed, until
the publication of my book Speculating Daguerre in 2012, Daguerre had withstood
monographic treatment for more than fifty years.2
I addressed many of the reasons for this neglect, from practical impediments
to intellectual and philosophical debates, in both my book and my essay for the
2003 exhibition catalogue, Le daguerréotype français.3 In these works, I argued that
an emphasis on photography’s origins, especially rehearsed as claims of priority
of invention and nationalist assertions of photographic “firsts,” led to a characterization of Daguerre as something akin to photography’s false prophet and to
a bad reputation from which he and the daguerreotype have only fitfully recovered. Hans Rooseboom, in his essay here and in What’s Wrong with Daguerre?
(2010), elaborates on the historiography behind the inventor’s unfavorable treatment, and wonders whether any study about “Daguerre the photographer” could
escape the entrenched claims and biases that have bedeviled photography throughout its history.4 Because the question is rhetorical, the formulation at its heart—
Daguerre the photographer rather than Daguerre the artist or, simply, Daguerre—serves
all the more to expose the omphaloskepsis, or the navel gazing, that has characterized much of the historical writing on photography, particularly during the past
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thirty years. By this I mean that scholars and critics have continuously looked
inward, rather than outward; they have extolled photography’s virtues as an art
form in and of itself, traced its technical pedigree as a revolutionary innovation
distinct from other visual arts, interrogated its discursive spaces, and analyzed its
etiology, meaning, and medium specificity.
Perhaps such navel gazing is to be anticipated in an era that has produced
mumblecore, shoegaze, and selfies. But in a post-digital age when transmedia and
intermedia seem old hat, we should also recognize that “photography” and its relationship to other media are constantly changing, and so should our approach to it
as a field of historical inquiry. For this reason I argued in Speculating Daguerre that
we must shift attention away from the “history of photography” per se and focus,
for one thing, on individual artistic practice, which means locating the daguerreotype within the material, cultural, and political context in which Daguerre worked.
By examining the wide-ranging nature of Daguerre’s artistic output, I wished
to disentangle his work from the traditionally sanctioned narrative of photography’s invention, in part by questioning the division of his photographic and nonphotographic art. In short, I meant to displace the origins of the daguerreotype
from the process of photography in order to reveal other material practices that
might inform new histories of an old medium.
But what might such histories look like? I hope for the reasons mentioned above
that Speculating Daguerre offers one possible version, but in the present chapter
I would like to further pursue an idea only suggested in that book—namely, an
origins story in which Daguerre drew or painted a photograph.5 We assume that he
did not and could not have done so, but why? After all, photography, like drawing and painting, makes light visible through marks of contrasting values or colors;
unlike painting or other traditional forms of art, however, photographic marks are
the result of light striking a photosensitive surface, rather than a direct result of the
manipulation of a brush, pencil, or other implement. While most readers could
think of any number of exceptions to such categorical exclusion, it nevertheless is
fair to say that photography throughout much of its history has been characterized
fundamentally as an automatic, even mechanical, process rather than as a practice
of the hand.6 This spontaneous mark, which again borrowing from Greek we
may call acheiropoietic, or “made with no hands,” has functioned as a model or
paradigm that tends to escape historicization. Within this paradigm, the mark (the
most pictorial and material component of photography) is inherently paradoxical:
as conventionally understood, it has no place in photography and yet, when spontaneously generated, it is photography.7
Critical thinking about digital photography only compounds this confusion,
as some artists and writers claim that digital, as compared to analog, photography
is more like painting because the information that is translated into its marks is
open to artistic manipulation.8 But if all marks, including photographic ones, are
digital, from whence came the opposition between the conventional and the
photographic? What I’m trying to think through is the way in which the acheiropoietic mark has suppressed other marks that have now, ironically, resurfaced in
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digital pixels that we literally cannot get our hands on. I hope that a reconsideration
of some of these practices will ultimately allow scholars to talk about a facture of
photography and to articulate its visible traces, impressions, and marks. For now,
however, I will return to a moment when photography seemed briefly posed to
accommodate the various marks by which it was introduced. I will then consider,
and thus recuperate, certain works by Daguerre that have remained mostly silent
in terms of photographic history but that highlight a new approach to the study of
the medium and its origins.

A logic of the mark
For a brief time, following the announcement of the daguerreotype process in
January 1839, no distinction in fact was made between various types of “photogenic drawing,” as William Henry Fox Talbot referred to his process. In part,
this was because the exact technique of the daguerreotype remained secret to the
public for most of that year. As a response to Daguerre’s announcement, Talbot,
fearing that his use of photosensitive paper might be the same as the technique
developed by Daguerre, publicized the process as proof of his own, separate invention. Talbot’s announcement in turn led to multiple claimants both in England and
France. We are familiar with the case of Hippolyte Bayard, whose direct positive
process on paper was disregarded by the Academy of Science in favor of Daguerre’s
method, leading to Bayard’s celebrated self-portrait as a drowned man, supposedly driven to suicide by this cruel injustice. Less familiar is the story of three
English artists: James Tibbitts Willmore, an engraver known especially for his prints
after paintings by J. M. W. Turner; and two brothers, William Havell, a founding member of the Society of Watercolor Artists, and Frederick James Havell,
also a watercolorist, and noted engraver and etcher. The Literary Gazette reported
their simultaneous new discovery in the “important art” of photogenic drawing in
London on March 23, 1839:
Mr. J. F. [sic] Havell, and Mr. Willmore, have, by covering glass with
etching ground and smoke, sketched designs upon it. Through the glass thus
exposed by the scratches, the photogenic paper receives the light, and the
design, which the sun may be said to print, may be multiplied with perfect
identity forever! . . . It is reported that Mr. Havell, and his brother, the
well-known painters, have succeeded in giving some true colours, also,
to their productions, by the action of light. Beautiful imitations of washed
bistre drawings may be produced, by stopping out the light on the glass by
black varnish, which will obstruct the transmission of light in proportion
to the thickness with which the varnish is laid on; and specimens like fine
mezzotinto prints have been produced by this process.9
Alarmed by this news, which he perceived as yet another threat against claiming
photogenic drawing as his invention, Talbot on March 21 stated in a memoir to
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the Royal Society that, in his haste to publicize the process, he had failed to mention that he also had successfully imitated etchings on copper. He covered a plate
of glass with resin tinted by smoke from a candle and then drew upon the blackened surface in order to produce a “perfect copy” on the sensitized paper.10 The
following week, the Literary Gazette published the full text of Talbot’s statement
along with letters to the editor by Talbot and William Havell.11 Talbot, perhaps
disingenuously, stated that, even though he openly welcomed improvements upon
his method, the processes described by Havell and Willmore could not be included
among them, because he had executed them nearly five years earlier. In his statement to the Royal Society, Talbot revealed a more concrete reason than haste for
his earlier omission; he actually hesitated to include the process within the proper
domain of his discovery. “One of the things I forgot to mention [in my original
account],” he explained, “is my method of imitating etchings on copperplate; and
which, though not a real art of photogenic engraving (if I may assume such a process
to exist), yet might easily be mistaken for it if not explained.” Here Talbot employs
not his standard denomination “drawing,” but rather “engraving,” thereby instating a previously non-existent technical hierarchy and at the same time implying
that a practice of the hand had no real place in the new art he had characterized as
“a little bit of magic realised.”12
Havell, who had already seized upon this subtle difference between practice
and process, boldly claimed in his letter that Talbot’s photogenic drawing, originally described as allowing objects to “delineate themselves without the aid of the
Artist’s pencil,” was exactly the reverse of his process. “My object,” he stated, “is
to delineate the work of the artist’s pencil by the Photogenic process . . . .” By
thus removing the word “photogenic” from its referent “drawing,” and making
it describe a process unto itself (henceforth known as photography), Havell neatly
separated the process from the artist’s marks—in his case, the strokes of a brush. He
went on to describe how, following Talbot’s original publication, he had at first
attempted to make a transfer of a Rembrandt etching by direct contact on lightsensitive paper. Dissatisfied with the reversal of lights and darks, and realizing the
impossibility of achieving a successful result through a second printing, he set out
to “produce the true lights and shadows in their right places.” Placing a thin sheet
of glass on top of Rembrandt’s Faust in His Study, Havell first painted the highlights
with thick white lead paint mixed with varnish; he then thinned down the white in
succession with the gradation of tones in the etching. A knife was used to scratch
out areas of white where there were black lines in the original. The final effect,
before exposure on sensitized paper, could be judged by placing the glass against a
black background.
One week later, a letter from Willmore appeared in the Literary Gazette. It
implied that Talbot’s claims prevented him and the Havell brothers from filing a
patent to protect their livelihood as artists from the threats posed by photogenic
drawing. Willmore also reprimanded Talbot for his “ill grace” in keeping secret for
five years his own process and reproaching others for improvements made in five
weeks. Continuing the spirit of separatism begun by Havell, he stated bluntly that,
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FIGURE 3.1

William Henry Fox Talbot, The Head of Christ from a Painting on Glass,
1839, iodide-fixed photogenic drawing negative. J. Paul Getty Museum,
Los Angeles. Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content
Program.

despite Talbot’s claims to the contrary, their inventions were their own: “[Havell]
as a painter, I as an engraver” had disclosed them first.13 Whereas, two months
earlier, photography had been characterized as an art, capable of comprising multiple practices under the rubric of drawing, it was seen in this context as a process
that was distinct from, but could be applied to, artistic work. For his part, Talbot
continued to utilize paintings on glass, but only inasmuch as they informed the
articulation of the negative/positive process that he pursued the following year
(Figure 3.1).14
Disappointed by his reception in England, in April Willmore also approached
the French Academy of Fine Arts, which analyzed his process by what might be
thought of as a logic of the mark. Indeed his method is first referred to in the archives
of the Institute as “photological,” not only because of the intrinsic role of light, but
also because Willmore’s drawing on glass resulted in black marks on the sensitized
paper, whereas Daguerre’s process (of which the specific method of production
still remained unknown) inversely employed a material that appeared to whiten
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when exposed to light.15 At this point, the Academy of Fine Arts was receptive to
the daguerreotype, of which it considered Willmore’s process a counterpart. After
François Arago publicly disclosed Daguerre’s actual method in August, however, the
Academy, upon a proposition from one of its members, Etienne Garnier, determined
that the daguerreotype did not warrant consideration in terms of art.16
The nature of the photographic mark lay at the heart of this institutional opposition. As evidence, we only need to consider the Academy of Fine Arts’ attempt to
recuperate Bayard’s photographs as “true drawings,” apparently because they were
produced on a paper support that proved more receptive to manual intervention.17
The Academy of Sciences, in contrast, repressed full disclosure of the photogenic
drawing process of Auguste Berry, a drawing instructor from La Rochelle, who
submitted examples of sketches obtained either by drawing or painting on glass
similar to the techniques described by Havell and Willmore.18 In October, the
Academy of Fine Arts rejected an offer by Daguerre to personally demonstrate his
process.19 At the end of 1839, then, the visible marks of photographic images had
been split between the autographic and the photographic, and the mechanical,
automatic mark prevailed as the defining characteristic of the new medium.
But our story doesn’t end here. Indeed, it has another beginning and ending based on works of Daguerre at two particular moments in his career, both of
which traditionally, although perhaps erroneously, have been thought of as
“non-photographic.” The first, made at the beginning of his serious involvement
in experimentation, would lead to the daguerreotype; the second dates to after the
announcement of his process, when Daguerre had retired to a small village outside Paris.

Irreconcilable marks
In March 1827, Daguerre had recently entered into correspondence with his future
photographic collaborator, Joseph Nicéphore Niépce. As proof of his photographic
experimentation, Daguerre sent Niépce an example of what he called dessin-fumée,
or smoke drawing. Niépce, who had already produced actual photographs the
previous year, in 1826, was intrigued, albeit nonplussed. He had trouble deciphering what part, if any, of the small drawing, was due to Daguerre’s “process.” He
wrote to his confidant, the Parisian engraver Augustin Lemaître: “This drawing,
which represents an interior, achieves a great effect, but it is difficult to determine
what is solely the result of the application of the process, because the brush has
intervened.”20 Already in 1827, then, we find a distinction drawn between an as
yet undefined process and the handmade mark.
While the exact process of dessin-fumée remains indeterminate, the surviving
smoke drawings encompass a variety of techniques in which Daguerre employed
both lampblack or soot, a traditional component of printing ink, and actual candle
smoke, which was used by engravers to “smoke” plates in order to see the image
better. In some cases, as in Nocturnal Procession, he worked directly on the paper as
if it were an engraving plate, dragging a dry brush across the surface and scratching out lights with a sharp instrument. The darkest areas appear speckled, and it is
possible that Daguerre used some kind of resin, or even pure lampblack, to create
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modulated tone. These areas may also be the result of painting the back of the
paper with shellac so that the vaporized smoke would adhere to the front of
the paper.21 Daguerre created other dessins-fumée by copying or transferring a single
motif on to paper in order to make two or three variant impressions. In at least
one case, for which the surviving drawings are laterally reversed, he also seems
to have made a second transfer, or counterproof copy (Figure 3.2).22 He then
proceeded to individualize each image, adding ink washes, removing lights,
incorporating figures, and “smoking.” In this way, he was able to achieve different
lighting effects within the same motif.
This process should sound familiar because it is similar to the photogenic engraving process described by Willmore and Berry. Historians have assumed, based on
Niépce’s account and the visual appearance of the drawings, that Daguerre’s gesture towards Niépce was disingenuous, and that his bad faith is exposed by the
visible gesture of the artist’s brush. However, Daguerre had been experimenting with certain photosensitive materials by this time and, as Arago reported in
1839, he had already developed a light-sensitive paper as early as 1826. And while
a recent analysis of two dessins-fumée found that they were made with traditional
media (ink, pigment, and graphite), the results did not definitively preclude the
existence of a photographic antecedent of some kind.23 Even if we accept, a priori,
that a photochemical reaction played no part in the production of these drawings,
they nevertheless comprise at least two types of mark to produce tonal gradation:
(1) the deposit of carbon on to the paper through smoke; and (2) the application of
ink through applied pressure of the hand on a brush. Niépce’s criticism thus stands
as a primary rehearsal for the separation of marks (following the announcement
of photography) into two groups: those produced directly as a result of a manual
practice, and those produced through the application of a process, smoke in this
instance, that somehow troubles, clouds, or is incompatible with the work of the
hand. Twenty-five years later, in 1853, John Ruskin would criticize the obsession
of contemporary artists with representing the fleeting effects of the atmosphere,
claiming that the “desire to speak ingeniously of smoke” had led to bad drawing
practice.24 In a neat reversal of Niépce’s response, Ruskin asserted that the process,
here the rendering of vague forms, although in no way photographic, nevertheless obscured good handiwork. Whereas smoke, in the work of Havell, Willmore,
and Daguerre had once fit neatly into an artistic tradition of creating tone, it had
become refigured as an impersonal, indirect, mechanical process.
And yet very little about Daguerre’s art leads us to believe that he would have
been interested in opposing any process to an individual, personal, direct, or manual practice. Although most often thought of as a practitioner of illusionist forms
of painting that obscure the touch of the artist, the illusion of Daguerre’s paintings
in fact depended on the recognition, however subtle, of artistic handling. Indeed,
he spent the fifteen years leading up to the announcement of the daguerreotype
pursuing official recognition for his work as a painter, periodically exhibiting in the
Salon. Additionally, in the months before he approached Arago, Daguerre seemed
determined to distinguish the daguerreotype from other reproductive processes
that had been relegated to the domain of industry rather than art. In particular, he

FIGURE 3.2

Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, Ruined Cloister, ca. 1827 (variant b),
dessin-fumée. Private collection. Courtesy of Hans P. Kraus, Jr., New York.
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was among a panel of artists that expressed reservations about the “inanimate and
mute products” of Charles Gavard’s diagraphe, a drawing device used to copy paintings in perspective, because it lacked “the soul of the artist.”25
Moreover, Daguerre’s practice of mechanical reproduction diverges notably
from that of Willmore, Havell, and Berry, who all intended to produce multiple
copies of a single, autographic work. We need only consider his smoke drawings
and the other multiples and variants that punctuate his graphic art to be convinced
of this. At the same time Daguerre shares with those artists a concern with the final
effect of his works (the contrast of light and dark, the subtle gradation of tone, an
overall luminosity) as approached through a similar experience based in drawing
and printmaking practices. From his wash drawings through his experimentation
with printmaking to later diverse methods involving encaustic painting, pastel, and
painting on glass, Daguerre continually explored new processes for the rendering
of chiaroscuro effects in marks of light and dark. An 1834 article in the Journal des
artistes praised his ability to choose different materials according to their reaction
and sensitivity to light. He was said to use oil, milk, wax, and gum painting all in
one canvas, “not resulting from some fantasy of the painter, but from necessity and
the certitude of obtaining different effects, according to the different ways in which
these chemical elements receive light.”26 Light, like smoke, was for Daguerre an
implement to be wielded in the production of his art, both internally, in the marks
themselves, and externally, as physical light striking the surface of his works.
It is in this dedication to the tonal image that we find parallels between the art of
Daguerre and that of Havell and Willmore. Willmore belonged to what is now referred
to as the Birmingham school of engravers, known for combining engraving and etching in order to capture the subtle tones and luminous quality of Turner’s watercolors,
often printing over thin sheets of chine-collé in order to emphasize the effects of transparency. To increase the intensity of light, Havell often added gouache to his watercolors,
even though the combination was considered unorthodox until the 1830s. And, as
early as 1812, he often “gave his oils a peculiarly rugose and granular surface,” also to
increase the contrast between light and dark.27 Although neither Willmore nor Havell’s
photogenic works are known to be extant, surviving watercolors by Havell indicate
his mastery of the technique that allowed him to understand how tone would be
imprinted by light through various thicknesses of paint applied to glass.
Daguerre certainly understood this principle as well, as evidenced by a few
paintings on glass completed at the end of his life, after he retired to the village of
Bry-sur-Marne. Using only white pigment, he produced a startling range of tonal
gradations in vigorous landscapes, playing the transparency of the glass against
the black cloth with which it was backed (Figure 3.3). Havell, too, had placed his
photogenic paintings over black backgrounds in order to judge their final effect
before he printed them. Daguerre, however, never submitted his paintings to a
photographic process. Even more tellingly, he applied the paint at least partially
with his fingers, the prints of which are clearly visible. It is impossible to imagine that Daguerre did not know he could use these glass paintings as photographic
negatives. It is difficult to conceive, moreover, that his decision not to do so was anything but willful. Divorced from an automatic process, Daguerre’s marks are seemingly
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FIGURE 3.3

Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, Rocky Coastline, ca. 1850, painting on
glass. Collection of Michael S. Sachs, Westport, Connecticut. Courtesy
of Michael S. Sachs.

irreconcilable to photography in their stubbornly fingered materiality. And yet, because
the painted side is turned toward the cloth, the viewer, confronted with the smooth
glass, has trouble distinguishing the artist’s marks from the black background. Everything
is subsumed (as in a daguerreotype) by the general effect of reflected and absorbed light.
If Daguerre’s dessins-fumée obscured the boundaries between two registers of marks, the
spontaneous and the handmade, his glass paintings are divorced from the register we
have come to identify with the photographic process; autographs waiting for the action
of light, their marks are emphatically personal, direct, and embodied. We even could
say that these paintings are handmade photographs and that Daguerre, knowing exactly
what he was doing, painted a photograph after all.

Blur
Daguerre retired with his wife to the village of Bry-sur-Marne in May 1840. While he
periodically worked on daguerreotypes, sending news of improvements to Arago, photography was no longer his sole preoccupation. Instead he returned, at least as I have
written, to his practice as an artist.28 I understand now that he never really left photography far behind. In addition to the small paintings on glass, he created a diorama in
the church at Bry in 1842 and had planned a calvary for the church in the neighboring
town of Nogent-sur-Marne in 1851, the year of his death. The diorama at Bry is the
only surviving example of Daguerre’s large-scale painting and the only one intended
as a permanent installation. In the lower middle right of the canvas, which depicts a
trompe l’oeil elongation of the nave, Daguerre painted a recently extinguished candle,
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which leaves a wisp of smoke so slight as to go almost unnoticed. This smoke does not
function as a mere reference to dessin-fumée or as a sign of the spontaneous mark; nor is
it self-reflexively mis en abyme in order for Daguerre “to speak ingeniously of smoke.”
It is rather mise en peinture. Thus placed into painting this material blur points back to
the suppression of other marks and forward to their literal resurfacing in much of contemporary practice, whether in the photograms of Adam Fuss, the photographs of Uta
Barth, or the photo-paintings of Gerhard Richter.
It was only after careful consideration of the totality of Daguerre’s artistic career
that I was able to see, in retrospect, this blurred line between the acheiropoietic
and the handmade upon which his work rests. The blur, in its effortless ability to
hold immateriality, has periodically resurfaced in this way, sometimes forcefully, to
remind us of the paradox of photography. In our post-digital age, whenever we
talk about photography as essentially manipulatable, and accept this as the “truth”
of photography, the blur functions less as a reference to a specific kind of mark and
more as a new paradigm. What we are experiencing is an inversion of the terms of
photography’s paradox: upon the introduction of analog photography, when the
mark was so clearly open to physical intervention, the acheiropoietic model prevailed; with digital photography, in which physical investment is so clearly out of
hand, the blur returned us to the materiality of the mark. If we wish to tell the story
of photography’s origins better and more completely, then we must look beyond
our navels and take advantage of this moment. Using Daguerre as an example, and
drawing from a broader understanding of the medium as it existed along a spectrum
of the handmade and the spontaneous, we can similarly account for the divergent
practices of the other innovators who took part in photography’s making. We need
more detailed, contextual studies of all these individuals, not just the Daguerres and
Talbots, but also the Havells and Willmores.29 What kind of photography did they
invent and how did they practice it? What marks did they leave behind?
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4
THE PAST THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS
Dan Estabrook

History, like memory, is a creative act. It is an understanding of the past built
mostly in the present tense, on the shifting foundations of facts temporarily presumed true. As new facts come to light, or as old ones prove false, we adjust the
view and our understanding accordingly, while rewriting the official record. The
privilege of the present tense is a gift to artists, as it grants each of us license to
reinvent the world from a singular perspective—a purely subjective experience
of the past. As a twenty-first-century artist looking back at the early history of
photography, I am more inspired by an imaginary reading of the medium’s origins
than I am by any supposedly truthful account. We may know a few things about
the First Photographers—where they went, what they made, to whom they spoke.
But what did they think? What did they dream? The history as written is for me
little more than a collection of slippery details that can be re-interpreted and misrepresented. And so I am working my way backwards through time and technique
to reinvent the birth of photography as art.
The technical history of photography is often written as a straight line toward
greater clarity and detail, from Talbot’s fuzzy photogenic drawings and early paper
negatives to clear collodion on glass, and then on to film and digital. But there is a
record of creative expression in photography that has allowed artists like me to step
aside from the accepted path of history in the service of a personal vision. It may
have begun with the Pictorialists, already reviving in the late nineteenth century
the obsolete tools and processes of decades before, but it is the artists of the 1960s,
rebelling against Modernist reductionism, who taught me to step outside of the
line. Guided by teachers like Henry Holmes Smith,1 artists such as Betty Hahn,
Bea Nettles, and Christopher James began to use old and alternative photographic
processes in their mixed-media work in the early 1970s, ignoring the history of
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photography in favor of a new and more hands-on approach to the chemistry.
James and Nettles were my teachers, and as a child of this branch of the family, I
was at first interested in the materials of photography only as tools to be used—like
paints or pencils—outside of any awareness of their historical context. Although
the atmosphere of freedom and license in which I was taught may have set the tone
for my future dealings with the past, it seems impossible to me now to work with
these old processes and not feel directly linked to their earlier history.
Outside of the darkened classrooms at Harvard University, my only experience
of the history of photography was either in a museum or in a junk shop. I had seen
very few famous examples in person—some Southworth and Hawes daguerreotypes, an old paper negative or two—and these only in the dark and dusty side-galleries to which they were usually relegated. However, like many other artists, I had
collected over the years a number of antique tintypes and cartes de visite, a
few dozen nameless images I had discovered and chosen for their strangeness.
Anonymous faces became my imaginary ancestors, and invited from me a new life,
unmoored as they were from the lives that brought them into being.
I wanted to connect more directly to the odd sense of time travel I experienced
when looking at these old photos, and so I began to make my own “found objects,”
creating new images inspired by the old that might slip into the cracks of time.
Using processes and formulae from the first years of photography, I made pictures
in the style of genre scenes typical of the nineteenth century, giving them an extra
dose of that essence of absence and wonder I had noticed in my finds. What might
have begun as a typical portrait became in my hands something less direct and more
mysterious, the face obscured by a floating cloth or the blurred image of a bird. In
another piece, a memorial photograph shows nothing but a stained piece of paper,
mounted and leaning on a pedestal, with the hands of the mourners in the frame.
Little details in the image, like the water seeping down the wall or the string tied
around one finger, were hints that suggested another story to be discovered within.
My own objects were small, broken and chemically altered, with their cardboard
mounts carefully stained, some emulsions picked-at and peeled. Even when the
images were obviously anachronistic, they could still give off an aura of the past.
Perhaps if I were convincing enough, I thought, I could insert a few of my own
photographs into the boxes at the antique store and into the stream of history, as if
they were mutant fish tossed back to breed.
Many of the first images I made in this way featured handmade children’s dresses,
a subject I had come across in many of the old photos I had originally collected.
Mine were somewhere between baptismal gowns and funeral gowns, remade
into free-standing sculptural forms, without a body to give them life. Removed
from their original contexts, they became a symbol for something between life
and death, and therefore something outside of time (Figure 4.1). In other images
I showed a suited man—the photographer, the model, myself—presenting small
objects for the camera, proof of something once there, now lost. Everything was
intended to make clear the link between the photographic object and the figure
being photographed; just as old pictures fade, so did the people within.

FIGURE 4.1

Dan Estabrook, Untitled Twins, 1992, toned gelatin silver print, mounted
on card. 9″ × 7″ overall. © Dan Estabrook.
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There are hints of memory and loss throughout these works: a small lock of hair,
blank mirrors and other reflections, bits of text meant to record the history but now
become unreadable. With each new piece, I could almost believe that I was building
evidence of a lost archive, paradoxically inventing a past in order to look back on it
for some deeper truth. More and more, my own timeline was branching off and filling out, complicating an already arbitrary interpretation of the history. Every picture
I made had a corresponding time period, a cast of characters, and a set of signifiers
appropriate to the process I used. To me, the 1860s were all dusty glass and crumbling interiors, or small tintype portraits of missing children and their toys. The 1890s
were for wayward advances in medicine, depicting the victims of trial cures and the
almost readable patterns of their diseases. I could imagine a once-itinerant photographer now quarantined indoors, or another with a struggling studio, trying to fool
customers with pictures of implausible ghosts; all of these imaginary photographers
were me, of course, slowly redrawing history in my own image.
By this point my experiments included photographs in the styles and techniques
of a few different periods in time, and in an exhibition a group of my pieces
could look much like a small gallery of nineteenth-century examples collected by
a museum. All at once, I could include images in different processes, each a different size and presentation, framed separately and appropriately according to its
imagined era. More than just representing a contemporary view of the past, my
photographs were able to embody it by their physical presence. Through their
respective chemical processes and material manipulations, they could seem just
barely authentic enough to be real, a forgotten or overlooked part of our own past.
As this false history expanded, I decided I must look toward photography’s first
steps in order to start my story from the beginning.
It can be said that photography was born twice in 1839, and born whole, if we
ignore (as we so often do) the long history of small steps and early attempts that
occurred in the many years before that year. As students of photography’s history
we are taught that in France, the painter and inventor Daguerre made a sudden
and miraculous discovery when a silvered plate was left to the fumes of a broken
thermometer.2 He was duly lauded by the French government, paid a handsome
pension, and for the rest of his life rewarded for the process named after him.
Meanwhile in England, we learn that the gentleman polymath Talbot revealed that
he had already invented a simplified process on paper, but found himself racing
against poor odds and an unimpressed public to prove his prior claim. Like twins
from estranged parents (at times more Cain and Abel than Romulus and Remus),
the two sides of photography’s dual nature battled at the outset: it was a populist medium as well as a loner’s art; it depicted the public portrait or the private
landscape; it was a Science to some, an Art to others. It is all too easy to believe
that contemporary photographers carry both strands of this DNA, and are forever
defined by the origin myths they remember. Our twin fathers are relatively young,
historically speaking, and we have not fallen far from the trees. Whether rich like
silvered copper or humble like handmade paper, the archetypes of our birth guide
us still: we must be business-savvy like Daguerre, but independent like Talbot; we
must be lucky, but industrious too.
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Even further knowledge of the history of photography can give way to a subjective
reading, and contemporary biases are more often confirmed than questioned, fulfilling our fantasies that who we were is still who we are. In this way, the early
pioneers and parallel inventors become no more than history’s losers, the emblems
of artistic failure. Pity poor Bayard, with his concurrent discoveries ignored by
his own country, or Niépce, who didn’t live to see his own work succeed. The
forgotten innovators from the previous century and those from other parts of the
world—Thomas Wedgwood and Humphry Davy, Elizabeth Fulhame, Hercules
Florence—fare no better, in the end. For a photographic artist working today, they
are just the dark devils of his own fears—to be unknown, obscure and forgotten.
In the atmosphere of creative autobiography, I realized I could begin at my own
invented beginning, and write the future from there.
Eventually I began to work with Talbot’s calotype paper negative process,
although I had as instruction only an early account of the formula from the 1840s,
notorious for its difficulty and (possibly intentional) misinformation.3 As I was unaware of anyone else undergoing the same struggles with it, it was easy to imagine
myself one of the earlier pioneers—maybe not the First Photographer, but close
to it. Here I was my own teacher, and although I suffered years of failure, there
was just enough success to keep me hooked, learning as I went to tread the faint
border between the two states and to admit just how close in custom they could
seem. Failure could be disastrous: nothing but a blackened sheet of soggy paper;
or it could be miraculous: a clear image from the camera that slowly dissolved into
darkness as I watched, somehow still hopeful. Until I could claim enough mastery
to get (and keep) exactly the effect that I wanted from a negative, success was simply defined as the failure I found beautiful.
Now with the benefit of Talbot’s published notebooks,4 I like to think that
my experiments then, as loose yet methodical as they were, were not so different
from his. Like Talbot, I tried everything I could to make the process work, and it
was slow going. In the end, this difficulty may be what bonded me to the English
origins of photography instead of the French. If Talbot with all his troubles was
my guide, what connection could I feel to Daguerre, so well praised and well
coiffed, who created a “perfect” process that then disappeared? With his own notes
presumably lost in a studio fire, we know so little of his thoughts and trials that
we are left to guess and gossip. It is easy to overlook his partnership with Niépce
and his many years of hard work, leaving his invention to seem miraculous and
effortless. Daguerreotypes seem almost too machine-made and perfect, even now,
their polished mirrors reflecting the self into infinity. Talbot’s story, however, links
photography with struggle and failure, and, what’s more, with drawing. Unable
to draw the landscape, even with the assistance of the camera lucida, he stated his
wish for nature to draw itself.5 His was an invention seemingly born of defeat, and
he carried this sense of failure well into its early years as he tried to compete with
time, weather, and the much better supported Frenchman. In fact, Talbot’s earliest surviving photographs on paper look to me more like drawings than a direct
depiction of the visible world—just pale stains on small scraps of paper—and yet
still they represent the origin of the new art.
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My own “First Photographs,” as I began to call them, embraced the sense of
fragility and failure I saw in Talbot’s early work. There are figures dissolving into
the fog, and empty plinths and pedestals. One stain on a small piece of paper
resolves into an interior window, or a nude figure, or both. Some pieces bear the
marks of their failure more clearly, by calling for a pencil to finish them by hand:
the shadow of a vase must be drawn onto its backdrop; the details of a woman’s
hair are rendered more by hand than by camera. Where the rays of the sun could
not be seen, as in First Photograph (1999) (Figure 4.2), I penciled them in. To create
another still life, I photographed each element separately and pasted the tiny paper
negatives together to make the composition, as if it were all just too much for this
early technology to fit. For my first exhibition of these pieces, I collected all of the
unsuccessful experiments and mistakes I’d made in learning the calotype process,
and I simply arranged them one by one according to color; this piece I call Failure
Spectrum (2000) (Figure 4.3).
My imaginary early photographer now had his own body of work, and was
becoming fleshed out. He may not have been the First Photographer, but he could
have been the Third, perhaps, like an eager amateur who’d heard the news of the
discovery and immediately set out to try for himself. I could recognize him—and
myself—in his top hat and tails: the suit of the Victorian gentleman, or the costume
of the Magician (Figure 4.4).
If our origins—and origin myths—codify within them our essential natures,
could my Third Photographer display in this work all that it means to be an artist,
and all that was to come? Was he already ambitious, introverted, self-centered,
perverted, free? That is to say, was he already everything that all artists are said to
be now, displaying every sin of the artist, given at birth? As my work evolved, I
began to explore the origins of the worst traits of the typical artist-photographer,
debauched, depressed, and self-obsessed, and to contain still within each image
the careful balance between success and failure—and between photography and
drawing—that I had been exploring until this point. In his Magician’s suit, the
Photographer shoots himself, the Narcissist, and his repeated reflections, whether
in the mirror or in the shiny surface of graphite layered onto a negative. In other
images, there are the tears and Black Veils of the Depressive, and the Fetishist’s
fondling attentions to braids and bows. The Suicide shoots the shadow of the noose
but, of course, not the noose itself (Figure 4.5); it may be too private, too difficult a subject for the camera. These pieces, like my “First Photographs,” are also
incomplete without manual intervention, as it is drawing that is used to expose the
sinful details: the Fetishist’s braid, the Depressive’s veil, and the Suicide’s noose are
all drawn by hand. It’s as if there is a necessary tension between what can be photographed versus what must be drawn; there are things that should not be spoken
of, only alluded to.
This tension between the failure of the machine and the mastery of the hand
is meant to reveal more of the essential duality of photography. The debate has
continued since its infancy: is a photograph an objective record or an individual perspective? Photography, like history, seems like truth but is limited in information;

FIGURE 4.2

Dan Estabrook, First Photograph, 1999, pencil on calotype negative.
4½″ × 3½″. © Dan Estabrook.

FIGURE 4.3

Dan Estabrook, Failure Spectrum, 2000, failed calotype negatives, mounted on paper. 11″ x 35″ overall. © Dan Estabrook.

FIGURE 4.4

Dan Estabrook, Little Devils, no. 1, 2001, pencil on waxed calotype negative and salt print (diptych). 4″ × 3″ each. © Dan Estabrook.

FIGURE 4.5

Dan Estabrook, Noose (Drawn), 2001, pencil on waxed calotype negative and salt print (diptych). 10″ × 8″ each. © Dan Estabrook.
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our understanding of every picture depends more on its context and usage than
on anything inherent in its making. Chameleon-like, a photograph can be a document, advertisement, pornography, snapshot, or art—conceivably all in the same
picture, and all dependent on what we wish to see, more than what was actually
there. If photography’s fluidity is part of its essence, then anything that lays bare its
weaknesses and inconsistencies is in the service of truth.
My artistic intervention into the history of photography is not meant to confuse
but to clarify, to tease out the dreams and desires we project onto our past, and
therefore to lay bare the underlying truth of the photographic record. By creating
images that pretend to claim a place beside our known histories, I am merely pointing out what was already there, while acknowledging the bonds that tie us to our
all-too-recent beginnings. Perhaps other artists are more free to separate themselves
from an origin myth that is too old to remember. How often is painting allowed
to reinvent itself, for instance? We photographers, however, still take after our
young parents, having inherited Daguerre’s divine inspiration, Talbot’s methodical
obstinacy, or merely Bayard’s self-importance.

Notes
1 Henry Holmes Smith (1909–1986) was an influential teacher and photographer, notable
for his interest in camera-less photographs and other alternative techniques. Originally
invited by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy to join the New Bauhaus in Chicago, Smith later taught
in the Photography Department at Indiana University, where he mentored artists such as
Betty Hahn, Robert Fichter, and Jerry Uelsmann. David Haberstich, “The Early Years,” in
Betty Hahn: Photography or Maybe Not, ed. Steve Yates (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1995), 16–17.
2 The story of Daguerre and the broken thermometer is generally thought to be apocryphal, but may have its origin in published histories from the end of the nineteenth century, appearing for instance (as “a dish containing mercury”) in Alfred T. Story, The Story of
Photography (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1898), 40. By the twentieth century, the
“dish” had become a “broken thermometer,” according to historians Helmut and Alison
Gernsheim in The History of Photography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955), 50. In
the age of Wikipedia, this story is now repeated as truth. See “Daguerreotype,” last modified
January 28, 2014, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daguerreotype.
3 George Smith Cundell published his own description of the difficult process in 1844, adding, “Had Mr.Talbot thought fit to publish directions for the details of his process, as minute
and explicit as those given by M. Daguerre, his invention, it is probable, would now have
stood in a very different position . . . ” Roger Taylor, Impressed by Light: British Photographs from
Paper Negatives, 1840–1860 (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2007), 27.
4 Larry J. Schaaf, Records of the Dawn of Photography:Talbot’s Notebooks P & Q (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press in cooperation with the National Museum of Photography,
Film & Television, 1996).
5 “It was during these thoughts that the idea occurred to me . . . how charming it would be
if it were possible to cause these natural images to imprint themselves durably, and remain
fixed upon the paper!” Talbot’s account of his initial inspiration, including his difficulties
with drawing, appear in “Brief Historical Sketch of the Invention of the Art,” his introduction to The Pencil of Nature (London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 1844),
unpaginated.
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5
ORIGINS WITHOUT END
Geoffrey Batchen

Even the most cursory survey of the texts that constitute the history of photography
reminds us that the selection of an origin point has always been both arbitrary and
interested. Arbitrary, because any one of a number of origins can and has been
plausibly posited for this medium. Interested, because the choice of any one of
them is always driven by each author’s own particular prejudices or needs, whether
they be motivated by nationalism or some other conceptual framing device. These
choices are most particularly decided by what kind of history the author wants
to relate, and even by the definition of photography that is brought to the task.
Everything, it seems, is always already waiting there at the origin.
Indeed, the search for origins is, as Jacques Derrida has pointed out, “not just
one metaphysical gesture among others, it is the metaphysical exigency, that which
has been the most constant, most profound and most potent.”1 In that sense, the
quest for the origins of photography is but one more instance of Western culture’s
perennial search for origins of all kinds. It is part of an ongoing effort to get to the
essence of things, to experience essence in itself. It is, in other words, tantamount
to a search for God. Derrida’s own work endlessly reiterated the dangers of this
effort, seeing the establishment of an origin as the basis of a hierarchy that always
wants to privilege the first term over all subsequent ones. The quest for origins is a
metaphysical gesture, he therefore insists, but also a politicized one. Nevertheless,
Derrida also recognizes that origin stories cannot be simply avoided or escaped
from. They are a historical necessity; to put it bluntly, one has to begin somewhere.
Fair enough. But it has to be recognized that some ways of failing to escape are
better than others. The question of origins is therefore a peculiarly demanding one.
We must ask ourselves not only where, but also how to begin.
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In Burning with Desire: The Conception of Photography (1997), I equated the origin
stories propagated by formalist and postmodern scholars with their respective ideological agendas, finding that both presumed to know the essential identity of the
photography they are discussing even while avoiding the complexity of that same
claim.2 Trying to think through the ramifications of the work of Michel Foucault
and Derrida, I offered another approach. The Romantic context of photography’s
conceptualization in the late eighteenth century, with its tumultuous rethinking of
the very nature of subjectivity, gave my text an excuse to displace its focus from
any single moment of origin to the development of a more dispersed and elusive
discursive formation I called a “desire to photograph.” In short, I relocated the
question of origins from a point in time, a particular creative individual, or a first
photograph—the usual ways this question has been resolved in histories of photography—to “a problematic field of mutable historical differences.”3
This effort, very much a result of the intellectual debates of the 1980s (the
period in which the book was devised as a doctoral dissertation), had a number
of interesting consequences. It implied, for example, that photography was best
regarded as a mode of apprehension rather than a particular technology, an apprehension as likely to be found in John Constable’s paintings of skies as in Samuel
Taylor Coleridge’s poetry. The “desire to photograph” thereby became a cultural
imperative not exclusively invested in efforts to produce actual photographs. The
aim was to show how this significant historical moment was indeed a moment, a
turning point accompanied by revolutionary changes in the experience of time,
space and subjectivity. These changes, it was claimed, were crucially important to
the emergence of what might be called photography’s conditions of possibility. I
proposed that it was the representational demands accompanying these changes
that encouraged experimenters to imagine bringing together the basic components, some of them available for some time before 1839, that eventually constituted a workable photographic apparatus.4 And I argued that this apparatus should
be seen as a production of a quite specific and entirely modern conjunction of
power-knowledge-subject. Photography should be regarded, in other words, as a
political phenomenon as much as a pictorial one.

Questioning essentialism
In accordance with Derrida’s admonition, Burning with Desire took for granted
that the search for photography’s origins was equivalent to the effort to define the
medium’s essence. But it should be clear that the book was not an effort to reject
these efforts; its aim, rather, was to question and thereby complicate them. As I
have suggested elsewhere, we are all essentialists, whether we like it or not (and
never more so than when we foolishly claim to be anti-essentialists).5 To use the
word “photography” is, after all, to make an inherently essentialist claim; it is to
divide this entity off from all others. It is to assume that there is something distinctive that gives photography an identity that is entirely its own. Photo historians
should not seek to avoid this assumption; otherwise, what are they claiming to
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be historians of? Recognizing that history is necessarily a philosophical enterprise,
they should tell us where they think the origins of photography lie, right up front,
declaring their own interests in the choices made.
One historian who has done so is French scholar Michel Frizot. In his massive
1994 anthology A New History of Photography, Frizot insisted that “photographic
history cannot be a chronological continuum arbitrarily attached to the medium
and its technique. It can result only from taking into account that which is peculiar to photography.”6 As befits a former physicist, Frizot’s more recent efforts to
define photography’s “peculiarities” have concentrated on a methodical, meticulous analysis of the technical production of the photographic image itself. As he
puts it, “I think that the fundamental question we should be raising for all the
photographs we look at and study is, ‘What is a photograph?’.” Frizot then goes on
to answer his own question: “a photograph is an image produced by the impact
of light (or more precisely, photons) on a photosensitive surface.” This, he says, is
the “fundamental principle” of all photography; as a consequence, he explains, “I
would . . . maintain that the first methodological determinant is the primacy of the
technical imperative.” A little later he goes even further: “I think what we call the
‘history of photography’ is in fact guided by the development and possibilities of
photographic instruments.”7
According to this argument, the photon is the origin point from which all
analyses of photography should proceed. Without the photon, and surfaces sensitive to it, there would be no photographs. For Frizot, the photon is therefore
photography’s Higgs boson, its God Particle. By privileging this particle he moves
the discussion of origins away from the familiar discourse about first photographers and first photographs, a discourse replete with many competing deities, and
replaces them with the reliable monotheism of science. Nevertheless, it should
quickly be conceded that Frizot’s analysis also seeks to include other aspects of the
photographic experience. He talks briefly in a 2007 essay titled “Who’s Afraid of
Photons?,” for example, about the photograph’s “power to attest” and another
version of his argument includes, as its “fourth determinant,” “the way we perceive the photograph, how we relate to it.”8 Despite these concessions, I have to
confess that I am still a little afraid of photons, or at least of histories of photography
that want to begin from this kind of detailed definition of “the” photograph.
Why? For a start, such definitions have traditionally been used as a means of
exclusion, rather than inclusion. Definitions of any sort provide historians with a
way of keeping the impure out; in this case, of deciding what is proper to photography and what is not. And we’ve already inherited an art-historical framework
for photography that has actively excluded large parts of photographic practice,
including “ordinary” photographs, hybrid photographic objects, bad photographs,
commercial photographs, photographs produced by women, photographs produced outside the world’s urban centers, photographs produced in Africa, Asia,
Latin America, the Pacific, and so on.9 An effort to define the photograph as
something determined by the technology of its production also recalls the mediumspecific discourse of the 1960s, dedicated to identifying and valorizing those formal
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attributes considered to represent the essence of the photographic medium.10 Both
these approaches have fallen into disrepute in recent years. What’s at stake in wanting
to revive them now?
As it happens, Frizot’s definition-based methodology, his privileging of a
scientifically determined origin point, is intended to exclude, not just impure
photographs, but also discussions of photography that he regards as being insufficiently pure (that are not, to use his own word, “legitimate”).11 He complains
about researchers who have “come from art history or the history of representations, the history of images” and who are using approaches to photography that are
“not adapted to it.” But he is especially opposed to the approach to photographs
taken by “the semioticians, who merely looked at the image without asking how
it was made.” In short, his preferred methodology is designed to draw boundaries
around the study of photography and to turn them into borders (apparently these
boundaries need to be defended).
But this urge to narrow the field and exclude outsiders is not the only reason
to be wary of a science-based methodology. Basing a history of photography on a
technical definition of the photograph makes a past moment of production the central motivation of that history—“an operation of production which is at the origin
of the image,” as Frizot puts it. This leads such a historical narrative down a familiar
path, one that we have in fact been down before, throughout the nineteenth century, when the story of photography’s technical evolution was the dominant mode
of historicizing it.12 Then, as now, this kind of story lends itself to a linear chronology in which one photographic technology periodically gives way to another,
inevitably implying our culture’s progress towards an ideal present. Similarly, each
individual photographic image is traced back to an original moment of production,
privileging this moment over all subsequent ones. This version of history is therefore devoted above all to originality and innovation, with the camera apparatus and
its limits and creative possibilities becoming photography’s central narrative.
Convenient as this may be as an historical model, it bears little relation to our
experience of photography as a social and cultural phenomenon. We frequently see
photographic images that are far removed from their moment of origin and come
to us mediated by a variety of technological means. Indeed, the vast majority of the
world’s photographic images—those reproduced in newspapers or magazines or on
Facebook—come to us in this displaced form. And yet most viewers treat these photomechanical or electronic reproductions as if they are photographs, without regard for
their process of production. Similarly, very few people who encounter photographic
images today understand or care about the technology of the camera, even of the one
they are using at that moment, and almost none of them have ever developed and
printed a photograph themselves. This ignorance doesn’t prevent them from making
photographs, and participating and taking a very real interest in photography and its
rituals. What happens to their experience of photography in a history focused on the
“technical imperative” as the moment of origin?
That said, one would not want to pretend that technical knowledge is of no importance. Frizot himself provides a good example of the application of that knowledge
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in a discussion of Pierre Bonnard’s photographs, showing how information
about the technical capabilities of a camera can tell historians useful things about the
formal qualities (even if not the cultural, social or political meanings) of the image
that results.13 Similarly, there are undoubtedly significant differences between, say,
a daguerreotype and an albumen print from a glass negative, not just in the look
and feel of the image (for many photographs involve more senses than sight alone)
but in their range of possible functions and in their economies of production and
consumption. As historians we need to be attuned to these differences.
However this still doesn’t get to the heart of my disquiet with Frizot’s suggested
“common methodology,” or at least with his phrasing of it: he argues that “the first
methodological determinant is the primacy of the technical imperative,” before
positing what he regards as “the fundamental question we should be raising for
all the photographs we look at.” Perhaps my disquiet is triggered most powerfully
by the insistent stress he places here on “first” and “primacy” and “fundamental.”
These words are again all synonyms for “origin.” Photography, he says, starts with,
has its origin in, is in essence, the photograph, and so that is where we must start.
Every other aspect of photography is a derivative of, is secondary to, this moment.
In Frizot’s methodology, photography has been reduced to the ontology (the
“what is”) of just one of its components, a photograph (as if there could be just
one, the ur-photograph that stands in for all of them).
All attempts to establish a definitive origin story for photography like the one
above seek to return us, as Derrida says, “‘strategically,’ ideally, to an origin or to
a ‘priority’ held to be simple, intact, normal, pure, standard, self-identical, in order
to think in terms of derivation, complication, deterioration, accident, etc.”14 The
problem with such efforts is that they enact evaluative judgments based on this same
gesture; that is, on something’s distance or difference from an imagined origin point.
As a consequence, distance, difference, and impurity are equated with inferiority.
How are we to address ourselves to the meanings and implications of the photographic experience if our mode of discussion reproduces the very political infrastructure of prejudice and exclusion we might elsewhere want to contest? In short, Frizot’s
account of photography’s origins leaves us with more challenges than it solves.
We could, of course, respond by beginning our histories of photography from
the exact opposite side of Frizot’s equation. We could, in other words, offer a
history driven by the reception of photographs rather than by their production. In
this case, the origin of a given photograph would be endlessly repeated, occurring whenever that photograph is seen. To paraphrase Roland Barthes, the origin
of a photograph would shift from its Author (or its moment of authorship) to a
multiplicity of readers and to the activity of reading. According to Barthes, this
shift “liberates what may be called an anti-theological activity, an activity that is
truly revolutionary since to refuse to fix meaning is, in the end, to refuse God
and his hypostases—reason, science, law.”15 Its origin constantly in motion, photography would become the collectivity of encounters between photographs and
their audiences. A history of such encounters would have the benefit of engaging
the social dimensions of looking at photographs, becoming a story about how all
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photographs constantly change in meaning as they move through space and time.
It would, in short, be a history of photographic dispersals and differentiation.

Questioning reception
It’s an interesting proposition. But there is really no need to simply go from one
side of this equation (production and sameness) to the other (reception and difference), and stop there. After all, a mere reversal of terms doesn’t get us very far,
especially if it leaves the equation itself—and therefore the politics of hierarchy
that is at issue—intact. Why not instead attempt a history that contests both the
equation and its key terms, a history attuned to the dynamic generated within and
between image and viewer, production and reception, sameness and difference?
Why not define the origins of photography in terms of a mutually constitutive
exchange? Perhaps a history of this exchange—a history as this exchange—would
enable us to break altogether with the either/or and us/them logic of Frizot’s basic
methodological formula.
It has been said often enough that the photograph is an indexical trace of the
presence of its subject in space and time, a trace that both confirms the reality of
our existence and remembers it, potentially surviving as a fragile talisman of that
existence even after its subject has passed on. It is the desire to provide witness to
this existence—to declare “I was here!” in visual terms—that surely drives us to
keep on photographing, rather than the intrinsic qualities of the picture that results
(consider the number of digital photographs taken, versus the number actually
printed and retained for posterity). In other words, the subject of every photograph
is always us—whether we are the literal subject, its photographer, or a photograph’s subsequent observer. As experienced photographic citizens, we appreciate
that a photograph represents a truth-to-presence—it certifies that something was
once there before the camera, in some past moment in time and space—even if not
a truth-to-appearance. As a consequence, our relationship to photography hinges,
not on truth, but on desire—that is, on our own desire to transcend time and space
by means of the magic of the photograph, and ultimately to cheat death.
In this context, the constant reference made by the photographic faithful to
photography’s indexicality as the key to its essential character, even as the origin
point of the medium, should be regarded, in Barthes’s terms, as theologically rather
than philosophically motivated. Even within the scholarly community, not many
people have read Charles Sanders Peirce’s account of indexicality closely, and few
engage with any rigor its extensive and complexly hermetic system of terms and
relationships. Among other things, an index is, Peirce says, “in dynamical (including spatial) connection both with the individual object, on the one hand, and
with the senses of memory of the person for whom it serves as a sign, on the
other . . . Psychologically, the action of indices depends upon association by contiguity.”16 Peirce’s notion of indexical semiosis therefore collapses any sharp distinction between a referent, a sign, and the psychological associations a viewer brings
to it. It undercuts, in other words, precisely the division of real from representation
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that most of those who want to couple photography to indexicality presume they
are buttressing.
Barthes—no doubt the principal “semiotician” against which Frizot warns
us—reiterates both this collapse and the psychological aspect of indexicality in the
“casual phenomenology” of photography he offers in his influential 1980 book
Camera Lucida. Barthes writes, “I wanted to learn at all costs what Photography was
‘in itself,’ by what essential feature it was to be distinguished from the community
of images.”17 But whereas Frizot pursues this quest for essence and origin through a
technical explanation of the production of photographs, Barthes instead takes himself, and especially his own bodily responses to certain images (a sensation he calls
punctum), as the measure of photographic knowledge. He thus seems to confine his
study to the realm of the spectator, ignoring the question of how photographs are
produced in favor of an extended exploration of their reception. But it is the way
that he undertakes this exploration that is worthy of further study, for he quickly
manages to undo all the oppositions on which Frizot’s account depends—including
the one that separates production and reception.
Consider, for example, the way Barthes discusses punctum in Camera Lucida.
Late in Part One of the book, Barthes comes to what he calls his “last thing about
the punctum”: “whether or not it is triggered,” he says, “it is an addition: it is
what I add to the photograph and what is nonetheless already there.”18 In fact, in the
original French edition, Barthes calls punctum a “supplément” rather than simply an
addition.19 This is surely a significant choice of word. Consigning punctum, and
hence the photographic experience in general, to the logic of the supplement is to
displace it from certainty, to put it in motion, to turn it in on itself. Difference is
here made different even from itself, endlessly displacing any and all fixed definitions and points of origin. But supplementary logic also implies, as I have already
suggested, that something’s function as photography is determined, in part, by the
beholder, or at least by a dynamic exchange between beholder and image. On
this basis, Barthes implies that photography is best thought of not as something
determined by a specific technological process, but as a particular set of meanings
and expectations brought by users to, and derived from, certain culturally coded
images, irrespective of how they have actually been produced.
I have argued elsewhere that Camera Lucida, with its carefully calibrated choice
of illustrations, its peculiar temporal convolutions, its supplementary logic, binary
terms and inverted layout (a layout in fact borrowed from Walter Benjamin’s
1931 “Little History of Photography”), offers a historical view of photography
that is deliberately structured like a photograph.20 The book seeks to tell us certain things about photography by itself becoming photographic, by giving us a
specifically photographic experience. By this means Barthes’s little book is able to
directly engage photography’s circulation and reception as well as its production,
encompassing all of its many aspects, whether visible (images and practices) or
invisible (effects and experiences). Abandoning chronology as an organizing
principle, Camera Lucida primarily features ordinary photographs, rather than
masterworks, opening up the entire field of photography for examination and
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eschewing any reliance on art-historical prejudices. Aiming only to be representative, rather than comprehensive, Barthes even proffers the possibility of a history
based on just one (unseen) picture, the now infamous Winter Garden photograph
of his mother as a young girl. Camera Lucida is thus a book about photography built
on the absence of precisely what Frizot takes to be the medium’s most fundamental
and essential element.

Questioning subjectivity
Barthes offers one possible counterpoint to Frizot’s technical definition of the photograph by making the subject who looks at a photograph its point of origin. But
still, Barthes’s supplementary logic continues to evade any direct engagement with
the politics of photography as a phenomenon embedded in a quite particular social
and economic moment, having quite particular social effects. It does not make
allowances for the fact that the subject who looks at a photograph has a history.
And it doesn’t address the imbrications of that look within certain regimes of
power.
Steve Edwards, for example, seems to have Camera Lucida in mind, and Burning
with Desire too, when he complains of the “post-structuralist pyrotechnics” that
have tainted recent scholarship on photography. In the view of Edwards, this kind
of scholarship is guilty of “severing representation from social interest,” of abandoning “the terrain of historical persons for transcendental notions of the Subject,”
and of favoring “big ideas” over “small, tacky social histories.”21 It is a reasonable
enough critique, even if one would again want to caution against the wisdom of
simply moving from one pole (big ideas) to the other (small social histories), as
if the second is not just as limiting as the first. Surely some kind of reverberation
between them is what is needed? To this reverberation we might add a method
of analysis that can effectively illuminate the meanings and appearances of photographic images and practices (a strength of Barthes’s work, and a side effect of
Frizot’s). Any history of photography incapable of this outcome would seem to be
fatally flawed from the outset.
Despite seeming to be opposed, it turns out that Frizot and Barthes actually
have much in common. Both, for example, have on occasions ignored their
own essentialist definitions of the photograph. In 2009 Frizot co-produced an
exemplary exhibition and publication about the French illustrated magazine Vu,
arguing in the introduction that “it was thanks to Vu that photography came to
play a central role in the media that followed.” No talk of photons and lightsensitive surfaces here, just of the need to appreciate Vu as the origins of the expansion
of the “photographic age,” as evidenced in its publication of a profusion of
photomechanical reproductions.22 Similarly, Barthes ignores his own stress on the
umbilical cord offered by photography’s indexicality, basing his commentary in
Camera Lucida almost entirely on his viewing of photomechanically reproduced
images seen in magazines and books, second-degree photographs at best (thirddegree really, given that only the negative is an unmediated index of the scene being
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represented). Even the Winter Garden photograph, the essential but unreproduced
photograph in his account, was analyzed by Barthes while he looked at a framed
copy photograph of the original, hanging over his desk while he wrote.23
A contradiction for sure, but perhaps a revealing one. Could it be that
photography’s essence, the origin that gives it a peculiar identity, is best sought in
the medium’s dissemination, rather than in any of its single instances? What if we
follow the lead of Frizot and Barthes, and begin from the process of dissemination
itself, taking that to be at the origins of photography? What if, in other words, we
take seriously a proposition put by Michel Foucault that featured in Burning with
Desire? “What is found at the historical beginning of things is not the inviolable
identity of their origin: it is the dissension of other things. It is disparity.”24
We might begin our pursuit of this possibility by tracing a history for
photography that makes the activity of reproduction its central narrative. We
could note, for example, that the photographic experiments of Claude and
Joseph Nicéphore Niépce were initiated by a grant offered by the French government to improve the reproductive capacities of lithography. In keeping with
this inducement, the earliest extant photographs made by the Niépce brothers are light-induced copies of engravings (Figure 5.1), not the more famous
camera-made heliographic plate currently held by the Harry Ransom Center
in Austin, Texas (see Chapter 1). In a similar fashion, as soon as the invention
of the daguerreotype was announced, numerous pioneers sought to transform

FIGURE 5.1

Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, Cheval avec son conducteur, July–August 1825,
heliographic gravure. Collection of the Bibliotèque Nationale de France,
Paris.
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such photographs into engraved plates capable of allowing multiple ink-on-paper
copies of their images to be printed directly from them. These pioneers included
Josef von Berres in Vienna, Alfred Donné and Hippolyte Fizeau in Paris, and
William Grove in London. The desire for such a capability was in keeping with
an art market that already valued the “engraving rights” to an image over its
substance (in the 1840s the copyright to a painting was often worth twice the
cost of the actual painting, so lucrative was the market in engraved reproductions).25 Accordingly, the first commercial studios quickly came to regard the
reproduction of their daguerreotypes in the form of wood or steel engravings as
an essential part of the business of photography.26
Wood engraved “fac-similes” of photogenic drawings had in fact been published
in English journals as early as April 1839. In that month, The Mirror of Literature,
Amusement, and Instruction published an engraved version of a photogenic drawing
contact print of three sprigs of ferns on its cover, printed in rust to imitate the look
of the original photograph. These images were intended to illustrate an article by
Dr. Golding Bird titled “A Treatise on Photogenic Drawing.” On April 27, The
Magazine of Science also devoted one of its covers to wood-engraved “Fac-similes
of Photogenic Drawings,” two of botanical specimens and one of a contact print
of a piece of lace (Figure 5.2).27 This last image, in its machine-made repetitions of
geometric patterns, was the very embodiment of mass production techniques, and
thus of industrial capitalism.28 This, then, is how most people first encountered a
photographic image. For them, the original photograph was a reproduction, and it
was about reproduction, before it was anything else.
It seems reproduction is there before us, whenever we try to pin down
photography’s origins with any precision. Again, this is often literally so. Burning
with Desire included a chapter devoted to the many first photographs that have
been posited over the years. It pointed out that for several decades many books
about photography showcased the Niépce plate as the “first photograph,” but
reproduced not this plate but a watercolor on gelatin silver rendition of it by
Helmut Gernsheim, painted from memory on an unsatisfactory copy print in
1955. Another favored origin point in many publications is a still-life daguerreotype by Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, dated, on the basis of scant evidence,
to 1837. In fact this image has been virtually illegible for many years; this origin
is nothing but a blank rectangle.29 What we see in books is invariably a reproduction of a gelatin silver copy print made either in 1925 by historian Georges
Potonniée or in 1936 by A. Dumas-Satigny for Beaumont Newhall, an image
for which the Museum of Modern Art in New York still holds the copyright
(Figure 5.3).

Questioning dissemination
What does an emphasis on reproducibility, no more than flagged here, tell us
about the origins and continued identity of photography? Quite a lot, I think. In
1859 the American cultural commentator Oliver Wendell Holmes was moved to

FIGURE 5.2

The Magazine of Science 1, no. 4 (April 27, 1839), cover.
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FIGURE 5.3

Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, Still Life, 1837, as reproduced in
Beaumont Newhall, Photography 1839–1937, Plate 3. “Photographed for
the Museum by A. Dumas-Satigny from the original in Société franÇaise de
photographie, Paris.” © 1937 The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

describe photography as “the divorce of form and substance.” As a consequence of
photography, Holmes said:
Form is henceforth divorced from matter. In fact, matter as a visible object
is of no great use any longer, except as the mould on which form is shaped.
Give us a few negatives of a thing worth seeing, taken from different points
of view, and that is all we want of it. Pull it down or burn it up, if you
please . . . Matter in large masses must always be fixed and dear; form is
cheap and transportable . . . Every conceivable object of Nature and Art will
soon scale off its surface for us . . . The consequence of this will soon be
such an enormous collection of forms that they will have to be classified and
arranged in vast libraries, as books are now.30
Holmes acknowledges that photography involves the separation of the image from
its referent, making “form,” among other things, cheaper than “matter” and therefore more easily turned into a commodity. From 1862 on, copyright law allowed
for precisely this. It declared that the photographic image and the physical photograph are two separate entities that can be sold to different parties. We might
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advance this observation one step further, seeing photography as a continual process
of such separations, first of form from matter and then of form from form, with this
latter separation—of the photographic image from the photograph—driven above
all by the demands of consumer capitalism. Although this double displacement is
often associated with the advent of digital technologies, I am suggesting that it has
always been central to our experience of photography. It is, I would argue, what
photography is.
Here, then, is a way to associate photography’s identity with a type of origin
story that insists on being politically navigable. In this account, photography’s
origins are firmly embedded in—are inseparable from—the political economy in
which it finds itself. The story of photography that follows is about its subservience to, or deviation from, capitalism’s particular logics and value systems. This
story tells us that the price for a remunerative place for photography within those
systems was the displacement of the photograph in favor of the processes of its reproduction, ensuring that photography would haunt modernity as an entity always
simultaneously absent and present. In other words, once it was harnessed to the
engine of reproducibility, photography could not help but be continually confronted with the spectral presence of its other. It became an entity forever alienated
from itself. And the same could be said for those subjects who submitted themselves to photography, which is to say everyone. Among all its other consequences,
photography has commodified one’s relationship to one’s self, instituting a mode
of representation that simultaneously reassures and alienates, secures and divides,
all who are subjected to it. In short, the photographic experience embodies the
processes and effects of capitalism in their entirety.
The story of photography’s reproducibility therefore bears out not only
Benjamin’s complex commentary on reproduction and commodity fetishism but
also Derrida’s identification of dissemination as a dynamic that circumscribes and
dissipates in equal measure; it enacts “an erasure which allows what it obliterates
to be read,” “making possible the very thing that it makes impossible.”31 As far as
the question of photography’s origins is concerned, any singular starting point is
connected to many others and thus is not singular at all. To paraphrase Barthes
again, the history of photography becomes a discourse that “traces a field without
origin—or which, at least, has no other origin than language itself, language which
ceaselessly calls into question all origins.”32 This version of photography’s origins
destabilizes, rather than secures, the identity of the photograph, undermining all
fixed certainties and declaring, once again, that “photography” is the name of a
problem rather than of a thing. Writing an origin story worthy of this problem—a
history for photography rather than a history of photographs—is the challenge historians
now face.
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6
NOTES TOWARDS NEW ACCOUNTS
OF PHOTOGRAPHY’S INVENTION
Douglas R. Nickel

In 1899, looking back some sixty years, an elderly Gaspard-Félix Tournachon—better
known today as Nadar—remembered public reaction to the arrival of photography
in France:
When rumor spread that two inventors had succeeded in fixing upon silver
plates any image that was cast upon them, there was universal stupefaction—an
amazement we can hardly conceive today, so accustomed to photography
have we become over time and so jaded by its vulgarization. Some refused
to even believe it . . . As “the sublime fills the gap with rioting confusion,”
so the unknown sends us spinning, shocking us like a slap in the face. The
appearance of the Daguerreotype—which more legitimately should be called
the Niepcetype—could not fail to excite considerable emotion. This new
discovery was so brilliant, so utterly unforeseen, so far beyond anything
imaginable, it destabilized all that was known and believed.1
The author was a young journalist at the time of photography’s announcement
and living in Paris, so he may be deemed a first-hand witness to the disturbance
he recounts. Others, writing even nearer the time, corroborated Nadar’s memories of the daguerreotype’s dramatic entrance on to the world stage. Hippolyte
Gaucheraun, reporting for La Gazette de France in January 1839, declared: “This
discovery seems like a prodigy. It disconcerts all the theories of science in light and
optics, and, if borne out, promises to make a revolution in the arts of design.”2 In
London, the Spectator observed: “An invention has recently been made public in
Paris that seems more like some marvel of a fairy tale or delusion of necromancy
than a practical reality . . . The thing seems incredible, but for indisputable evidence, we should not at first hearing believe it.”3 The day that details of the process
were to be revealed at the Palais de l’Institute de France, every seat in the gallery
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was filled and an overflow crowd of some two hundred stood in the courtyard,
eagerly awaiting disclosure of its particulars.4
We have inherited from testimony such as this a picture of photography’s arrival
in 1839 as sudden and unanticipated. In tone, such accounts appear triumphalist.
Nadar opined, “It was then, and still is, undoubtedly the most extraordinary of all
inventions—nay, achievements—made in what is already the most significant century known to science.”5 The notion that photography’s discovery was a startling
accomplishment—a radical advance in science and art—seems so natural today
that period notices expressing more mixed reactions strike us as anomalous. For
instance, in March 1839 the Art-Union in London associated the daguerreotype
with Gulliver’s Travels and its satire of scientific research:
SUN-PAINTING.—We have all heard of the ingenious project which so
long occupied the sage people of Laputa—that of extracting sun-beams from
cucumbers, so as to send them about when evening drew near, and remove
altogether that disagreeable impediment to improvement, called Night. If
the device had succeeded it would not have produced greater astonishment
than the discovery which is just now producing prodigious excitement in
France and considerable sensation in England . . . 6
A Massachusetts newspaper noted how “It is mentioned by Mr. Walsh, the Paris
correspondent of the National Intelligencer, that an invention like the Daguerreotype
was known to the Chinese several centuries ago!”7 An article appearing in the
Foreign Quarterly Review in March 1839 is even more quizzical. After acknowledging the early experiments of Thomas Wedgwood and Humphry Davy, the author
offers recent news of the daguerreotype, William Henry Fox Talbot’s experiments,
and Joseph Nicéphore Niépce’s claims. But he concludes his write-up on a sober
note:
We must notice here that, by possibility, this art may not be altogether
unknown to jugglers in India. It is many years since an offer was made, in
our presence, by one of them, to show any gentleman his portrait taken by a
single look alone. The master of the house, however, deeming the proposal
an insult on the credulity of the company, ordered the man of science to be
instantly expelled with the rattan.8
“Jugglers in India” refers broadly to those performers who demonstrated extraordinary feats of dexterity or physical endurance—juggling balls, swallowing swords,
handling snakes—and who employ sleight-of-hand. These Indian conjurers performed in Pall Mall in the first half of the century, and were a popular attraction.9
The reader is thus cautioned that the idea of capturing an image instantaneously, at
a glance, is neither wholly original nor necessarily credible—it may prove a hoax
or trick. Faced with the confusing novelty of the announcement, such observers
looked for prior origins in remote places—ancient China, India, even a fictional
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island. Nadar’s chapter sought to demonstrate this very point: the sudden appearance
of something marvelous, like photography, arouses both admiration and incomprehension, he observed, and an irrational fear of the new is by no means exclusive to
the ignorant. What photography was and what photography meant were simultaneous inventions.
While such descriptions suggest something about mass psychology and public
reaction to the news coming out of Paris and London in 1839, their characterization of photography’s arrival as sudden and unexpected raises immediate problems
for history. What are we to make of the article published in the Journal des artistes on
September 27, 1835—four years previous—announcing, in print, that Daguerre
had found a means of obtaining on a prepared plate the image of the camera
obscura?10 In 1835 Daguerre and his partner, Isidore Niépce, developed a plan to
sell shares in the new invention; by late 1838 they had even printed a prospectus
for their subscription scheme, advertising that their technique “was not an instrument to be used for drawing nature, but a physical and chemical process that gives
it the ability to reproduce itself,” and shopped it on the streets of Paris.11 A report
in March 1839 asserted that “M. Daguerre’s pursuit of this discovery has been the
talk of the ateliers in Paris for several years; but no artist having seen any results, it
was regarded as a delusion, like the search for the philosopher’s stone, or perpetual
motion . . . .”12 Talbot conceived of his own paper process in 1833, and achieved
numerous successful results with the camera in the summer of 1835, then put them
away in a drawer for four years while he pursued other projects. In the 1820s, a
heliograph-on-glass reproduction by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce apparently hung in
plain sight in the Paris shop of the art restorer Alphonse Giroux; Niépce brought
permanent camera photographs with him to England in late 1827, including the
now-famous view from his window, and showed them to Francis Bauer, who
was Secretary of the Royal Society. With Bauer’s encouragement, he drafted a
“mémoire” of his invention for presentation to the Royal Society, but his plan ran
afoul of Society rules, which required full disclosure of the process. When Niépce
attempted to send examples directly to King George IV via William T. Aiton of
Kew, his submission was refused. He left the memoir and specimens behind in
England with Bauer, who then forgot about them.13
Such details lead us to ask—just what kind of news was photography in 1839?
Or, more precisely, for whom was it news? It is perhaps imaginable that reporters who had never seen a daguerreotype might compare it to a light-retaining
cucumber or some juggler’s trick. But how do we justify the perception of the
invention’s momentous nature—as one of the great achievements of the nineteenth
century—with the indifference shown by the Royal Society and the passivity of
those who read of, were solicited about, or held actual permanent photographs in
their hands in the years between 1827 and 1839? Clearly the idea of photography
was not what sparked excitement in 1839, for the idea alone was evidently easy to
ignore or dismiss. Rather it was the successful realization of the idea, as working
processes sanctioned by the governments and scientific authorities of France and
England, respectively, that captured the public’s imagination.14 It follows, then,
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that any critical account of photography’s discovery would need to attend to both
conception and material attainment—to both “floating philosophical visions” and
the more concrete exigencies of chemicals, cameras, experimental method and
scientific communities, academies, politics, money, patent laws and legal contracts,
aesthetics, and human nature—for without that attainment, we would have nothing
to account for.
Yet what is it, precisely, that makes an invention or discovery come into being,
and why does it appear when it does? What drives historical change? Do individuals
invent things, or do cultures? However unselfconscious they may be about it, every
historian begins with a theory of how history works and a model for how it should be
written, and this is no less true for the numerous portrayals of photography’s emergence
we have inherited. Many standard textbooks (those of Josef Maria Eder, Beaumont
Newhall, and the Gernsheims, for example) place photography’s origins in the distant
past, beginning with Aristotle and classical or medieval observations about the behavior
of light. John Werge, who composed the first chronological history of photography,
begins his narrative in the “Dark Ages.” He writes, “for centuries a dreamy idea occupied the minds of romance-writers and alchemists that Nature possessed the power of
delineating her features far more faithfully than the hand of man could depict them,”
and the title of his 1890 publication, The Evolution of Photography, makes the model of
history he favors explicit.15 Conversely, other histories—Newhall’s Latent Image, for
example—start their storylines in the late-eighteenth or early nineteenth century, with
Niépce or Wedgwood and Davy, or more broadly with the Industrial Revolution and
the rise of the middle class, with its demand for cheap images, thus establishing photography as a modern development. The first thing any future history of the birth of
photography will need to consider is this basic question: was emergence of the technology evolutionary or revolutionary in character? This entails not simply choosing when
and where to mark a point of embarkation, but the equally crucial issue of what theory
of causation and change the ensuing history then espouses.

Photography before photography
To appreciate the stakes of historical method, we might briefly examine the two most
comprehensive—and most debatable—late contenders in the arena: Peter Galassi’s
Before Photography: Painting and the Invention of Photography (1981) and Geoffrey
Batchen’s Burning with Desire: The Conception of Photography (1997). When it was proposed, Galassi’s thesis was breathtakingly grand in its ambition: after years of textbooks
recounting the names of experimenters and early descriptions of cameras and mechanical drawing aids, Galassi decided such technical histories addressed only one aspect of
photography’s invention and the timing of its arrival. “Even the driest technical histories implicitly acknowledge that photography was a product of shared traditions and
aspirations. The best writers have recognized that these traditions are social and artistic
as well as scientific . . . The social context of the invention of photography is important. Here, however, I propose to concentrate on the narrower (though kindred) issue
of photography’s relation to the traditional arts.”16 Having bracketed his concerns off
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from the medium’s social and scientific aspects, Galassi reasoned that the “ultimate
origins of photography—both technical and aesthetic—lie in the fifteenth-century
invention of linear perspective” and the history of Western painting.17 Technically,
he says, camera photography is simply a way to produce pictures in perfect perspective. Aesthetically, a significant tradition in picture-making after the Renaissance took
human vision as its conceptual basis, a tradition that unfolded coherently, if not consistently, over the next four hundred years as a history of changing visual norms and
increasingly “analytic” pictorial innovations in framing and point-of-view. Within
this developmental trajectory, photography emerged at just that moment in the early
nineteenth century when “a new norm of pictorial coherence,” evinced in the landscape sketch, made its relatively arbitrary, fragmented pictures conceivable.18 It was
this “broad artistic transformation that catalyzed the invention of photography” and,
by implication, made it not a result of science offered up to art but rather “a legitimate
child of the Western pictorial tradition.”19
Batchen’s argument is more elaborate and no less ambitious. Like Galassi,
he begins with the question of timing: why does photography emerge when
it does, in the early nineteenth century? Indeed, both texts frame the problem
in terms initially outlined by Helmut and Alison Gernsheim in their History of
Photography: “Considering that knowledge of the chemical as well as the optical
principles of photography was fairly widespread following Schulze’s experiment (in
1725) . . . the circumstance that photography was not invented sooner remains the
greatest mystery in its history . . . .”20 Seeing how technical histories had failed to
unravel it, Burning with Desire attempts to solve this “mystery” by moving its aim
from the oft-repeated facts of photography’s invention to its “conception,” asking
when the idea of photography was first enunciated. With this shift, several things
happen. The list of claimants to invention grows exponentially, from the three
or four who actually made it work to “at least twenty different persons residing
in seven countries” who, in seeming independence of one another, claimed they
too had invented a process; to this Batchen adds several more who simply showed
evidence of “wanting to photograph” before 1839.21 The purpose of compiling
such a list is not to adjudicate valid from less valid claims, but to observe how they
together indicate a collective desire for photography, and how the articulation of
that desire demonstrates “discursive regularity”:
Following [Michel] Foucault, our investigation of photography’s timing
will henceforth shift emphasis from that traditional economy of originality
and priority to the appearance of a “regular” discursive practice for which
photography seems to be the desired object. The invention of photography
is thereby assumed to coincide as much with its conceptual and metaphoric
as with its technological production. Accordingly I will ask not just who
invented photography but rather at what moment in history did the desire to
photograph emerge and begin insistently to manifest itself? In other words, at
what moment did photography shift from an occasional, isolated, individual
fantasy to a demonstrably widespread, social imperative?22
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He finds that the “discursive desire” he has identified as photo-prophetic
“coincides with a quite singular moment in Western history”: the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries.23 Batchen states emphatically that this desire was a
product of Western culture, not “some isolated individual genius,” and that the
task at hand is to account for “an entire social body” and the “moment of origin
that produced these individuals even as they reproduced it through their various
thoughts and actions.”24 Reframing the Gernsheims’ “mystery” as a question, he
asks why the concept of photography and the desire to photograph only emerge
around the year 1800.
On the surface, Galassi’s and Batchen’s accounts seem dissimilar. Galassi finds
the “ultimate origins” for photography in the Renaissance, in traditions of artistic picture-making. His historical model is evolutionary, though this evolution is
fitful, with moments of greater innovation in the fifteenth, seventeenth, and
nineteenth centuries. By contrast, Batchen’s model favors historical rupture over
continuity. Foucault argued for epistemic breaks in the way language was understood in relation to representation, with one such break, between Classical and
Modern modes, occurring around the year 1800. Batchen discovers this exact
periodization informing the social conditions that made it possible to think of
something like photography; where virtually no photo-prophetic discourse survives from the eighteenth century, suddenly after 1790 it becomes “demonstrably
widespread.”25 We observed how Galassi begins his study by bracketing out the
social; as if in response, Batchen makes “the social” the subject of his book.
Beyond these disparities, their explanatory models are remarkably similar,
however, and they suffer in similar ways. Galassi would have us believe it was “a
new norm of pictorial coherence that made photography conceivable.”26 Reviewers
of the project pointed out how many other different norms and conventions for
pictorial style existed in the early nineteenth century, how the landscape sketches
Galassi uses as evidence were really marginal to high art, and how most early
photography (daguerreotype portraits, still lifes, etc.) did not much resemble the
uncomposed, “analytical,” contingent “pictures of bits” that this new norm was
supposed to mandate. More to the point, Galassi never explains how exactly a
broad artistic transformation “catalyzes” a technical invention. If his contention
had been that a new pictorial (or Modernist) syntax can be found simultaneously
in both paintings and photographs from the 1870s, the commonality would look
plausible, but Galassi makes his new painterly norm come “before photography,”
as his title suggests, and somehow causational. None of photography’s experimenters ever betrayed any knowledge of this norm as such. At the crucial intersection
of painting’s traditions and photography’s emergence, Galassi proposes a nebulous
will-to-form, a Zeitgeist.
For all his many differences, Batchen, too, deploys something resembling a Geist
argument. In surveying proto-photographic discourse, he discovers not simply
photographic language and concepts, but a positive desire for photography, a desire
“that was to eventually manifest itself as photography.”27 As Joel Snyder noted in his
review of Burning with Desire, the reasoning here is circular: a discursive “desire” for
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photography cannot both engender discourse and be proven to exist by the discourse
it is supposed to have generated.28 This is, in fact, the central problem with metaphysical concepts like “desire”: they cannot be submitted to empirical verification, so are ultimately only conjectural. And what is this “desire” after all? Here it
serves as a reification, a kind of free-floating, generative force. Foucault proposed a
“positive unconscious of knowledge,” by which he meant those rules or grammar
underlying discourse construction that individual scientists may not even be aware
of, and so he examined discourse to unearth (as his archaeological metaphor suggests) those rules. But Foucault’s rhetorical fiction of an “unconscious” becomes
literal in Batchen’s hands, leading us to ask again: where does “desire” reside, if not
in individual proto-photographers, and if it does inhabit individuals—even unconsciously—by what mechanism does it get inside them? By them merely being a
member of the “entire social body”? If so, why do these individuals, and not others,
articulate (what has now become invariably) a mass desire? What specific operation
makes language or thought a “social imperative” to do something, like invent a
photographic process? Batchen seeks photography’s inception in the “moment of
origin that produced these individuals,” which courts the danger of making them
passive mouthpieces of that moment and robbing them of agency of their own.
Geist-premised explanations dominated cultural history at the beginning of the
twentieth century, until finally laid in their graves by anti-Hegelians such as Karl
Popper and Ernst Gombrich in the post-war era. Gombrich noted that a collective
“spirit of the time” or “will-to-form” that was imagined to express itself spontaneously in cultural forms was really no more than a “ghost in the machine, driving
the wheels of artistic developments according to inexorable laws,” a determinism
that arises from a compulsion for historical order and predictability, and an inclination to disregard conflicting evidence and other drivers of history, such as accident
and chance.29 As it turns out, the kinds of explanations offered by Galassi and
Batchen are not just problematic—they are wholly unnecessary to account for the
phenomena they wish to explain.
Here we should return to their initial methodological moves. Galassi concedes
that the best histories of photography recognize social, artistic, and technical aspects
simultaneously; his isolation of the artistic is couched as a limited proposition, not
a universal explanation. To solve the Gernsheims’ mystery, Batchen turns away
from received histories and their repeated facts, from individual inventors and a
“traditional economy of originality and priority,” to critical theory. Proof that an
ambient “desire” exists is demonstrated by the fact that a very similar idea appears
spontaneously in the writings of otherwise unconnected individuals. Yet these
previous histories suggest a better explanation: contact. Wedgwood and Davy’s
experiments—their description of the basic premise of camera photography with
light-sensitive silver salts—was published in the Journal of the Royal Institution in
1802 and republished that year in the November issue of the popular Nicholson’s
Journal of Natural Philosophy. Indeed, as Batchen notes, this blueprint for photography was reproduced in at least fifteen different publications between 1802 and
1828—François Arago, Talbot, and many others refer to it.30 Schulze’s experiments
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of 1725 were duplicated and then published in England in 1763 by William Lewis,
whose notebooks and laboratory assistant came into the safekeeping of Josiah
Wedgwood in 1781.31 In his paper, Davy cited the findings of Carl Wilhelm
Scheele, published in 1777. Niépce appears to have consulted Jean Senebier’s 1788
treatise on chemistry and solar light.32 Daguerre’s efforts were the talk of the ateliers. The point here is that it is fairly easy to establish “chains of custody” of the
idea of photography and its incipient realizations, through printed texts or word-ofmouth. The basic concept of photography can be delineated in a single sentence,
and with that nub even the French-born Hercules Florence could “independently”
invent a photographic process in Brazil. We do not require a more hypothetical and
less tangible explanation involving a “positive unconscious” or “social imperatives”
to get the idea into the heads of experimenters. Batchen recognizes how problematic
his requirement of “relative independence” is, but in his commitment to Foucault’s
model of discursive regularity and historical rupture, he turns a blind eye to direct
connections and any model of history that encompasses earlier centuries.
In fairness, the stated objective of Burning with Desire was not to explain photography’s invention, but to examine photography’s identity, a matter disputed by (in
its terms) “formalists” and “postmodernists.” The history of photography’s origins
becomes a “key trope” in this deliberation on identity. A plausible model of historical causation is not a requirement for engaging the issue of photography’s identity,
or what becomes of that identity in the era of digital technologies—the author’s
concern in the 1990s, when he formulated his argument. The issue of “invention”
here might thus be regarded as a means to an end, not an end in itself.33 But we
should be sensitive to how both Galassi’s and Batchen’s models result in the suppression of the active role of individual agents. In the latter, “photography appears
to have emerged as the embodiment of certain arrangements of Western knowledge,” it was a product of “certain shifts and changes within the fabric of European
culture as a whole,” but explicitly not the result of individuals experimenting with
cameras and chemicals.34 For Batchen, the “social body” desired photography, so
the “social body” becomes the entity that originates it; for Galassi, just when a
certain new pictorial norm mandates it, photography appears.
Moving forward, we might well ask why the role of free-willed individuals need
be summarily excluded from consideration in this manner. Historian of science
Bruno Latour, after all, has provided an elegant model that relates actors, objects,
and networks of knowledge in relations that are both conceptual and material.35
(Foucault was allergic to “great men” theories of history—he called this “doxology”—but Latour allows humans, animals, and objects to all become constitutive
actors in networks and offers more complex patterns of causality than Foucault.)
Why adopt a method that frames its problem as a choice between the social and
the technical, when clearly the technical is part of invention and is itself social
in character, as the “chain of custody” explanation indicates? Indeed, why turn
our backs, a priori, on the potential insights that may derive from the flourishing
field of science and technology studies—a logical place to seek explanations about
discovery and invention—in favor of theory and precepts current in the 1960s, or
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earlier? It is to developmental models we must return, but with a new set of tools,
methods, and questions.

Invention contra conception
A good place to start might be to examine heuristics, the specific intellectual frameworks and the diverse goals that resulted in photography’s multiple
inventions. As Theresa Levitt has shown, the question around the 1839
announcement in Paris has less to do with why photography seemed so new as
how those responsible for the announcement made it seem new.36 The issue here
entailed both photography’s identity and the way technically different processes
(the daguerreotype vs. paper photography) signified different conceptions of
what a photograph showed, how it represented the world (or phenomena generally), and what these capacities might mean for the production and transmission
of knowledge. Ultimately, in Arago’s case, the question devolved to the politics of science in the 1830s.37 Levitt’s analysis neatly exemplifies Latour’s “first
principle”: “The fate of facts and machines is in later users’ hands; their qualities
are thus a consequence, not a cause, of a collective action.”38 More broadly, we
should note how the problems being posed by experimental scientists in the
Romantic era in Europe carried over but were distinct from those of previous
decades; following Lavoisier’s “chemical revolution” of the 1780s, the classical
paradigm of mechanical equilibrium (found in the Mécanique Céleste of Laplace,
for example) was replaced in the 1820s with concern for the dynamic, unstable,
evolutionary processes of creation, where the organic and inorganic were seen as
coeval, and light, electricity, magnetism, and the transformation of states (coal to
fire, water to steam) became central preoccupations. Under this account, photography’s transformation of unstable salts to stable metals via radiant energy can
be seen as the result of experiments and preoccupations whose histories clearly
pre-date the nineteenth century.
Given that photography’s realization took place within this milieu of Romantic
science and experimentation, then, we might look more closely at the precise
conditions under which its various claimants worked, and the specific intellectual
communities in which they functioned. Such an investigation would begin with
a different premise from previous efforts, recognizing the varying mental models,
professional identities, levels of scientific and artistic knowledge, and experimental techniques each inventor brought to the task, and the different results they
achieved. Talbot, for example, had access to certain kinds of specialized knowledge
and was embedded in a network of other trained scholars who thought about science in theoretical ways. Daguerre, lacking this training and professional identity,
was more inclined to strategies of speculative tinkering and trial-and-error, without a sophisticated theory to guide him, and may well have achieved his most
significant finding by accident. Inventions happen in more than one way and for
more than one reason: without attention to heuristics and an examination of how
knowledge and objects circulate afield, we will continue to see photography’s
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genesis flattened into names and dates on a list, and the history of photography
addressing itself to problems that do not exist.
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7
AGAINST PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCEPTIONALISM
Stephen Bann

For some years I have been haunted by the phrase attributed to the painter Paul
Delaroche, supposedly exclaimed when seeing a daguerreotype for the first time:
“From this day, painting is dead!” (“La peinture est morte à partir de ce jour!”). This
key quotation has been used endlessly over the past half-century or so; it has entitled exhibitions, as in the case of an important show at the Victoria & Albert
Museum in 1972, cropped up in the table-talk of an artist like Richard Hamilton,
and found itself woven into the fabric of many historical accounts of the rise of
photography. A wryly amusing instance of this last case is in Graham Clarke’s study
for the Oxford History of Art, The Photograph, published in 1997, in which a subeditor inserted the quotation but mistakenly attributed it to Delacroix.1
Only in 1997 did I publish the first modern biography of Paul Delaroche, in
which I called into question the historical basis for the famous dictum. It was certainly not an exclusive interest in the history of photography that led me to offer
such a study in the year of the bicentenary of the artist’s birth. But it was the case
that learning more about this virtually forgotten painter gave a new impulse to my
interest in the complex milieu of reproductive technologies that so clearly helped
to determine his career as an exemplary artist of his times. Nor was it difficult to
discover, when I was looking into the way in which the history of photography
had been told up to that time, where Delaroche’s role as an alarmist had begun to
develop into a stereotype. It was in his pioneering History of Photography, the first of
whose numerous editions was published by Oxford University Press in 1955, that
Helmut Gernsheim placed the words: “‘From today painting is dead!’ exclaimed
Paul Delaroche hysterically on first seeing a daguerreotype.”2 In fact, the original
typesetting of this sentence, juxtaposed with a half column that illustrates the cover
of François Arago’s speeches on the importance of the daguerreotype process, gives
the outburst an even more pointed significance. Beside the sober record of the
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FIGURE 7.1

Jules Caron, François Arago, steel engraving after portrait by Ary Scheffer
(1842) for Timon (Cormenin), Livre des orateurs (11th edition, 1842).
8″ × 5″. Private collection.

reports delivered by one of the foremost orators and scientists of the day, the
hysteria of the painter could only appear pathetic (Figure 7.1).
As we shall see, Gernsheim in a sense backtracked from endorsing completely
the authenticity of Delaroche’s exclamation, which he had inserted into the public
debates on the national adoption of Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre’s invention
led by François Arago that galvanized the two French academies in the summer
of 1839. However, in his study of Daguerre, published just one year later than
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the History of Photography, Gernsheim was much more concerned to situate the
statement in context, and indeed raised a doubt as to its authenticity.
Why should a rhetorical staging of a remark whose authenticity is open to doubt
be of any particular interest to us today? Why should it be of interest to anyone
but the relatively small number of art historians who think that Delaroche’s career
is worthy of interest? The answer lies perhaps in the dangers of what the Marxist
philosopher Plekhanov called “tunnel history”—that is, when writing the history
of this or that, a scholar digs himself into a tunnel where no other kinds of history
are visible, nor are any references to a more general history in which the enterprise
would need to be situated. This may be an impossibly utopian goal, and the classic Marxists perhaps did not succeed in vindicating the objective. Moreover, it is
arguable that the history of art represents just another tunnel, and we all have to
construct tunnels to make any progress at all. But it has to be said that the history of
photography has all too often been written as a conspicuous form of tunnel history.
The signs of that are, quite simply, the imperfect focus, or lack of due attention
to anything but what are deemed to be core features of the area in question. To
put it another way, the history of photography has sometimes tended to be written as the unstated product of a series of exclusions. For example, photography is
not printmaking. Nineteenth-century photography does not include reproductive
photography. These exclusions are, on one level, perfectly justifiable. But at root
they testify to a deep-seated need to cut photography off from the history in which
it was engendered. That is why there is an endless repetition of the phrase, “From
today painting is dead.” It is not that people actually believe the statement. Rather,
it has become a signifier for the radical novelty of the photographic medium, one
that is rooted in a kind of implied resurrection myth: “From today painting is
dead,” that is, “From today photography is alive.”
So what is to be done about this? My chapter will respond to that question
by attempting to unpick Gernsheim’s contextualization of the infamous phrase
and placing it within a more secure historical framework, one derived from my
own attempts to historicize photography as a medium. I can claim to have been
interested in photography’s place in the general scheme of representation since the
1970s. Some of my first essays were on Robbe-Grillet and the nouveau roman, and
on American artists like Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns; these involved
the role of photography in other media, either metaphorically or in direct technical terms.3 When I edited a special issue of 20th Century Studies on Translation in
1974, my own contribution involved a section on the eighteenth-century origins
of the silhouette, which was a new medium that asserted special claims to fidelity
in the context of contemporary theories of representation.4 In 1981, I tackled the
unraveling of the heritage of a remark that has become even more widely repeated
than that of Delaroche: the historian Ranke’s commitment to write history “as it
actually happened” (“wie es eigentlich gewesen”). This involved a fairly lengthy survey
of the way it had been translated into other languages, and also a strategic comparison with the discourse of taxidermy, which was then also at the point of turning an
ancient craft into a mode of “life-like” representation based on scientific study.5 The
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role of this dictum in validating the claims of nineteenth-century historiography
no doubt bears comparison to the ideological role played by the phrase “From
today painting is dead.”
My most directly relevant argument with respect to photography was
published, however, in The Clothing of Clio: A Study of the Representation of History in
Nineteenth-Century Britain and France (1984). In the chapter titled “Defences against
Irony: Barham, Ruskin, Fox Talbot,” I juxtaposed practitioners as seemingly disparate as a Prussian historian and an English Catholic taxidermist: the author of
illustrated comic tales Richard Barham, the critic and artist John Ruskin, and the
photographer William Henry Fox Talbot. My interim conclusion read as follows:
The evidence goes to show, therefore, that photographic reproduction
aroused no absolutely new types of response. On the epistemological level,
photographs appeared to present no distinctive and unprecedented vision
of the external world. Or rather, whatever was novel about them could
be contained within the existing framework of responses to non-mediated
forms of representation, which were already becoming established by the
later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.6
Unduly polemical and sweeping though this statement may seem three decades after
it was first written, it has led me to further investigate “non-mediated” representational forms that flourished in the period of the public emergence of photography.7
To evoke in a broader fashion the strategies that may be useful in reassessing
and redefining the historiographical objectives of histories of photography, my first
task is to return to the treatment of evidence in Gernsheim’s original over-egging of Delaroche’s remark. Gernsheim’s recontextualization of the remark in his
L. J. M. Daguerre (1956) goes some way toward rectifying the impression it gave
in his History of Photography. For in the 1956 publication he attributes it to Gaston
Tissandier’s Les merveilles de la photographie of 1874, noting that this is “the earliest
source of this classic anecdote that we have been able to trace.”8 This does indeed
remain, as far as I know, the earliest source, and if Gernsheim would have been
prudent to view it with suspicion, instead of grandstanding it, the obligation is even
greater more than half a century later. Admittedly Gernsheim states that Tissandier
“implie[d] incorrectly that it was said in August 1839,” which amounts to a kind
of self-criticism, since in the History he placed his anecdote about Delaroche in
the middle of the debates in the summer of 1839. He repairs to some extent the
anomaly of having Delaroche’s remark float free of temporality by stating that he
saw his first daguerreotype in 1838. He brings into play the crucial point that all
we certainly know of Delaroche’s reactions to Daguerre’s invention is the report
requested from him by Arago, which acclaimed “the immense service it rendered
to art.”9 Finally, he scales down the rhetoric with which he had invested the “classic
anecdote.” While in 1955 Gernsheim had described Delaroche as “exclaiming hysterically” the phrase, Delaroche is presented in L. J. M. Daguerre as “exclaim[ing]
in bewilderment.”10
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After underlining the fast footwork that Gernsheim employs to extricate himself from the earlier account, I need to make two things clear. First, Tissandier’s
book is anything but an attempt to set the record straight about the early history of
photography. It is written in the wake of the French defeat in the Franco-Prussian
war, and constitutes an attempt to claim, not for French art but for French science,
the exclusive honor of having pioneered the invention of photography. In fact,
the walk-on role attributed to Delaroche plays a strategic part in this enterprise.
Tissandier actually has him “snatching from [Daguerre’s] hands” a daguerreotype,
“showing it all around and crying out: ‘Painting is dead from this day forward’.”
Tissandier can then clinch his own argument by inserting another bit of handiwork.
No, Delaroche was wrong because “Science had held out its hand to art.”11 In other
words, the overexcited reaction that Gernsheim attributed to Delaroche, at least
in the History, is therefore little more than the afterglow of an incident staged by
Tissandier in accordance with his own, quite disparate intentions. It has to be said
that snatching, crying out, exclaiming hysterically or even in bewilderment, are about as far
from what we know of the public personality of Delaroche as they could be.12
Second, we can now point out, with clearer documentation than was available
to Gernsheim in the 1950s, what transpired when the French painters, including Delaroche, visited Daguerre’s studio in 1838. Gernsheim states that, by the
end of that year, distinguished scientists including François Arago and J. B. Biot
had visited him, together with “the artists Paul Delaroche, Henri Grévedon and
Alphonse de Cailleux, Curator at the Louvre.”13 The latter trio is an interesting
one, comprising the fashionable portrait lithographer Grévedon and the “Directeur
adjoint” of the Louvre, Cailleux, as well as Delaroche. But Gernsheim does not
specify the presence of the Vice President of the Académie des Beaux-Arts, Louis
Hersent, who would no doubt have visited the studio in company with his fellow academician Delaroche. Just as the two academies—of sciences and of the
fine arts—would come together in the summer of 1839 to endorse jointly the
invention of Daguerre, so they were in communication at this early stage. This is
proven by a fascinating letter that Biot sent to Talbot in order to apprise him of
the developments taking place with regard to his rival, Daguerre. As Biot put it:
“Hersent told me, without hesitation, that he had learned more, about his art, in
two hours before the pictures of Daguerre, than he had done, in all his life, in his
own studio.”14 If “hysteria” was not Delaroche’s forte, self-deprecation was certainly a mode in which Hersent was well practiced. He had notoriously remarked
of the printmaker Louis Henriquel-Dupont’s engraving after his painting, Gustave
Vasa, that “he did not recognize his picture, the print being superior to it!”15 Here,
then, is an authentic record of a painter’s immediate response to the shock of seeing
Daguerre’s invention for the first time, to set beside the dubious anecdote that has
acquired such extensive mileage.
Yet, having said this, I recognize that there is no way in which one can prove that
Delaroche did not make such a statement. As Roland Barthes once asserted, “the
status of historical discourse is uniformly assertive, affirmative. The historical fact
is linguistically associated with a privileged ontological status: we recount what has
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been, not what has not been, or what has been uncertain.”16 Gernsheim’s original
use of the quotation may serve as a potent incentive to “tunnel history,” insofar as
it represents the invention of the daguerreotype as a break or cut (coupure) in the
passage of time. The only way to counter this misreading is to give currency to
other affirmative factors, drawn from the mass of historical materials that are available, and to couch one’s research in a way that will provoke new hypotheses about
the place of photography in the spectrum of visual media that was changing so
rapidly over the course of the nineteenth century. I began the project that resulted
in my book, Parallel Lines, with intentions that met both of these criteria. It was
amply clear from reading such texts as Tissandier’s and Gernsheim’s that the chronology of the reception of Daguerre’s work was extremely complicated, hence the
mistakes about where his supposed outburst should be placed. It was inconceivable
that I could cover all the reports that were generated between autumn 1838 and
summer 1839. So I decided to follow the accounts given by one well-informed
and concerned newspaper, the Courrier français, which invariably reported on the
meetings of the two academies, and added its own judicious comments. It was in
an issue of January 11, 1839, for example, that Biot was reported as having told his
scientific colleagues that he had visited Daguerre’s “gallery of light drawings” with
the celebrated M. Delaroche, and understood the works to be uniquely useful in
teaching “the distribution of light.”17
This indicated that interest in the wide-ranging and positive aspects of the
invention was peaking as early as January 1839—that is, more than six months
before the August meetings when it was officially adopted by the French state.
That this was not simply an affair concerning academicians is demonstrated by
the existence of two extraordinary visual documents that had received remarkably little attention: Prosper Lafaye’s oil painting, Conférence dans le salon de M.
Irisson sur la découverte de la photographie en 1839 (Musée Carnavalet, Paris), and the
revised version in watercolor (Musée français de la photographie, Bièvres). There
are some difficulties in clarifying the exact date to which these works refer, and
the fact that the original painting dates from 1844 evidently places it in a different category from the day-to-day reports of the Courrier français. Admittedly, the
circumstances indicate that this was intended to serve as a mythic record of the
first public exposure of the daguerreotype; the revised version from ca. 1878 compounds this role by adding a key to all the participants, under the title “Invention
de la Photographie.” Nevertheless the point stands that, in January 1839, the academician Horace Vernet and his son-in-law, Paul Delaroche, were informing
the company of a Parisian salon about the “extraordinary developments” that the
invention promised. Delaroche himself “sought to make perceptible comparisons
such as, for example, the possibility of fixing images reflected in a mirror on paper
or any other body, offering the aspect of an engraving; the astonishment grew as
the demonstration came to be understood.”18
This is just one instance of how a previously disregarded document can refresh
and revitalize the history of photography. However, Delaroche’s comparison
between the future potential of photography and the “aspect of an engraving” calls
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to mind a factor that remains crucially important in assessing the early reception of
photography in France. Gernsheim repeats what has almost become a historiographical commonplace: that engravers feared for the future of reproductive engraving
once it became possible to reproduce paintings and sculpture by means of the new,
infinitely less laborious reproductive process known as the daguerreotype. There is
indeed no denying the fact of that fear. But what has also become tacitly accepted,
and not only by historians of photography, is the further consequence that we need
pay no more attention to the reproductive engravings of the nineteenth century.
Being under sentence of death, so to speak, the genre could already be written out
of history. The aim of Parallel Lines was precisely to show that reproductive engraving played a more important role in the diffusion of a certain kind of painting
than ever before in the early- to mid-nineteenth century. This was in effect a
book about reproductive media in general, in which the gradual emergence of
reproductive photography, and its relation to pre-existing print techniques, played
an integral, but subsidiary, part. The fact that an acclaimed photographer like
Gustave Le Gray undertook, among other things, reproductive photographs, did
not prevent me from attending to the photographer who became most celebrated
in the 1850s for having made them his specialty: the English-born Robert Jefferson
Bingham. It was Bingham who provided the extensive record of Delaroche’s work
(published in 1857), which was the first attempt to sum up an artist’s life work
through photography. However, the portrait format of this capacious volume did
not admit the panoramic vista of Delaroche’s study for the Hémicycle des Beaux-Arts,
published separately (Figure 7.2).19
My conclusion is simply this: in order to write the history of photography,
one must not write the history of photography. Such a seemingly paradoxical
notion has of course to be modified in light of current research on the subject.

FIGURE 7.2

Robert Jefferson Bingham, panoramic photograph detailing the left
section of Paul Delaroche’s study for Hémicycle des Beaux-Arts (c. 1841;
repainted and signed 1853), albumen print, 1858, 3½″ × 7½″. Private
collection.
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The survey histories of photography written by single authors like Eder and
Gernsheim, in which the anecdote about Delaroche held a significant place, have
given way to volumes with multiple and more specialized contributors. A History
of Photography (1986), edited by Jean-Claude Lemagny and André Rouillé, is one
example, which mentions only Delaroche’s stated support for the daguerreotype
as “an immense service rendered to the arts.”20 A New History of Photography
(1998), edited by Michel Frizot, finds a place for Delaroche only in his capacity as the studio master of photographers Roger Fenton and Gustave Le Gray.21
Within this variegated field, new areas of interest continue to emerge, as this very
volume demonstrates.
My research, in which the preoccupation with Delaroche’s supposed remark
was part of a broader concern with his wider significance, has led to further developments in the historiography of the photograph.22 I have come to consider the
virtual exclusion of the reproductive photograph, a domain that was assigned
enormous value and utility in the nineteenth century, as one of the most serious
distortions in modern narratives of early photography. Invited to the Center for
Advanced Study in the Visual Arts (CASVA) at the National Gallery of Art in
2005, I became aware on arrival to what extent the disposition of photographs
within the various collections was the result of a long-standing but questionable
marginalization of prints and photographs whose primary purpose was deemed
to be that of reproduction. At one end of the magnificent series of buildings was
the Department of Photographs, which focused primarily on the “masterpieces”
of American art photography. At the other end was the library, in which superb
collections of reproductive engravings, albums, and serial volumes containing
photographs of works of art were stored, ostensibly for the purposes of documentation. These items had been long superseded by the products of recent technological
advance. As evidence for how the concept and practice of art history developed in
direct relation to the contemporary possibilities of reproduction, they remained of
enormous interest. My own work on the rich holdings of the National Gallery led
to the organization by CASVA of a symposium on “Art and the Early Photographic
Album” in March 2007, and the publication of the proceedings in 2011. That this
initiative coincided with the issuing of the “Florence Declaration,” in support of
“the preservation of analog photographs” in museum collections, gave the entire
project a special timeliness.23
In my most recent book, Distinguished Images, I begin by lamenting the fact
that “two events have come to dominate the historiography of [the nineteenth
century],” one being the birth of modern painting in 1863 and the other being
“photography, coming of age in 1839 [ . . . ] seen as giving the measure of all print
images.”24 My way of dealing with this situation was to bring to the forefront the
notion of the “visual economy,” which I had previously described as “the sum total
of all the means of visual reproduction available at the time, taking into account
not only the specific processes of production, their cost and their duration but also
the available means of publication and dissemination.”25 But it is not enough to
review all the different varieties of printmaking, traditional and new. Photography
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also needs to be placed in the general context of the reception of images, since the
pioneer photographers of the early period did not live by photography alone.
The central chapter in this study, “Nadar in Retrospect,” takes a view
diametrically opposed to those exhibitions of his work that focus only on his “creative years” of 1854–60. Here is Nadar the art critic, making a rare appearance as a
commentator on salon painting; Nadar the essayist, whose elusive autobiographical
writings still need to be revisited in the light of histories that they can only with
some difficulty be made to reveal; and Nadar the adult reminiscing about the
ineradicable memories left in his mind by his childhood acquaintance with lithographic prints.26 In the period of his most intense engagement with photography,
Nadar carried within him the memory of a savage political caricature that he said
had made him “clench [his] twelve-year-old fists with impotent rage.” He wrote in
1857, “I do not doubt that today I owe to this lithograph a good part of the horror
that I sense inside me for brute force and my indignation at injustice.”27
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8
SACRED STORIES
Photography’s indigenous origins
Heather A. Shannon

On April 4, 1895, Captain John G. Bourke wrote an admonishing letter to
American ethnologist Jesse Walter Fewkes regarding Fewkes’s recently published
comparative study of the Snake Dance observed by the Hopi Indians of Arizona
and “similar rites” practiced at Zia Pueblo in New Mexico.1 “In my own judgment,” Bourke scolded, “no exact [comparative] work . . . can be undertaken
until some observer shall have visually and critically noted the ceremonies and
photographed them.”2 Noted visual and critical observations may have permitted
Fewkes to draw connections between the ceremonial practices of the two Pueblo
Indian communities, but his claims apparently faltered for lack of photographic
evidence. Bourke’s authority surely derived from his position as one of the earliest
ethnographic recorders of the Hopi ceremony.3 His own account of his observations, The Snake-Dance of the Moquis of Arizona (1884), had inaugurated widespread
scientific and popular interest in the ceremony. Yet for all of his apparent authority
Bourke had missed the point of Fewkes’s study, which was primarily concerned
with the origin of the Hopi Snake Dance. Fewkes must have therefore been somewhat puzzled by Bourke’s principal criticism—after all, how was he meant to trace
an origin of an indigenous practice through photographs?
In the later decades of the nineteenth century, the Hopi Indian Snake Dance
was among the best-known and most photographed American Indian ceremonies practiced in the United States. Sensationalistic accounts of the Snake Dance
circulated nationally in newspapers, magazines, travel guides, popular books, and
ethnographic studies. These reports drew increasingly unprecedented numbers of
Euro-American spectators to the three relatively remote Hopi mesas in northeastern Arizona. Along with the crowd of spectators came both professional and
amateur photographers. Their numbers swelled to such an extent that by the end
of the century cameras and their operators had become active, and particularly
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aggressive, participants in the ceremony. Despite the noted importance of the
subsequent surfeit of Snake Dance photographs—published, projected, collected,
exchanged, sold, purchased, archived—photography was a stubbornly ineffective
means for non-indigenous people to uncover the beginnings and meanings of the
ceremony. The persistent presence of photography in the pursuit of such discoveries is nevertheless significant. Itself the history of a beginning, the Snake Dance and
its representation offer insight into the sacred aspect of the secularized origin stories
historians tell about photography.4
According to social evolutionary theory, the principle on which nineteenthcentury American anthropology was founded, the Hopi and the photographic
medium were imagined as occupying a similar state of development.5 Premised
on the psychic unity of man, the American iteration of this theory attributed
human development to the imaginative capacity of the mind, of which inventions, and particularly applied technologies, offered an important sign. The
origins and development of an invention offered empirical evidence of the evolution of the mind as it advanced from savagery to civilization. Emphasizing
Anglo-American achievement, anthropologists firmly defined the culmination
of human progression as invention-rich Western civilization, while the material
and social practices of the living indigenous peoples of North America became
proof of the baser mental phases through which the civilized mind had long
since evolved. Influenced by social evolutionary theory, contemporaries located
the manifestation of photography’s civilized genius not in mechanically produced photographs—then understood to be devoid of original or imaginative
thought—but in the medium’s invention.
By the end of the nineteenth century, the scientific efficacy of social evolutionary theory was vehemently contested, and anthropologists have long since discarded
its ideas. However, historians of photography continue to frame the medium’s
origins using the antiquated definition of invention on which the theory was predicated. We can see this most readily in the historiographical focus on sources found
to engage photography’s practical development. Departing from these sources, this
chapter approaches origins in three ways: through the introduction of the camera
to Hopi in 1872; through the first photographs of the Snake Dance; and through
the late nineteenth-century efforts to trace the evolutionary origins of photography’s invention. Together these three originary moments reveal the antecedents to
and limitations of current photo-historical practice.

The first photographs of Hopi
Like the disputes about photography’s origins that erupted in the 1830s and
1840s, establishing the primacy of invention was central to the beginning of
photography in Hopi, first documented in 1872. Prior to the public announcement of the daguerreotype process in August 1839, reports of Daguerre’s success in permanently fixing a camera obscura image to a metal plate had circulated
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throughout Europe for several months. By August, a bevy of rivals—from France,
England, Germany, Switzerland, Norway, Spain, and the United States—clamored to unseat Daguerre as photography’s inventor.6 Although most of his rivals
had failed to produce a permanent photographic image, each sought to establish his respective claim to invention. Lacking successfully fixed images, these
claimants offered written proof of photographic experimentation, rather than evidential photographs, to establish as their own the conception of the new medium.7
Above practical achievement, contributions to the written record by both wouldbe inventors and their defenders were evidently understood as determinative of
intellectual precedence. Decades later, the origins of photography in Hopi similarly
characterized the competing claims of explorer Major John Wesley Powell and
photographer Elias Olcott Beaman. For these rivals, written declarations were also
of greater concern than evidential photographs. In national print magazines, photographically derived wood engravings illustrated, but were secondary to, the texts
penned by Powell and Beaman.8 Although a dispute over photography ignited
their feud, these men each sought to establish an authoritative written account of
an otherwise history-less people. The two thus battled over the invention of the
Hopi as objects of historical documentation.
Powell initially explored the Hopi villages in 1870 and planned to return with
Beaman, the first photographer for the United States Geographical and Geological
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region (1871–79), during the 1871–72 survey
season.9 Powell was forced to delay the trip until the following season, but the Hopi
nevertheless occupied a prominent position on that year’s agenda. As they navigated their boats through perilous rapids of the Colorado River region, the major
and his staff made frequent stops along the canyons to note, collect, and photograph
evidence of ancient indigenous occupancy. Members of the party interchangeably
referred to the former inhabitants as Moquis, Shinumos, and Aztecs.10 Not used by
the Hopi themselves, each of these terms also served to describe and define contemporary Hopi Indians. Indeed, thoroughly captivated by the spectacular ruins of
the ancient cliff dwellers, the survey party was eager to make its way to the Hopi
mesas to explore the vestiges of a once-great society. No doubt keen to be the
first photographer of the Hopi, Beaman evidently shared in this enthusiasm. But
Powell’s staff were to be disappointed. In December 1871, the major was compelled to leave the field for Washington, DC, to secure additional survey funding
from Congress. He ordered Beaman to prepare prints for promotional use, but
Beaman had more ambitious plans for his photographs and expressed his intense
displeasure in ceding ownership of his creative work to Powell.11 After a “rumpus,” Powell dismissed, and was forced to buy the negatives outright from, his first
photographer.12 He then took a selection of negatives to Salt Lake City, had prints
made in a local studio, and continued on to the US capital. Free from Powell,
Beaman turned his attention to Hopi.
Beaman and his camera arrived in Hopi in August 1872, several months ahead
of Powell and John K. Hillers, the survey’s new field photographer. Clearly
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pleased to have bested the major, Beaman submitted a letter to the editor of
Anthony’s Photographic Bulletin in which he declared himself the first photographer
of “a country and people that had never yet been photographed” (Figure 8.1).
A consummate showman, he writes of a superstitious people who looked upon
his photographs of the built environment with “wonder and amazement” but
who nevertheless destroyed all photographs of themselves. Trading on popular,
homogenizing conceptions of the relationship between North American Indians
and the camera, Beaman observed that the Hopi “evidently look[ed] upon a picture as a sure passport to the happy hunting-grounds of another world.”13 The
photographer was doubtless alluding to the notion widely attributed to indigenous
people that the photograph harnessed the soul and brought death to the pictured
individual, a notion that unfortunately continues to inform the popular historical
imagination.14 Several years later, Beaman exchanged theatricality for circumspection, noting instead that Hopi reactions to the camera varied from village to
village.15
Even if Beaman was the “first” to photograph in Hopi, his assertion to have
introduced photographs to the Hopi is highly suspect. The destruction of photographs by Hopi individuals would have required Beaman to produce prints
in the field. In his Anthony’s article, he failed to mention printing equipment
among his extensive photographic kit and indeed such was not common practice. Photographers developed their negatives in the field but most often printed

FIGURE 8.1

E. O. Beaman, “A Moquis House [in Oraibi],” 1872, albumen print
on stereocard mount, published by Charles Roscoe Savage, Salt Lake
City, Utah. National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution,
SPC00222500.
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from them in the comfort of a proper darkroom. In the employ of Salt Lake City
photographer Charles Roscoe Savage, James Fennemore was responsible for printing from Beaman’s Powell survey negatives, and Savage’s studio apparently also
played a role in making prints from Beaman’s 1872 Hopi negatives.16 Moreover,
while the photographer claimed to be among the first of two or three white men
to enter the villages, by 1872 the Hopi mesas had been the site of military activity
and prolonged Euro-American trading and missionary work. Surely a few Hopi
individuals had encountered a photograph, and with responses uninformed by
established conventions. Written texts, after all, instructed urban Americans how
to understand and react to the medium in the first decades after its introduction to
the United States.17 What, then, of non-literate peoples who had received no such
instruction? Their reactions to photography were not only unscripted. They were
also subject to the agendas of Euro-Americans—like Beaman—whose domain
included the creation of the historical record.
As Beaman worked to fix his own place in history as the “first” photographer of the Hopi, he pointedly denied these indigenious people a history that
preceded the moment when he reportedly introduced them to the camera.
He struggled to describe “the romantic, strange appearance of [the] antiquated
cities of the descendants of Montezuma,” and deferred to the more eloquent
and expressive qualities of his own photographs.18 Perhaps aware that his prints
would not be reproduced in Anthony’s, Beaman managed to muster his powers
of description:
The country . . . is in many places strewn with broken crockery or beautiful
workmanship and painting; the canon walls are in many places covered with
hieroglyphics [e.g. pictographs], whose meaning is totally unknown to the
Indians now inhabiting these regions. These signs of a once powerful and
semi-civilized people are plainly traceable to the Aztec cities, the inhabitants
of which do not now number over twelve hundred souls.19
In identifying the Hopi as Aztecan, Beaman echoed an argument advanced by
Lieutenant James H. Simpson in 1852, and affirmed that evidence of former semicivility simply could not be indigenous.20 To his mind, moreover, contemporary
Hopi were wholly ignorant of their remarkable past, unable to read a picture history preserved on stone. Even had he been able to converse with the Hopi, their
oral decipherings would have hardly altered Beaman’s assessment. Western standards required that history be located and locatable in the written record, and thus
Native Americans were understood to lack a history altogether.21 Beaman provided
an account of the Hopi that both affirmed and redressed this perceived lack, and
at the same time insured that his own pictures—his so-called first photographs of
Hopi—entered into history.
As a former member of Powell’s survey, Beaman was well aware of the
major’s 1870 exploration of the Hopi villages and of Powell’s own claims to
the Hopi. While Powell had neglected to publish a report of this trip, however,
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Beaman apparently dashed off his letter to Anthony’s immediately upon his
departure from the villages. The urgency with which he made his submission to the journal suggests that, emboldened by his self-proclaimed authority as the first photographer of the “Seven Aztec cities” of Arizona, Beaman
sought to promote a history of Hopi that countered Powell’s own undocumented theory. After 1872, Beaman continued to challenge his predecessor in
a series of illustrated articles that reflected on his photographic experiences in
Hopi and solidified his authority on the Hopi.22 Arguably in response, Powell
finally published in 1875 an account of his 1870 explorations of the Colorado
River region in Scribner’s Monthly, illustrated with wood engravings derived
from Hillers’s October 1872 Hopi photographs (Figure 8.2).23 Beaman’s and
Powell’s magazine illustrations (and Beaman’s and Hillers’s photographs) were
remarkably similar. What distinguished them was the written apparatus that
framed them.
While Beaman continued to identify the Hopi as Aztecan, Powell instead conceived of them as descendants of the “Shinumos.” “Who are these people?,” he
asked of the Hopi. “Linguistic evidence shows them to be nearly related to some
of the nomadic tribes of the Rocky Mountains and the Sierras.” He continued:

FIGURE 8.2

Wood engraving after John K. Hillers, “Terraced Houses in Oraibi.”
Reproduced in J. W. Powell’s “The Ancient Provence of Tusayan.”
Courtesy of the Beinecke Library, Yale University.
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“These town-building people seem to be a branch of this great family; now, but a
remnant of this branch is left; but there was a time when they were a vast people
. . . On every stream, and at almost every spring of importance, vestiges of this
race may be found.”24 In tracing Hopi lineage through language, Powell shared
Beaman’s view that the Hopi were without a history. His conclusions, moreover,
anticipated and expressed the American iteration of social evolutionary theory that
he would help codify at the end of the decade. Without their own written history, without claim to a proper history, the Hopi represented ready material for
the formation of an evolutionary schema that attempted to chart the origins and
developmental trajectory of Western culture.

Photographing the Hopi Snake Dance
In his 1898 article “Origin of the Cliff Dwellings,” Southwest archaeologist
Cosmos Mindeleff asserted that “[h]ouse building is an art, and in the study of an
art the comparative method is the only one to be followed.”25 With his concentration on physical evidence, Mindeleff dismissed as unfounded and unscientific the
hypothesis that so fascinated Beaman, but refrained from criticizing approaches
advanced outside of the archaeological field, such as Powell’s emphasis on language. Mindeleff maintained the “local origin” of the cliff dwellings and for his
conclusion relied on a comparison of architectural forms found in the ruins and
in contemporary Pueblo Indian villages. Although the dwellings he compared
were either “undoubtedly very old” or “modern,” the archaeologist ascertained
no fundamental formal differences between them. Accounting for the continuity
of ancient and modern architecture, Mindeleff wrote, “[t]he American Indian,
like all other savages, is extremely sensitive to his environment . . . He is in such
close touch with nature that he responds quickly to her varying moods . . . not so
much in his physique as in his arts and ideas.” According to this view, an initial
reaction to the environment, not sustained thought, accounted for the origin of
Pueblo Indian architectural forms. In addition, continuity of form suggested that
nature continued to shape the products—that is, the art and ideas—of the “savage”
mind. Mindeleff thus concluded that the Pueblo system, neither past nor present,
belonged to “no particular period either in culture or in time.”26 Pueblo architecture was nevertheless demonstrative of the original savage state from which the
cultured or civilized mind had long since evolved.
The archaeologist briefly paused from his architectural ruminations to
describe “[p]erhaps the most striking” of the rites he witnessed: the Hopi Indian
Snake Dance.27 Ostensibly concerned with the form of the underground ceremonial chambers, or kivas, Mindeleff instead described the component of the
ceremony that he had observed on the village plazas as early as 1885. Although
confident in his assertion of the local origin of architectural forms, he avoided
assigning any specific meaning to the Snake Dance. Instead he noted that ceremonies like it were “often dramatic representations of mythological events, or a form
of prayer for favors sought, or perhaps of thanksgiving for favors received.”28 What,
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then, was the Snake Dance? A reenactment? A supplication? A benediction? And
just how “savage” was it? By 1898, it had become the subject of sustained scientific
and popular interest, but Euro-Americans remained unable to identify the meaning of the ceremony and were therefore unsure of the evolutionary development
that it may (or may not) have represented. These issues were irresolvable precisely
because the origin of the Snake Dance proved elusive to Western investigators.
The year that Mindeleff first observed the Snake Dance was the same year he
became one of the ceremony’s first photographers.29 From the start, photography’s
suitability as a visual-descriptive tool of the ceremony was uncertain. Mindeleff
was compelled to annotate—to guide his viewer through—his first photographs.
In the early 1880s, the Smithsonian Institution’s fledging Bureau of American
Ethnology engaged his brother Victor to undertake a survey of the architecture on
the three Hopi mesas. In 1885, the Mindeleff brothers together surveyed the ruins
surrounding the modern villages. For this trip they were outfitted with a camera,
and in August they photographed the Snake Dance in Mishongnovi village on
Second, or Middle, Mesa. Mindeleff’s nine extant photographs make clear that
in the context of the ceremony he struggled against nature to master his equipment. Customarily observed as the sun set, the dance was increasingly enveloped
in shadow, unmistakably causing Mindeleff great difficulty in the timing of his
exposures. Awash in bright light, the walls of the houses surrounding the dance
plaza and the villagers perched thereon were overexposed. Here the action of
light worked to dematerialize the uppermost reaches of the structures, collapsing
all distinction between the built environment and the blown-out sky. The central figures on the darkened and underexposed dance plaza appear not so much
blurry as muddy, an effect exacerbated by the movement of the dancers and snakes.
Frustrated in his photographic efforts, Mindeleff was forced to rely on descriptive
texts to clarify the content of the negatives. On the verso of one of the printed
photographs he noted, “[t]he markings on the body, the necklaces and shells, the
bracelets on the arms, the kilt . . . the feathers in the hair are plainly seen.”30 On
another he maintained the visibility of the “motion of the legs in the dance” and
the presence of an indiscernible snake.31 These written descriptions guided the
viewer, rendering “plainly seen” what were otherwise indiscernible details.
That Mindeleff remained uncertain of the photographs’ evidential value is suggested by the fact that they were never published in a scientific venue and were
eventually used as a highly edited form of entertainment in popular publications.32
Mindeleff’s article on “An Indian Snake-Dance” that appeared in Science in 1886,
for example, included several wood engravings: two ground plans of the Walpi village on First Mesa, Snake Dance “paraphernalia,” and illustrations devoid of human
figures that were derived from photographs of the plaza and an entrance to a kiva
(Figure 8.3). Assuming that photographic evidence would have buoyed his authority
as an eyewitness to the ceremony, presumably the “first,” why exclude it?
One answer to this question brings us back to the issue of photography and origins. Citing evidence found in Egypt, “at the dawn of history,” ancient Phoenicia,
Greece Rome, China, India and Mexico, and among the German tribes, the

FIGURE 8.3

Wood engravings after Cosmos Mindeleff, “A Moki Kiva” and “The
Middle Court at Mashongnovi.” Reproduced in Mindeleff’s “An
Indian Snake-Dance.” Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries,
Washington, DC.
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Hebrews and the North American Moundbuilders, Mindeleff noted that snake
worship was “universally distributed” and “exercised so large an influence on
religion” that the Hopi Snake Dance must be of interest.33 After outlining the
details of the Mishongnovi ceremony, he concluded in opposition to consensus
that the Snake Dance was not a form of serpent worship.34 Rather Mindeleff supposed the snakes were the “most appropriate messangers” in an invocation for rain.
Despite his intervention, he ultimately failed to identify the “underlying ideas” of
the dance, the key to which lay “an esoteric legend, one very jealously guarded.”35
Because “traces” of serpent worship could be found in the history of most all
nations and tribes, investigation of the legend was not only essential to the discovery of the origin of the Hopi Snake Dance but to an originary moment in the
evolution of the human mind. Photography, it seemed, proved no help to that
investigation.

Inventing photography’s origins
Under the directorship of Powell, the Bureau of American Ethnology was established in 1879 and became, with the Smithsonian’s National Museum, the key
institutional proponent of social evolutionary theory in the United States. Although
influenced by the work of Englishman Herbert Spencer, the American school
emancipated Spencer’s man from the vagaries of biological evolution. Outlined
in Lewis Henry Morgan’s 1877 Ancient Society, this idea sought to map the development of the human mind as it evolved from the meanest state of savagery, to
middling barbarism, and finally to fully realized civilization. With man, in Powell’s
words, “[e]mancipated from the cruel laws of brutality,” human evolution was
intellectual, not biological, and this intellectual evolution was traceable through
man’s inventions—“the works of his hand and mind.”36
While Powell concentrated on the development of language, National
Museum curator Otis Tufton Mason dedicated himself to the study of “art,”
particularly to the evolution of applied technologies. To trace the development
of highly evolved or civilized applied ideas, the curator looked to the industries
of the “savage” to locate their origins. As the mind of the savage had failed to
evolve, Mason had ready comparative evidence in the static material record of
ancient and contemporaneous indigenous communities. He concluded that “the
history of industry is the story of greater diversity of materials used, of the more
complicated thought in the mind of the inventors, of the perfection of tools
and processes, which take the place of hands and feet and brain, and, lastly, of
the final causes of the products of men’s brains and hands.”37 The issuance of a
patent marked the brilliant conclusion of this story. Indeed, Mason noted that
the savage form of a patent was in the recognition of a technology’s “immediate
and individual benefit.”38 Such recognition awarded the savage inventor with
increased prestige, aggregation of wealth, and eventually a prominent position
among his tribe. The apex of civilized achievement, the modern patent represented not only the centuries-long development of applied technologies but
served as evidence of the increasing mental faculties of man, as he progressed
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from savagery to civilization, in his mastery of nature. Photography fell outside of Mason’s particular scope of interest, but his emphases—greater diversity,
expanded intellect, increasing perfection, mechanized production—mirrored the
concerns of those who sought to trace the medium’s origins.
In March 1902, Photo Era issued a bibliography of the literature published roughly
from 1860 to 1901 that addressed the history of photography and that the Boston
magazine considered essential reading for students. While the periodical articles on
this list emphasized recent advances in technology, the books (all published in the last
decade of the nineteenth century) were concerned with tracing the development of
photography from its pre-history to its introduction into the written record—in other
words, from savagery to civilization. Several of the books were either published in
England or authored by Englishmen, but their project to map the cultural development of photography had particular resonance in the United States. In The Evolution
of Photography (1890), for example, John Werge began his extensive chronology with
the apparent discovery of iron in 1432 bce. After 1839, the chronology becomes a
litany of publications and patents, intended not only to elucidate the perfecting process
of photography’s development but also to establish the genius and primacy of invention through 1889. Likewise, American George Iles’s Flame, Electricity and the Camera
(1904) interlaced (as he put it) electricity with the camera and located the origin of
both in the discovery of fire. Iles situated the “threshold of photography,” or the
origin of the medium, in the impulse to create and then perfect the savage markings
found in the material record. He noted that receding from “civilization to primeval
savagery,” “the meaning of man’s mastery of electricity . . . shall [cast] light upon his
earlier steps as a fire-kindler, and as a graver of pictures and symbols on bone and
rock.”39 Iles inextricably linked the emergence of electricity and camera images to the
evolution of technology, naming them the two most important means by which man
has sought to harness nature. Writing for an urban American audience, Englishman
W. Jerome Harrison located photography’s origin in a lens “found among the ruins of
Nineveh.” He explicitly reminded his readers that photography “[was] an evolutionary science” and “[t]he key to the proper comprehension of the present [lay] in the
past.”40 Conceived in rigidly technological terms, his understanding of the medium
was contingent on its evolution. With their competing claims for iron, fire, and optics,
however, these three examples made clear that there was little consensus in answering
that fundamental question: from where had photography evolved?
The circa 1839 claims to invention inaugurated photography’s entry into the
historical field but failed to account for the medium’s “earlier stages of life” and
the circumstances under which “it passed from one phase to another.”41 Lacking
a readily traceable narrative history, photography’s place in Western culture
remained unclear. American social evolutionary theory provided a scientific framework for contemporaries to trace photography’s development through the material record, to establish photography’s history. As a complex, mechanized, and
patentable or perfectible technology, photography was clearly a highly evolved
product of the civilized mind. But from where had it developed? As with the Snake
Dance, photography’s origin remained elusive because contemporaries could not
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determine what photography was. Indeed, doubt lingered as to photography’s
stage of progress. Some critics, including Harrison, identified photography “but
as a little child,” a condition of the mind then associated with a savage stage of
culture.42 Apparently uneasy with such an association, Werge within the course of
a single sentence contradicted himself, arguing for the medium’s simultaneous state
of infancy and maturation: “Photography, though young in years, is sufficiently
aged to be in danger of having much of its early history, its infantile gambols,
and vigorous growth, obscured or lost sight of in the glitter and reflection of the
brilliant success which surrounds its maturity.”43 Was photography in its infancy
or a mature visual medium? The location of photography’s origin was contingent
on how the medium was defined. As the examples of Werge, Harrison, and Iles
demonstrate, it was not only photography’s origin but its very identity that was
elusive. What was photography? A science? An art? A mode of mechanical reproduction? Historians continue to conflate photography’s origins and its ontology.
Particularly in a nineteenth-century American context, as both an advanced science and a fledging form of art, the medium uneasily occupied two stages of culture. Photography was as civilized as it was savage.44
In 1894, ethnologist Jesse Walter Fewkes published The Snake Ceremonials at
Walpi, the fourth of a five-volume series marking the culmination and conclusion of the privately funded Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition.
Snake Ceremonials offers a comparative overview of the 1891 and 1893 dances as
studied and recorded by Fewkes and his field assistants. Like Mindeleff, Fewkes
was concerned with the significance and origin of the dance but the legend that
fascinated Mindeleff frustrated Fewkes: “When the priests were asked the meaning
of the Snake Ceremonial . . . they always referred to a strange legend of the adventures of a youth in the under-world . . . This lore is the sole history which they have
[of the dance].”45 He disregarded the “strange legend” and instead sought the
origin of the Snake Dance in the contemporary practices of other Puebloan communities. The legend, however, represents the history of a beginning; it traces
a migration to Hopi.46 As a “myth,” the story points to the sacred aspect of the
secularized origin stories historians tell about photography. Named Schulze,
Wedgwood, Herschel, Niépce, Daguerre, Talbot, etc., our mythological heroes
also yearned to explore unknown depths and returned from their journeys with
knowledge that exerted power over nature. Yet our origin stories—or perhaps the
way we tell them—are insufficient. They refuse to reveal what photography is.
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SEEING OURSELVES AS
OTHERS SEE US
Frederick Douglass’s reflections on
daguerreotypy and racial difference
Marcy J. Dinius

That photography lacks a definitive point of origin—that its exact date, place of
birth, and paternity are unknowable and that its coming-into-being is recoverable
only via narrative—gives the medium something significant in common with the
American chattel slave. Frederick Douglass’s 1845 Narrative famously begins with
the former slave’s experience of his deliberately frustrated beginnings:
I was born in Tuckahoe, near Hillsborough, and about twelve miles from
Easton, in Talbot county, Maryland. I have no accurate knowledge of my
age, never having seen any authentic record containing it. By far the larger
part of the slaves know as little of their ages as horses know of theirs, and it
is the wish of most masters within my knowledge to keep their slaves thus
ignorant. I do not remember to have ever met a slave who could tell his
birthday. They seldom come nearer to it than planting-time, harvest-time,
cherry-time, spring-time, or fall-time. A want of information concerning my
own was a source of unhappiness to me even during childhood. The white
children could tell their ages. I could not tell why I ought to be deprived of
the same privilege.1
Douglass represents his yearning as part of his argument that knowledge of one’s
origins should be a basic human right—a right that he ironically designates a
“privilege”—extended to all, regardless of race.
Recent scholarship on photography and other historical media, including this
collection of essays, has insisted on frustrating a similar desire for uncomplicated
stories of births and genealogies by focusing on the emergence of new media.2
It does so perhaps as a form of atonement for earlier scholarly sins such as technological determinism or attributing human-like characteristics to machines and
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the forces that drive them. Rarely has this confusion of people with things been
linked historiographically to the great social sin of chattel slavery, which not only
insisted on designating people as things without origins or genealogies but was also
contemporary with and integral to the introduction of many “new” technologies
and media.3
To foreground the intersection of race, American chattel slavery, and the
origins of photography, this chapter considers Frederick Douglass as an early historian and theorist of photography. Specifically, it focuses on Douglass’s insistence
on daguerreotypy as the starting point not only for photography, but also for his
philosophical discussion of the universal human capacity for what he calls “picture
making.” This term referred to the production of the visual arts, the mind’s capacity for self-reflection, as well as the imagination of a more egalitarian future.4 He
took up these subjects repeatedly, writing, revising, and delivering a series of lectures on pictures in the 1860s. In each instance, Douglass presented photography
as beginning with daguerreotypy and its originator Louis Jacque Mandé Daguerre.5
Of late, these lectures have received significant scholarly attention.6 This work
forms part of a shift in the scholarship on early photography and race to which such
writing belongs. It involves a shift from recovering African American photographers
and photographic subjects to examining “the various ways in which nineteenth- and
twentieth-century African Americans viewed, conceptualized, and most importantly
used the new technology of photography to chart and change and enjoy new social
positions and political identities,” as Maurice O. Wallace and Shawn Michelle Smith
put it.7 In taking another look at Douglass’s “Lecture on Pictures,” I call attention to
how Douglass’s concepts of photography, pictures generally, and their specific use
for social and political change emerged from his particular understanding of the history of photography—namely, his understanding of photography as originating with
daguerreotypy. His autobiographies and his lectures on pictures alike commence
with an origin story. But, in contrast to Douglass’s own uncertain beginnings and
paternity, these texts confidently identify and celebrate Daguerre as the “great father
of our modern pictures,” and distinguish daguerreotypy from the photographic processes that had supplanted it by the time of his lectures.8 Doing so, I argue, allowed
Douglass to use the unique material characteristics of the daguerreotype—the
mirror-like silver coating of the image plate, in particular—to theorize personhood
and democracy. Putting Douglass’s daguerreotype-derived theories into practice, this
chapter also considers what may be the “first” photographic portrait of Douglass.
What follows looks at both Douglass’s lecture and daguerreotype portrait in light
of a recent challenge to sympathy and liberal individualism as Douglass’s preferred
grounds for theorizing human relations.

Douglass and Daguerre
The “Lecture on Pictures” is the most complete version of several lectures that
Douglass wrote and delivered on the representational and social transformations
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realized with the introduction of the daguerreotype. Following some introductory
remarks about the latitude afforded to him by his lecture’s indefinite title,
Douglass begins by proposing the “multitude, variety, perfection and cheapness of its pictures” as the most remarkable achievement of the age. Even so, he
observes, the “great father of our modern pictures is seldom mentioned, though
as worthy as the foremost” inventors in an age of discovery, despite the fact that
Daguerre, “by the simple but all abounding sunlight[,] has converted the planet
into a picture gallery.” After restoring Daguerre’s prominence for an achievement that has come to be taken for granted, he moves to what the daguerreotype
accomplishes as the first widely affordable form of portraiture: these “metalic
[sic] picture[s]” allow “[m]en of all conditions” to “see themselves as others see
them. What was once the exclusive luxury of the rich and great is now within
reach of all.”9
Photographic portraits of all kinds made it easier for many people to see themselves rendered in a portrait for the first time. When we consider daguerreotypy
on its own terms, as Douglass does, and take into account its reflective surface, we
recognize that what Douglass considered to be the first form of photography may
be more closely connected to a mirror, both in its appearance and its function, than
it may be to subsequent, non-reflective photographic forms. The mirror was the
original human imaging technology that had transitioned from a luxury good to a
nearly ubiquitous domestic object by Douglass’s time. Many forms of portraiture
made it possible for people of “all conditions” to experience subjectivity more fully
by complementing internal self-awareness with an embodied view of the self as it
appears to others. But only an actual mirror and the unique mirror effect of the
daguerreian image plate reflect an image of the viewer in the moment of looking.
Therefore, only in a daguerreotype portrait is the subject doubled, able to see himor herself in the moment of seeing him- or herself as a portrait on the polished
plate. Only when we set daguerreotypy apart from the rest of photography—as
Douglass does in his speech—can we understand his emphasis on not only the
daguerreotype’s democratization of portraiture but also its affordance of a fuller
experience of subjectivity to all.

Opacity versus sympathy
A daguerreotype reflects any viewer’s appearance, not just that of its sitter. Douglass
was well aware of this phenomenon as the subject of several daguerreotype portraits.
One of the earliest of these portraits is reproduced here, but under material conditions that make the reflection in viewing an actual daguerreotype impossible to
experience (Figure 9.1).10 We must keep in mind that a white nineteenth-century
viewer looking at the original of this or any one of Douglass’s portraits would have
seen him- or herself reflected on the surface that also contained Douglass’s image.
The political potential of this material effect at a time when whites and blacks were
segregated by law, science, and custom is thus well worth considering in relation
to Douglass’s remarks on daguerreotypy and subjectivity.

FIGURE 9.1

Unknown photographer, Portrait of Frederick Douglass, ca. 1848,
daguerreotype. Chester County Historical Society, West Chester,
Pennsylvania.
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In my book The Camera and the Press (2012), I proposed that the co-presence of
Douglass’s and a white viewer’s images on the same image would have made possible a sympathetic identification.11 To imagine this affective potential of Douglass’s
daguerreian portraits is to take seriously the concluding claim of his lecture: “Material
progress, may for a time be separated from moral progress. But the two cannot be
permanently divorced.”12 It is also to view them through the lens of a significant
body of scholarship on the political work of sympathy in the antislavery movement,
particularly its literature.13 That I previously proposed sympathetic identification via
the daguerreian image plate as possible, but not probable, indicates some reluctance
on my part to see such sympathy in action. That reluctance stems not only from
realizing that a very limited number of people would have viewed one of Douglass’s
daguerreian portraits firsthand, but also from recognizing that that such identification
would require these viewers to look past the obvious and significant physical differences upon which the laws and customs of racial discrimination and slavery were
based. Moreover, insisting that cross-racial identification would result from viewing
a daguerreian portrait of Douglass would be to ignore Douglass’s other writings in
which he expressed mixed feelings about relying on sympathy to inspire political
action against slavery and to extend human rights to all.14
As I reconsider Douglass and daguerreotypy in the remainder of this chapter,
Lloyd Pratt’s ongoing work on Douglass and other antebellum American writers
offers an important historical alternative to sympathy as the grounds for political
engagement in the antebellum period.15 It requires quoting and explaining at some
length because of its philosophical complexity and counter-intuitiveness, given the
historical dominance of liberal individualism and civic republicanism as ideals and
ideologies in Western political theory and practice. Pratt derives his ideas from
what he persuasively proposes as a coherent body of antebellum American literature that actively resisted the temptation of assuming a basic likeness common to all
humankind to reconcile what otherwise would be understood as difference. But, as
I go on to show, his argument also applies to early photography.
Douglass figures prominently in Pratt’s theory, especially his second autobiography, My Bondage and My Freedom, in which Douglass insistently “refuses to render
either his own life experience or that of others transparent to his readers, while
simultaneously addressing his readers as though they were standing near him
in close quarters.” Such “intimate opacity,” as Pratt helpfully terms Douglass’s
rhetorical strategy, “belies the view that all humans share consistent and easily
communicated experiences and needs. In this regard, it rejects civic republicanism’s universal man.”16 Instead, Douglass and similarly minded writers insist on what
Hannah Arendt theorizes in The Human Condition as the “condition of plurality,” or
the idea that “we are all the same, that is human, in such a way that nobody is ever
the same as anyone else who ever lived, lives, or will live.”17 In Douglass’s and his
contemporaries’ writings, Pratt calls our attention to moments that demonstrate how
this condition of plurality frustrates the idea of an egalitarian democracy based on the
theoretical interchangeability of its members. They insisted on “our mutual alterity
while at the same time affirming this alterity as the only legitimate basis for political
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life. They seek to found a democratic multiracial public constituted at the moment
each of its members encounters the opacity of all its other members and accepts that
opacity itself as an enabling constraint on democracy.” As Pratt further explains,
“the plurality of human experience”—made visible through this experience of our
opacity to each other—“constitutes an incentive to collective democratic life rather
than a discouragement from it.” For as Douglass and company ultimately recognized,
it is “only in the company of the collective” that “we become fully human.”18

Daguerreian opacity
The concepts of opaque intimacy, mutual alterity, and the condition of plurality
shed more light on the significance of Douglass beginning photographic history
with daguerreotypy because of how it enabled a full experience of subjectivity.
If we take seriously Douglass’s observation in his “Lecture on Pictures” that the
daguerreotype was the first form of portraiture to allow everyone to see themselves
as others see them, we must imagine a scenario in which the subject of a daguerreian portrait is also its viewer, as I have above. At first glance, Douglass would
seem to be suggesting that daguerreian portraiture affords “men of all conditions” a
full experience of their subjectivity—one independent of their race, class, gender,
or any other condition—by negating alterity. By viewing oneself not through the
eyes of another, but from the same structural position as another, self and other
would seem to be “exchangeable equals,” as Pratt characterizes the structure of
“republican democracy’s political sphere.” But the alternative that Pratt sees in
Douglass’ and his contemporaries’ writings is a democracy “predicated on the unexchangeability of any one human being for another.”19
If we look at Douglass’s observation about daguerreotypy more carefully with
respect to alterity, we see that in occupying both the position of viewer and
viewed, the subject would experience a sense of estrangement from him- or herself as an effect of occupying the position of the viewing subject and thus looking
at—or objectifying—oneself as image. Douglass points out that this experience
of estrangement, which contains elements of what W. E. B. Du Bois would later
describe as double consciousness, is only temporary. The subject recognizes that
the possibility of viewing oneself in this way—that is, in a non-disempowering
moment of self-objectification and not one of objectification by a more powerful
other—has primarily been an “exclusive luxury of the rich and great” but is “now
within reach of all,” as Douglass puts it.20
When we remember that the daguerreotype plate not only records an image
but also reflects one on its mirror-like image plate, we are better able to understand how this unique effect of the daguerreotype’s material characteristics makes
visible not just alterity, but also the intimate opacity that Pratt sees in Douglass’s
other writings. Typically, the scenario of looking at one’s own daguerreotype portrait was intimate, in that such portraits were usually small (most of Douglass’s are
quarter plates or smaller) and handheld. Also, they were cased and most clearly
viewed in raking light, which requires either a tilting of one’s head or of the case
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in one’s hand, for the image to come into view. In this viewing scenario, then, the
daguerreotype’s reflectivity produces not just an experience of alterity, but also of
the condition of plurality for the subject-viewer, who is tripled as a recorded image,
a reflected image, and the viewer viewing. I would thus reformulate my prior
analysis of Douglass’s observation with respect to Pratt’s Douglass-derived alternative to liberal subjectivity. I see, in other words, that it is “in the company of the
collective” of selves produced by the experience of viewing one’s own daguerreotype portrait that the daguerreian subject of all kinds “becom[es] fully human.”21
And from recognizing this condition of alterity in relation to oneself as a consequence of viewing one’s own daguerreian portrait, we can follow Douglass’s logic
to understand the kind of moral progress he imagines as affected by the material
progress that is daguerreotypy—a democracy based on what Pratt describes as “an
anti-universalist universalism in which to be like all others is to be equally distinctive.”22 “Men of all conditions” are equally subject to being daguerreotyped, and as
daguerreian subjects, just as in life, they will be like all others only in being equally
distinctive. And as Pratt makes clear, this “underlying condition of plurality that
unites human beings is the best argument for democracy” as Douglass and his peers
envisioned it.23

Douglass and/as stranger
What, then, of intimacy, alterity, and plurality, not just in one’s own image but
in a portrait that depicts oneself with other subjects? Here I turn to consider a
daguerreotype that has been identified as a portrait of Douglass, and possibly the
first photographic portrait of him. This image belongs to Jackie Napoleon Wilson,
a collector of early photographic images of African Americans, many of which featured in the 1995 exhibition Hidden Witness: African-Americans in Early Photography
at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Malibu, California. An enlarged, high-quality, color
reproduction of this daguerreotype titled “Freemen of Color” by Wilson, and estimated by him to have been made by an unknown daguerreotypist between 1841
and 1850, can be viewed in the book Hidden Witness: African-American Images from
the Dawn of Photography to the Civil War (1999), based on the Getty exhibition.24
When writing about Douglass and daguerreotypy in The Camera and the Press, I felt
that a portrait like this one—of Douglass accompanied by someone else—would
unnecessarily complicate the issue of self-presentation upon which Douglass so
often meditated. He had deliberately used daguerreian portraiture to present a
specific kind of public image of himself—one that powerfully countered racist ethnological claims concerning the biological inferiority of people of African descent.
Images played a significant part in advancing these arguments, specifically drawings
that exaggerated racial features and that Douglass countered in his writings and his
daguerreotype portraits.25
Both Douglass’s insistence on the significance of origins and Pratt’s explanation
of Douglass’s alternative to liberal individualism and civic republicanism nevertheless make this portrait important to consider—all the more so if it is the record of
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his “first” encounter with the daguerreotype process. Pratt indicates that Douglass
and similarly minded “authors developed their account of human specificity by
way of recalibrating the scale of human encounter described in their writing. They
abstained from describing more familiar scales of human community, whether the
domestic, the national, the transnational, or the global.” “Instead,” Pratt observes,
“they focus[ed] on encounters among intimate strangers.”26 As an example of such
an encounter, he cites a letter from Douglass to William Lloyd Garrison published
in The Liberator that Douglass concludes by quoting Psalms 39:12: “I am a stranger
with thee, and a sojourner as all my fathers were.”27 Pratt reads this conclusion as
Douglass “engag[ing] us with a feeling of intimacy that in the end rests on our
remaining irreconcilably separate.”28 Thus, while they may be united in the cause
of abolition, Douglass and Garrison and anyone reading this letter in The Liberator
are otherwise necessarily and irreconcilably separated as a fact of human existence;
they are “intimate strangers.”
It is difficult to imagine a more apt description of the men pictured in the
daguerreotype. Wilson identifies the man on the right as Douglass and leaves his
companion unidentified—a stranger, then, whose strangeness to twenty-firstcentury beholders is heightened all the more by Douglass’s renown. Yet a closer
reading of this daguerreotype suggests that the man identified as Douglass was
the stranger at the time of its making. The unidentified man in plaid boldly faces
the camera, and thereby the viewer, tilting his head slightly downward so that
his eyes look up and ahead. This sign of both certainty and confirmation is
reinforced by Douglass’s hand resting on his companion’s shoulder. This hand
signifies multiply, suggesting the men’s intimacy as fellows and possibly friends
in the same race and cause. This intimacy serves as a guarantee of Douglass’s
worthiness of being considered a fellow and/or a friend by viewers of the image.
“This man—this stranger to you—is with me, which means he’s one of us,”
we can imagine the confident man in plaid assuring viewers, as he introduces
the not-yet-famous Douglass to the viewing public for the first time. Yet the
position of the man’s hand and the prominence of its knuckles also suggest a
tightness in his grip on Douglass’s shoulder, as if he might be holding Douglass
back. Such a reading is influenced, of course, by retrospective knowledge of how
actively Douglass was managed by the anti-slavery activists with whom he was
affiliated in becoming a lecturer and writing his first autobiography. The same is
likely true of seeing Douglass—new to publicity and wary of strangers’ gazes as a
fugitive slave—as looking timidly at the camera, with his head and torso turned
slightly to the left as if he is about to exit the frame. The loose fit of his coat and
pants and his too-neatly tied tie also suggest a man who is uncomfortable in his
new “skin.” This is the fashionable attire of the gentlemanly public figure that
would have been unfamiliar to a man who had only known a life of slavery in
which clothing was merely covering, if it was made available.
Douglass’s apparent uncertainty and discomfort, heightened by comparison
with his companion, are likely as much reflections as they are fleeting feelings
recorded by the daguerreotype—reflections, that is, of my own uncertainty about
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recognizing Frederick Douglass in this man and of my discomfort at anatomizing
his facial features and comparing them to those in Douglass’s known daguerreotype
portraits. One finds oneself looking to see if this “Douglass” has a broader nose,
fuller lips, or a different texture of hair than the Douglass in his known portraits.
The historian recognizes that such looking reproduces the gaze of ethnologists,
slave catchers, and others in the nineteenth century who used these features to
index a subject’s African descent as the basis for the full range of discriminatory
practices. In other words, I rely on vision to discern differences that would make
this man an “other” to Frederick Douglass, using seeing in the same way that it
was used to structure and enforce race-based slavery and its pseudoscientific henchmen, ethnology and the theory of polygenesis. Even the motivation to verify that
this man is, in fact, a young Frederick Douglass evokes antebellum doubts about
Douglass’s authenticity as a slave, registered when he spoke “too well” as a lecturer
and wrote “too well” in his autobiography.29
Perhaps it is enough, then, to say that the man identified in this portrait as Frederick
Douglass does not look much like the more familiar, confident, and even intimidating Douglass when he is pictured alone in his daguerreotype portraits—that is, the
historical Frederick Douglass, recognized by us for his world-changing accomplishments, just as he recognized Daguerre in his “Lecture on Pictures.” Yet even this
simple observation runs into a limit: the inevitable subjectivity of vision, encountered
when I realize that “Douglass” may not look like Douglass only to me, and may be
easily recognizable as Douglass to you, or to Jackie Napoleon Wilson. But in light of
Pratt’s reading of Douglass’s writings, what would seem hopelessly frustrating about
what is potentially the first photographic portrait of Douglass becomes precisely the
grounds for understanding more clearly both Douglass’s history of photography as
beginning with daguerreotypy and his theory of the medium’s political potential. As
Pratt explains, Douglass imagines a politics that “proceeds from an understanding of
the human that emphasizes how an abiding impediment precludes our knowledge
of even those who are closest to us.” The “abiding impediment” that I experience
in being unable to see Douglass in this portrait, then, “define[s] a public validated by
and constrained to acknowledge the infinite plurality of the human.”30
This essential plurality, I conclude, extends even to the level of the individual as
a consequence of human subjectivity, experienced when we think about thinking,
or see ourselves seeing ourselves, as Douglass encourages us to notice in looking
at our own daguerreian portrait. And as the daguerreotype in Wilson’s collection
makes clear, the inevitable opacity of ourselves and others becomes especially visible when we cannot be sure whom we are seeing in the “first” photograph of the
greater orator, writer, and activist we know as Frederick Douglass—a man who
also became one of the first historians of photography.
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“AN AMERICAN SUN SHINES
BRIGHTER,” OR, PHOTOGRAPHY
WAS (NOT) INVENTED IN THE
UNITED STATES
François Brunet

In November 1935, Robert Taft, an associate professor of chemistry at the University
of Kansas in Lawrence, wrote to the Houghton Mifflin publishing firm in Boston to
submit his “manuscript history of American photography.” The text, Taft argued,
explored “a field which is practically untouched,” and treated the topic “as a phase of
American social history rather than a technical history,” which should make it of broad
interest. The tentative title was, “An American Sun Shines Brighter” (Figure 10.1).1
As shown by Taft’s papers, preserved at the Kansas Historical Society, his history of American photography was a long-term project, which would undergo
considerable further revision and expansion before it was eventually published in
1938—not by Houghton Mifflin but by Macmillan—under the title Photography
and the American Scene, A Social History 1839–1889 (henceforth PAS).2 When it did
appear in 1938, the book found itself in competition with another American history of photography, written by Beaumont Newhall and first published in 1937 as
a companion volume to the landmark exhibition Photography 1839–1937 held that
year at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York.3 The unequal competition between a Kansas chemist and a Harvard-trained art historian sponsored
by the prestigious MoMA, was made probably all the more excruciating for Taft
because Newhall had served, in the fall of 1937, as outside reader for Macmillan;
he had given Taft’s manuscript a form of approval that was more paternalistic than
truly collegial, notably censoring Taft’s projected section on the aesthetics of photography.4 Nevertheless, Taft’s book would remain for quite some time the only
published survey history of American photography.
A “social history,” as the book’s subtitle termed it, was what Taft had envisioned since at least 1935.5 In 1938, in the context of Newhall’s explicit quest
for the esthetics of the medium, the label “social history” might have meant

FIGURE 10.1

Facsimile of a letter from Robert Taft to Houghton Mifflin, Co.,
November 19, 1937. Robert Taft papers, Photography Correspondence,
Kansas Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas.
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“non-artistic.” In 1935, however, when he wrote to Houghton Mifflin, Taft did
not define his project in opposition to art history, but rather to what he called
“technical history.” At the time, this label referred to works published mostly
in Europe, particularly in Germany, Austria, and France, and to a lesser degree
in England, major examples being Josef Maria Eder’s and Georges Potonniée’s
histories, both of which were being translated in English.6 Such texts generally
focused on narratives of the invention and technical evolution of photography,
expressed strong nationalistic concerns, and ignored American contributions. In
his “social history,” conversely, Robert Taft cautiously avoided all discussion of
the invention(s) of photography: “as this is a record of American progress in photography, no judgment on the question will here be passed.”7 The book opened
with the arrival of the news of the daguerreotype in the United States, and kept
mentions of European sources and achievements to a minimum. This narrative,
which included technical descriptions of photographic operations, was “social” in
the sense that it systematically inserted photography and photographs into a history of uses, and followed a canonical framework of US history (the Jacksonian
era, the Civil War, the conquest of the West, the Gilded Age). Explicitly aimed
at highlighting the “effects of photography upon the social history of America,”8
the book highlighted a series of American photographic achievements, identifying
“firsts” in experimentation, portraiture, exploration, reportage, typography, the
popular press, and other fields. “Social history” meant, then, a non-technical and
non-aesthetic standpoint, a prioritization of uses and practices, and a popular, or
non-academic, style.
Photography and the American Scene inaugurated a long lineage of American
publications that, from the 1950s to the present day, have expanded the social and
cultural history of American photography, although they have often been overshadowed by the better-known and mostly US-based histories of photography as an
artistic medium.9 Some of these texts take an aggressively “Yankee” stance, asserting that the distinctive (and superior) trait of American photography was always its
practical character, a “career-seeking” attitude that contrasted with the “academic”
or “philosophical” European model.10 Manifest-Destiny-style rhetoric, however,
should not obscure the fact that “social history” of the kind Robert Taft envisioned has produced a significant historiographical alternative to the philosophical
and macro-historical inclinations of many discussions of photography’s origins and
significance. This alternative has tended to foreground American achievements
against European origins and productions. At the same time, by emphasizing practices and uses over concepts and pictures, this brand of social history has helped
bring to light the foundational contradictions of the medium and some of the ways
in which its evolution displaced them.

European origins, American developments
No matter how ardently we wish to diversify our narratives of the inventions of
photography, we have not escaped the idea that photography’s origins are located
in Europe. Marxist historians, from Walter Benjamin and Gisèle Freund to Allan
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Sekula, have linked the time and place of the French and British inventions of
photography to the Industrial Revolution and the rise in Europe of a bourgeois
class. Postcolonial perspectives have enlarged our knowledge of the channels and
encounters though which photography participated in the Euro-American conquest of the world, and modified our conception of the medium’s link to progress,
without challenging the invention’s European descent. Historians of the “prehistory” of photography, from François Arago to Helmut Gernsheim, took great pains
to uncover precursors far and wide, sometimes for chauvinistic purposes, often in
an effort to describe photography as a “dream of mankind.”11 Even recent research
on “proto-photography” yields no more than a few non-Europeans among the
restricted circle of verified precursors.12 There are no Asians or Africans on the list.
The Franco-Brazilian Hercules Florence is credited with a process of photocopying documents he called photographie as early as 1833.13 But there are no North
American equivalents—or, at least, the claims made for a few North Americans
(notably Samuel F. B. Morse and John W. Draper) are considered secondary,
and dependent on European antecedents.14 Though Morse, an ambitious artistinventor with a long American pedigree and strong Nativist convictions, may echo
the stereotype of the Yankee practical genius for his work on the telegraph, Draper,
an Englishman by birth and a professional academic chemist who was fully conversant with European scientific literature, rather embodied the extension of European
science in North America. Draper, whose main claim to fame is his portrait of
his sister Dorothy Draper with the daguerreotype, long considered to be the first
portrait ever made with the process, was, in fact, one of the very few precursors
anywhere to relate his pre-photographic research to a (European) scientific bibliography, rather than serendipity or hearsay.15 In 1839–40 he maintained a correspondence with Sir John Herschel. This example, as that of the duo formed by the
American John L. Stephens and the Englishman Frederick Catherwood, reputed to
be the first photographically equipped explorers in North America for their trip to
Yucatán in 1841,16 show how futile it is to oppose Europe and North America in
matters of scientific and cultural innovation in the mid-nineteenth century.
What are we to make, then, of Robert Taft’s and his successors’ insistence
to establish an autonomous “American” history of photography? And what of
Taft’s particular fondness for bombastic nineteenth-century editorials celebrating American achievements? There is Horace Greeley’s often quoted cry, “in
daguerreotype we beat the world,” after American daguerreotypists won medals at
the Crystal Palace exhibition in 1851.17 Or the very early expression of triumph by
a New York Herald writer on September 30, 1839, upon seeing some results of the
“new art” in the hands of the Englishman D. W. Seager: “In Europe a longer exposure is required, because an American sun shines brighter than the European”—a
typical comment of the Nativist current in the 1830s, which inspired Taft’s first
idea of a title.18 Taft prudently commented: “the Yankee trait of bragging about
one’s belongings and environment had evidently, even at this early date, been well
established as a habit.” Yet in a different chapter he reproduced another improbable claim, by an editor of Harper’s Weekly, who declared in 1857 upon having
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seen Mathew Brady’s new “imperial size” portraits that “photography was born
in the United States and the scepter has not departed from us”—an assessment
“stated with evident satisfaction, if not with truth,” Taft quipped.19 Evidently Taft
regarded such statements as exaggerated metaphors of the fast development of photography in the United States; but no less evidently, he thought them worthy
as illustrations of this development and its significance. Meanwhile, by investing
in the “practically untouched” field of American photography, Taft was introducing into the historiography of the medium a new order of “social” facts that
would, as “American” facts, later contribute to a new consensus on the history of
photography.
Whatever we may think of nineteenth-century Yankee rhetoric, Taft’s narrative of a remarkable, possibly unique development of photography in the US—
what I like to call the “success story” of the “American daguerreotype” and its
early achievement in portraiture, rehearsed after Taft by Beaumont Newhall, Floyd
and Marion Rinhart, John Wood, and others—is today widely accepted, and not
just by American historians. Period statistics first cited by Taft, which suggest that
the number and output of American photographic establishments may have, in
the 1850s, exceeded comparable estimates for Europe—however unverifiable such
statistics may be—have been widely quoted and accepted.20 Another example
of the growing influence of an “American” narrative is the famous claim that
the first successful portraits were made in the US, a claim going back to veteran
“Daguerreians” themselves. Taft devoted the bulk of his second chapter, “First
Portraits and First Galleries,” to a painstaking investigation of the evidence for the
various claimants, after noting that since all of them were Americans, “the problem
of determining who was the first of these is somewhat simplified,”21 suggesting that
an international comparison of claims would have been delicate. Taft was probably
aware that these American claims were often ignored, and sometimes ridiculed, in
European texts,22 although Josef Maria Eder, in the preparation of the American
edition of his Geschichte, came to revise his previous opinion on the subject and
asked his translator, Edward Epstean, to “work up the whole matter” of the first
American portraits, which resulted in the addition of several pages validating the
claims of Morse, Draper, and Robert Cornelius.23
It has become almost trivial to say that the development of photography as a
whole has been stronger, richer, more economically, culturally, and even artistically significant in the US than in Europe. As Régis Durand wrote in 1989, loosely
quoting Lewis Baltz, “even though Americans did not invent photography they
should have.”24 As W. J. T. Mitchell put it, even the phrase “American photography” has today the same “ring of inevitability” as “French painting” or “Greek
sculpture,” so that we may think of it as “a ‘naturalized’ and ‘nationalized’ immigrant European medium.”25 To a viewpoint not centered on the US, this popular
consensus appears linked to the growing dominance, in the twentieth century, of
US industries, institutions, publishers, museums, and markets in the production,
trade, preservation, and discussion of photographs. Still, just as there is no escaping
the European origins of photography, there is little room to escape what Durand
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called its “peculiar affinity” with American culture, or, in Jonathan Green’s terms,
the “American experience.”26
Here lies the first of what I would call the “foundational contradictions” of
photography’s historiography: European in (scientific) origin, American by (practical and cultural) development. This is perhaps banal, if we remember the older
consensus that sets Europe, in the nineteenth century, as the parent continent of
science, and North America (ahead of other “younger” societies) as a fertile field
for application, improvement, and productivity. As Alexis de Tocqueville put it,
In America the purely practical part of science is admirably understood, and
careful attention is paid to the theoretical portion which is immediately
requisite to application. On this head the Americans always display a clear,
free, original, and inventive power of mind. But hardly anyone in the United
States devotes himself to the essentially theoretical and abstract portion of
human knowledge.27
Perhaps banal—unless one considers that what photography achieved in the
US—thereby setting a larger, post-European or post-scientific model of invention—
was not just an application or amplification of a European idea, but a transformation, indeed a displacement, of that idea.

Photography as idea and practice
In La naissance de l’idée de photographie (2000), I attempted to assess the “success
story” of the daguerreotype in the US in relation to the circumstances of its initial
publication in 1839. My argument ran something like this. The nineteenth century,
particularly in France, primarily conceptualized photography as an invention—rather
than as a pictorial medium—but at the same time tended to obscure its technical
content by describing it as a discovery, or an idea, rather than a technology, an art, or
a practice. This paradoxical construction was crystallized in the French procedure of
1839, when the state, following François Arago’s recommendation, purchased Louis
Jacques Mandé Daguerre’s and Joseph Nicéphore Niépce’s process in order to place
it in the public domain and thus make it legally accessible to anyone. According
to the “idea of photography,” as I called it, the photograph was essentially natural,
or “a-technical.” In Daguerre’s terms, the discovery of photography gave Nature
“the faculty of reproducing itself.”28 Photography produced pictures (tableaux) and
thus was a pictorial art. But this art was described as “sun painting”; it was, that is,
an artless art. In addition, according to the sponsors of the Daguerre Act of 1839,
Daguerre’s process was so “simple” that it could not be patented, and “everyone
could use it.” As an artless art, photography would or should be an art for everyone;
ideally or ideologically, it was to be a democratic art, perhaps the democratic art.29
As is well known, the spread of the daguerreotype flatly contradicted this idea.
The daguerreotype was patented in England, and photography as a whole became
predominantly a business, a professional practice, that would spread only slowly to
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amateurs. This was especially true in the US, in spite of the great democratic aura
that attached itself to the medium. Still, the idea of photography as a method of
exact reproduction—a logical concept, rather than a technological one—permeated
François Arago’s speeches in 1839 and supported his conviction that this was an
epochal invention, whose development could not be left to the market alone,
whose history, unveiling an “old dream of mankind,” far exceeded the limited
intervention and comprehension of its immediate authors, and whose significance
was both national and universal, both strategic and philosophical. This construction, though inextricably linked to the Franco-English economic and geopolitical
competition, accompanied the propagation of photographic images and practices
around the world. It established the second (or, in fact, the first) foundational contradiction of photography: the rationalist idea of photography as a natural method
of exact representation, embodied in its very name and independent of any savoirfaire, boosted its development as business and art, while it strongly hindered its
understanding or recognition as such.
While this contradiction is apparent in many nineteenth-century photographic
contexts, I was led to it rather circuitously, by way of my doctoral research on
the role of photography and photographers in the exploration of the American
West. The first observation I made, based on Taft’s and others’ research, is that,
on the whole, US explorers and exploring agencies were slow in adopting the
medium in their surveying practices. Whereas in Europe and European colonial
domains the “golden age” of expeditionary photography is situated before 1870,
if not before 1860, explorers rarely attempted photographing the American West
before the Civil War, and then when they did—in some cases, actually handling
the equipment themselves—they were generally disappointed with their results.30
The American “golden age” of survey photography corresponds with the great
post-Civil War revival of exploration. Besides various factors explaining American
tardiness, I proposed to identify a professional reluctance, among military engineers, to adopt a technology—photography, mostly in the form of daguerreotypy
until 1860—that, to their eyes, remained abstract or ill-suited to their specific
needs, especially for mapmaking, on the one hand; and that relied—unless one
were to practice the art oneself, a prospect that few officers embraced—on the
uncontrollable skills and demands of professional operators who were usually foreign to the engineers’ academic mold, on the other. The situation changed quickly
after the end of the Civil War in 1865, partly on account of the US Army’s newfound acquaintance with photography and photographers of the wet-plate era.
The situation changed, that is, in the sense that professional photographers
became regular adjuncts to survey parties in the West, and that considerable budgets were devoted to the production of negatives, prints, and various by-products.
Still, the founding contradiction between the idea and the practice of photography
remained palpable, even in the 1870s, in the collaboration between survey leaders and photographers. In “theory”—the theory that was reflected by the surveys’
annual reports of operations—what counted was the employment of “photography” as a modern method of “verisimilitude” or “truth,” producing valuable
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“views” or “illustrations,” and testifying to the surveys’ ability to match prestigious
European standards.31 In practice, the federally funded surveys of the post-Civil War
era failed to devise specific documentary protocols for their photographic operations, and consistently relied on other pictorial media for specialized imageries. The
“operators” they employed were or became highly skilled in the techniques and
art of photography but remained largely alien to the various fields of geographical
science. Still, the spectacular pictorial achievements of these “government photographers,” as the press called them, earned them some glory and income, while
serving the surveys’ public relations efforts, the larger Federal agenda of Western
conquest, and the even larger cultural heritage of American exploration, later reinterpreted as a “rise of landscape photography” in the American West.32 After 1880
and the consolidation of the surveys into new permanent Federal agencies, these
would employ professional scientist-photographers and/or practice “in-house”
amateur photography, signaling a transformation of the old idea of photography.
Until then, in the US at least, the notion of photography had been split between an
institutional reception that mostly received it as a prestigious organizational norm,
promising visual exactness without fulfilling specific documentary purposes, and
a popular reception that was almost entirely formed by the commercial ups and
downs of the portrait and view businesses. Around 1880, this partition yielded to
a new situation, where different photographic methods were associated with more
specialized goals (documentary or artistic, particularly) and more closely controlled
by their direct users. Meanwhile, the professional photographers’ achievement in
the West and elsewhere had definitely shown that photography was more than an
abstract idea. It was a practice—demanding, as well as enthralling—as many of the
surveys’ “views” made apparent by inserting reflexive traces of the photographer’s
work in the visual field (Figure 10.2).
I am not claiming here that this evolution—the displacement of the old “idea
of photography”—was sudden, univocal, restricted to the context of the Western
surveys, or even restricted to the US. I maintain, on the contrary, that many comparable patterns of change or exchange, between ideas and practices, occurred
wherever photography and photographs became common. I also maintain, however, that the “social histories” of American photography have been particularly
helpful, and influential, in revealing transformative trends of this kind. They have,
arguably, displaced the very notion of a singular, epochal, and primarily conceptual
moment of the “invention of photography.”

Robert Taft and the American inventions of photography
It was in the course of my research on the Western surveys that I was first led to
Photography and the American Scene, initially on account of the book’s very thorough
investigation of primary sources on the subject of exploration and photography.
Taft devoted two chapters of his book to the theme “Photographing the Frontier,”
and within those chapters the survey’s context was predominant; he was the first
to show how survey photography had been unsuccessful before the Civil War and
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FIGURE 10.2

Timothy H. O’Sullivan, Cottonwood Lake, Utah (Wahsatch), 1869–1875,
albumen print from collodion negative mounted on card with War
Department/Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel imprint. Library
of Congress, Department of Prints and Photographs.

how it flourished later. Taft was rather ahead of his contemporaries in his interest in
this topic; Beaumont Newhall’s History, in its 1937 and 1938 versions, hardly mentioned the surveys’ output. Taft clearly saw the engagement of photography in the
exploration of the West as a historical issue, rather than the mere source of a pictorial
or artistic heritage (a heritage in which, however, he was also keenly interested, as
shown by his second book, Artists and Illustrators of the Old West). In his introduction, recounting the intellectual genesis of his book, Taft explained that he had
been “interested in the history of photography from a purely technical standpoint”
before hitting, “six years [before],” thus about 1931, the question of “the first use
of photography in the exploration of the West.”33 This was perhaps to be expected
from an amateur historian working out of Lawrence, Kansas. One of Taft’s first
historical publications was a 1934 article on early photography in Kansas. I sensed,
however, a larger or deeper purpose in the scope and method of his book, which I
initially interpreted, somewhat vaguely, as a determination to extract the history of
photography from its obscure, conflicted European origins and to relocate it firmly
in the newer, “sunnier” American environment. It is only recently, with the online
publication of Taft’s papers, that I have been able to probe this intuition further.
As is apparent from his correspondence, Taft’s interest in the larger history of American photography developed gradually out of his research on
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photography in Kansas and the West. On January 19, 1933, he mentioned in a
letter to A. J. Olmstead, chief photographer at the US National Museum, “several
projects,” one on the history of the tintype and another entitled “The Early Use
of Photography in the Explorations of the West.” Later that year, these various
projects coalesced into a more comprehensive one. On May 5, 1933, Taft mentioned in a letter to Horace W. Davis “a history of American photography in the
period 1839 to 1880.” On June 13, he described the project to Agnes Rogers Allen
as “a popular history of American photography in the period 1839–1880.” As of
April 19, 1935, Taft declared his project to be “nearing its close” in a letter to K.
D. Metcalf; it was then that he started looking for a publisher, while publishing
portions of his research in magazines. In November 1935, as noted above, Taft
petitioned to Houghton, Mifflin Co. to publish his “manuscript history of American
photography.”34 In a very real sense, Photography and the American Scene grew out of
the curiosity of a local historian of the American West. This Western vantage point
may in part account for the book’s pointed avoidance of European facts.
As we have seen, PAS studiously avoided references to European events
and sources, and abstained from pronouncing on issues of international priority. Yet it is clear that Taft not only knew European histories but also kept
abreast of publications and even fine points of contemporary discussions
about the invention(s) of photography. On January 15, 1937, Taft wrote to
Edward Epstean, the expert and translator who would in the fall act as middleman between Macmillan and Taft, to inquire about Epstean’s translations of
Potonniée’s and Eder’s histories. This letter started an exchange about the
question, raised by Epstean in his January 22, 1937, letter to Taft, of “when ‘photography,’ the word as noun, adjective or otherwise, was first used and by whom”;
to which Taft replied with references to German and English sources (esp. Sir John
Herschel’s letter to William Henry Fox Talbot of February 19, 1839, proposing
to substitute “photographic” for Talbot’s “photogenic”). Even though these facts
were far from being common knowledge in 1937, they were not included in
PAS. Taft’s acquaintance with Herschel and his share in the early development
of photography derived from his investigations of Draper’s claim on the “first
portrait,” which became a priority topic for Taft’s history. In 1933, he engaged
in lengthy exchanges with John Frederick Charles Herschel, grandson of the scientist, concerning the Draper–Herschel correspondence of 1840 and an earlier
series of exchanges, between the Draper family and New York University in 1893,
when a copy of Draper’s portrait of Dorothy Draper was put on exhibition at the
Chicago World’s Fair (Figure 10.3).35 Taft’s detailed narrative of Draper’s experiments, however, included references to letters to and from Herschel only insofar
as these helped establish an American chronology. More broadly, in Taft’s lengthy
and strategic discussion of the first portrait, one hardly finds a reference to the
European chronology, to the extent that a lay reader might not notice that Taft,
discussing the first portrait in America, was in fact investigating the first portrait
ever, and discreetly establishing the priority of several American experimenters:
Draper, Robert Cornelius, and Alexander Wolcott, among others.

FIGURE 10.3

Artotype copy of the earliest sunlight picture of a human face
(Miss Dorothy Catherine Draper). Robert Taft papers, Photography
Correspondence, Kansas Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas.
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The same rhetorical strategy—investigating “firsts” within the American
context while ostensibly ignoring the relationship of these to comparable
European claims—is observed in Taft’s treatment of several other “firsts” in
the uses of photography: in exploration, in politics and propaganda, in “direct”
(photomechanical) printed reproduction, and, last but not least, in the popularization of photography. Here Taft gave a preeminent role to George Eastman
and Kodak, which provided Taft’s history with its nominal terminus date. In
La naissance de l’idée de photographie, I followed Taft and other American historians, especially Reese Jenkins in Images and Industry, in assigning a prime role
to George Eastman and his concept of “Press the Button, We Do the Rest”
in the turn-of-the-century transformation of photography into a truly popular
practice, arguing that Eastman effectively orchestrated a reenactment, or rather
a rebranding in commercial and industrial terms, of the 1839 slogan, “everyone can use it.”36 In the 1930s, however, French historians were far from such
an acknowledgment, though Eder was not.37 Finally, Taft’s concluding chapter,
“Photography and the Pictorial Press,” firmly established the claims of American
inventors and publishers in the emergence and application of the half-tone process and, still avoiding direct comparisons to European chronologies, significantly expanded the book’s timeframe by examining the increasing presence and
influence of photographs in American illustrated magazines of the 1930s.38 This
seemed to confirm that PAS, under the guise of presenting a “popular” account
of nineteenth-century photography, also aimed at creating a master narrative
of its invention(s) or reinvention(s) in the US.
Robert Taft’s insistence on establishing “firsts” seems naïve today; his isolationist
epistemology sounds awkward. His book discreetly acknowledged, and responded
to, the frequent ignorance of American facts in European and especially French histories of photography. His project, however, was not provincial or parochial, as has
too often been assumed until now. In the context of the 1930s, German-language
historians from Erich Stenger to Walter Benjamin were also responding to the very
visible social presence of photographic images in the emerging mass media, as well
as to the growing awareness of their historical value—two trends on which Taft
offered extended general comments.39 What PAS and other social histories of photography eventually produced—in parallel to the more conspicuous assimilation of
the photographic medium by art museums—was a displacement of the traditional
discussion of “the invention of photography” as a singular, epochal, honorific, and
conceptual moment. What these social histories achieved, indeed, was to move the
topic of photography’s invention from a theory of the natural image and its miraculous technological accretion to a history of practices and uses that was by no means
limited or limitable to an American context.
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THE BERTOLONI ALBUM
Rethinking photography’s national identity
Beth Saunders

Between June 1839 and June 1840 William Henry Fox Talbot sent 36 photogenic
drawings and related correspondence to the botanist Antonio Bertoloni, who compiled these “specimens” into an Album di disegni fotogenici, now preserved at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and known as The Bertoloni Album. This important
artifact of early photography in Italy was acquired in 1936 by the museum’s curator
of prints William M. Ivins, Jr. from a London bookseller. While Malcolm Daniel and
Graham Smith have examined the album within the context of paper photography’s
history, and as proof of Talbot’s achievements shortly after the announcement of
the process he called photogenic drawing, scholars have yet to address its particular
significance within an Italian context.1 This chapter reassesses The Bertoloni Album
as a critical artifact for exploring the complex interlacing of Italian national identity
and photography’s identity as a medium.
In Italy, the introduction of photography coincided with the nationalist movement known as the Risorgimento, which culminated in Italy’s political unification
in 1861. Shifting the traditional accounts of the medium’s origins from France and
Great Britain to pre-Unification Italy, I argue that photography’s development
into a unified set of technical and discursive capacities was produced by means of
its diffusion among transnational networks, especially the scientific community
through which Talbot promoted his invention. In the same way, early photographic
discourse resonated with Italy’s shared cultural past and symbolically constructed
the image of a unified nation.
Nationalist rhetoric and frameworks have continuously informed photography’s historiography, as underscored by a recent spate of nation-based histories.2 More than simply filling gaps in the field, these revisionist responses to the
biases of earlier scholarship enable rethinking the methodological limitations and
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benefits of the national history format by “posing both nation and photography as
questions rather than givens.”3 Today a transnational history can more dexterously
account for photography’s multiplicity, articulating the conceptual and geographical boundaries along which identities are constructed. In this historiographic context, the case of Italy and The Bertoloni Album emerges as an exemplary model for
examining how the global dissemination of photography was at its origins, both
productively and problematically, bound to expressions of national identity.

Rendered Italian: photography and the Congress of Italian
Scientists
The daguerreotype was initially reported on the Italian peninsula in the official
Austrian newspaper Gazzetta Privilegiata di Milano on January 15, 1839, just days
after François Arago’s announcement of Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre’s discovery. Further information followed quickly in other regions, with updates about the
competing claims of William Henry Fox Talbot and Hippolyte Bayard appearing
regularly in the local press.4 The nationalist character of these early debates over
priority to photography’s invention is well documented, and Italians also attempted
to stake a claim in the history-making moment. For example, when the Gazzetta
Piemontese reported on one of the first successful public demonstrations of the
daguerreotype in Turin by the optician Enrico Jest on October 8, 1839, it noted
with pride, “ . . . the French daguerreotype is already rendered Italian, and perhaps in some aspects superior to the French version . . . .”5 Other publications
extolled the importance of Giambattista della Porta’s contribution of the modern
camera obscura to Daguerre’s success, thus positioning photography as a natural outcome of Italian artistic supremacy.6 Along these lines, Alessandro Cappi, secretary
of the Accademia di Belle Arti di Ravenna, attempted to prove that the Roman
astronomer Marco Antonio Cellio had invented photography in the seventeenth
century. Unfortunately, Cappi was forced to admit that Cellio had merely created a
variant camera obscura, begrudging, “This time the foreigner did not usurp anything
from us.”7 Here the reference to Italy’s shared past became a means of symbolically
entering the prevailing transnational discourse of invention and progress established
by France and Great Britain, and perpetuated in subsequent histories.
While reports on photography had appeared frequently in Italian newspapers
throughout the spring of 1839, practical details remained scarce. The first treatises
to publish details of Daguerre’s process appeared in France that September, and
quickly made their way to Italy.8 This long-awaited information paved the way
for an intense period of experimentation within the Italian scientific community.
The physicist Tito Puliti carried out the first trials in Florence using a camera
obtained from Daguerre’s supplier, the optician Alphonse Giroux.9 Puliti repeated
his experiments in public demonstrations that October during the First Congress of
Italian Scientists held in Pisa. Understanding photography’s origins in Italy in terms
of these events brings into sharper focus the ways in which scientific positivism and
nationalism constructed the ontology and application of the new medium.
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Photography’s introduction to the peninsula occurred amidst a nationalist
discourse on the relationship between scientific positivism and economic progress.10
This discourse was embodied by the Congress of Italian Scientists, which brought
together scientists from throughout the Italian peninsula in order to facilitate intellectual exchange. The structure of the Congress spoke to a widespread European transition toward greater professionalization in the sciences, and linked local academies and
institutions that had themselves been products of Napoleonic-era restructuring. The
Congress was based on British and German models, as well as an organization called
the Società dei Quaranta (Society of the Forty). Founded by the mathematician
Antonio Lorgna in 1798 under the principle that Italy’s fragmentation was halting scientific progress, the society comprised the forty most prominent Italian scientists, and
promoted innovation and discovery across Italy. The society also extended its membership to a handful of foreign scientists, including many known for their involvement in early photographic experiments, such as François Arago, Jean-Baptiste Biot,
David Brewster, Sir John Herschel, and Alexander von Humboldt.
Expanding the membership of the Società dei Quaranta, but fulfilling many of
the same directives, the Congresses were hosted annually by different Italian cities
between 1839 and 1847, when political revolutions halted the transregional association. The rotating location highlighted local areas of expertise at the same time that
it fostered a sense of egalitarian collegiality among Italian contributors. Clearly stated
by the founders, the mandate of these meetings was “to benefit the progress, and the
dissemination of these sciences, and their useful applications” during the Restoration,
when political divisions stunted industrial and economic growth.11 The Congress
thus provided an official arena for exploring the possibilities of scientific advancement for the benefit of Italy as a whole. Photography’s dissemination through this
institution aligned its positivist pursuits with the new medium.
A member of the Società dei Quaranta and one of the most noteworthy of the
Congress’s contributors, Antonio Bertoloni was also one of Talbot’s frequent correspondents. Talbot first made acquaintance with a number of Italian scientists during previous trips to Italy.12 His famous reminiscence of conceiving the idea for
photography while sketching with a camera lucida on the shores of Lake Como in
1833 provided not only an origin story for photography, but also the genesis of
a historiography in which Italy’s role is restricted to that of object of the camera’s
gaze. Photography’s diffusion among Italy’s scientists counters the limitations of such
accounts. When Talbot sent samples of his photogenic drawings to Bertoloni, the
botanist Michele Tenore, and the optician Giovanni Battista Amici in the summer of
1839, he was continuing correspondence with members of an international scientific
community with whom he had been associating for nearly two decades, and whose
contributions to the dissemination of photography have been largely overlooked.

First attempts: The Bertoloni Album
Born in Sarzana in 1775, Bertoloni studied medicine at Pavia and Genoa before
being appointed Chair of Botany at the University of Bologna in 1815.13 Bertoloni’s
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greatest contributions to Italian botany were his extensive herbarium and his
multi-volume publication Flora Italica,14 a landmark for Italian botany that brought
together for the first time an exhaustive account of flora across regions. Scholars
have regarded this cross-regional corpus of Italian plants as exemplary of the same
burgeoning nationalist spirit in which the Congresses were founded. Attesting to
the transnational character of nineteenth-century botany as a discipline, its section
at the Congresses included the largest number of international participants.15 In
order to compile the raw data for taxonomic classification, botanists relied on a vast
network of professionals and amateurs linked through correspondence.16
It is certainly within the spirit of their earlier botanical exchanges that Talbot
couched the efficacy of photogenic drawing in his first letter to Bertoloni in June
1839, writing, “I am taking advantage of this opportunity to send you a little package of my photogenic drawings—I think that this new art invented by me will
be a big help to Botanists—especially the drawings that I am doing with the solar
microscope.”17 This sentiment demonstrates how important validation from the
international scientific community was for Talbot at an early stage in his photographic experiments. Despite his efforts to demonstrate otherwise, botanists
regarded Talbot’s photogenic drawings as having little practical value.18 While historians have often valorized Talbot’s individual achievement, his contacts within
an international scientific community encouraged improvements to his process.
Bound in red leather embossed in gold, Bertoloni’s Album di disegni fotogenici
should be recognized as a personal album rather than an official document. While
the layout articulates a systematic approach, it is not a scientific notebook, but a
commemoration of its creator’s participation in a moment of historical significance.19 The photogenic drawings are carefully pasted onto the album pages in
chronological order of receipt, with the subjects transcribed in captions below. The
identifications from Talbot’s notes are translated into Italian, or Latin for botanical specimens, thereby distinguishing Bertoloni’s interest in some photographs as
personal or anecdotal versus scientific and professional.
The texts interspersed throughout the album are crucial documents of Italian scientists’ engagement with early photography. A clipping from the journal Ricoglitore
di cognizione utili precedes the photogenic drawings, and suggests the national biases
of early reports reaching Italy:
Much has been written in the past months in both English and French
newspapers on the new method of disegni fotogenici (photogenic drawings),
namely to portray an object or a landscape, etc. by the action of light on
prepared paper. This method has remained a secret for some time, but
from published reports it seems that this English method differs from the
French . . . what is desired are products of this art also in Italy . . . 20
The article notes that Talbot had sent Bertoloni copies of Some Account of the Art
of Photogenic Drawing, which the botanist presented publicly at a scientific meeting
in Bologna in May 1839. A postscript to a second article inserted into the album
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indicates that some of the photogenic drawings had also been made available for
public viewing at the publisher’s office.21 Original letters penned by Talbot and his
cousin William Fox-Strangways are also interspersed throughout, following the
order in which they were received. The album’s texts indicate the primary means
by which information on photography was initially disseminated in Italy—that
is, through informal and institutional scientific networks, as well as the local and
international press.
A final clipping placed after Talbot’s photogenic drawings reports Puliti’s experiments with photography in Tuscany.22 This notice serves as an introduction to
the three photogenic drawings by Tassinari, framed by Bertoloni’s annotation,
“First attempts made in Italy by Sig. Tassinari pharmacist and chemist in Castel
Bolognese.”23 These “first attempts” at paper photography in Italy are further confirmation of the scientific reception of the new invention. Bertoloni’s annotation
does not provide Tassinari’s full name, and only recently has his identity come
to light; he is most likely Sebastiano Tassinari, pharmacist at Castelbolognese,
who obtained his degree studying under Antonio Bertoloni.24 His 1839 and 1840
notebooks contain chemistry experiments and references to Talbot’s method, supporting his authorship.25 No other photographs are attributed to Tassinari; rather,
his story represents the many unacknowledged individuals whose local careers
intersected within a nexus of shifting international scientific discourses at the time
of photography’s public introduction.
Tassinari’s three contact prints are the earliest extant paper-based photographs
produced in Italy, and rare evidence of the experiments in scientific circles during the first year of photography’s announcement26 (Figure 11.1). The choice of
subject matter, clearly informed by Bertoloni’s interest in botany, is worthy of
reflection. Talbot’s early experiments, which served as a model, include many different subjects in both contact prints and camera images, demonstrating the range
of possibilities photography offered to documentation. While the historiography
of photography in Italy has often focused on how photographers catered to foreign desires for standardized representations of Italy’s monuments, these botanical
specimens attest to the variety of early experiments, and particularly the interest
in photography’s scientific applications.27 Tassinari’s images and their place within
the organizational context of Bertoloni’s album thus represent a difference within
traditional narratives, and expand the standard image of what constitutes “Italian
photography.”
These initial trials were imperfect, belying the difficulties of fixing the image.
The penciled notes “sal” and “salina” found in the corners indicate the scientist’s inductive method as he tested the light sensitivity of salt and saline solutions,
documenting the process of experimentation. While one image has completely
faded due to the instability of its chemical composition, two reveal the success
of Tassinari’s efforts. In the contact prints the contours of leaves and a blade of
grass are clearly delineated, their internal structures partially revealed. Although
these “first attempts” are not exceptional specimens of technique or subject, it
is significant that Bertoloni took care to save them. The annotation suggests his

FIGURE 11.1

William Henry Fox Talbot and Tassinari, Album di disegni fotogenici,
leaf 47 verso (44a and 44b), 1839–40, photogenic drawings.
28.5 × 22 cm (11¼″ × 811/16″). The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1936 (36.37). Copy Photograph © The
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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comprehension of photography’s impact on science, and that within the prevailing
discourse of national competition, being “first” mattered then as it has continued to
matter in accounts of photography’s origins. As the album’s final objects, Tassinari’s
attempts represent a conclusion to the narrative contained within, signaling a shift
from Talbot’s invention to Italian reception and experimentation. The Bertoloni
Album forces us to consider what photography represented and what possibilities it
held for those who were not in competition to be “first.”

Italian developments: printing the daguerreotype
The clippings from Italian publications that punctuate the photographs in The
Bertoloni Album report on concurrent photographic experiments at the Florentine
academy by Puliti and Vincenzo Amici, president of the physics section of the Pisa
Congress. Vincenzo’s father, the renowned optician Giovanni Battista Amici, was
Talbot’s most important Italian correspondent regarding photography. The two
had been acquainted since Talbot purchased a microscope built by the Modenese
scientist in 1822,28 and Amici invited him to the inaugural Congress. While
Talbot regretfully declined, he capitalized on the opportunity, sending photogenic
drawings that he hoped Amici would present to his colleagues in Pisa.29 His correspondence with Talbot and accompanying salt prints are now preserved at the
Biblioteca Estense in Modena.30 These examples provide a counterpart to The
Bertoloni Album, attesting to Italian scientists’ sustained interest in photography.
The intertwined problems of photography’s utility and reproducibility were central
to Italian experiments with photography from the outset, and can be seen as reaching their peak, if not their resolution, in Amici’s presentation at the Sixth Congress
of Italian Scientists held in Milan in 1844.
Utilizing his many foreign contacts, Amici placed himself at the center of photographic discourse, receiving first-hand accounts of new developments with the
daguerreotype from the Parisian optician Noël Marie Paymal Lerebours. In June
1839, he wrote, “All here are curious to know the art of the daguerreotype, of
which everyone in Paris speaks!”31 In his letters, Amici revealed the difficulties
Italian scientists were facing in their experiments, “As for the discovery of M.
Daguerre, what is certainly very curious is that it is (at least I fear) of no use in practice, because nobody to this day has obtained any result.”32 Amici’s dissatisfaction
indicates the challenges that both Daguerre’s and Talbot’s processes held during
photography’s earliest period, even for those with privileged access to information. Scholarship has often disregarded these frustrations in favor of narratives that
proclaim photography’s meteoric rise to mass medium. Acknowledging the difficulties, failures, and interventions of early practitioners enables us to better account
for the variety of experimentation in this early period, and to assess the impact of
those experiments on photography’s development as a medium.
While the daguerreotype was lauded amongst Italian scientists for its sharp
detail and reliable results, its practical potential was only fully realized if it could
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be translated to the printed page. For example, at the Sixth Congress of Italian
Scientists held in Milan in 1844, Amici presented two copies of The Pencil of Nature
given to him by Talbot alongside examples of Hippolyte Fizeau’s recently patented method of photogravure, and discussed Leon Foucault’s daguerreotypes in
the solar microscope published as photographic engravings by Alfred Donné.33 His
report contributed to a dialogue on reproduction that had its roots in photography’s introduction to Italy.
The Neapolitan physicist Macedonio Melloni had made a public report on
Donné’s photographic engravings as early as November 1839, noting, “now it is
possible to produce on metal and with the sole action of light and some chemical
reactions, independently of any aid traced from the arts of drawing, some lines,
more or less wide and deep totally analogous to the work of ordinary etching, and
to afterwards copy a few examples of them on paper.”34 Italian scientists recognized
that, as a new means of representation, photography had the potential to innovate visual communication, which would in turn have implications for scientific,
cultural, and industrial progress. The close relationship between scientific positivism and nationalism during this period made the new medium an ideal, though
not yet perfected, instrument for constructing Italian national identity. Revisiting
photography’s origins with greater attention to the varied circumstances of its
reception helps us to account for such previously disregarded techniques as printing daguerreotypes, and expands the historical definition of the medium.
The issues of reproduction and nationalism are clearly interwoven in a lithograph
published in the Neapolitan illustrated magazine Poliorama Pittoresco in December
1839, which depicts one of the first successful daguerreotypes made in Naples
by the physics professor Gaetano Fazzini (Figure 11.2).35 Fazzini claimed to have
learned the technique from Daguerre, and while this contact remains unverified,
the still life bears striking similarities to examples by the inventor and his associate
Giroux. Scholars such as Julia Ballerini and Geoffrey Batchen have analyzed similar
daguerreotypes for their self-consciously artistic staging, arguing that the arrangements of medieval French sculptures framed photography’s potential in terms of
collecting, copying, and reproduction of cultural patrimony within the context of
Romantic nationalism.36
Likewise, if this print is an accurate translation of its prototype, Fazzini has created a still life resonant with Italian history. A bust of Dante lies beside a statuette
copy of a sculpture of an orator, and prominently included in the foreground at left
is a bust of the poet Torquato Tasso. The arrangement enshrines the Neapolitanborn poet Tasso within a grand and nationally inflected literary tradition, reflecting
the influence of Italian Romanticism, which placed renewed interest in the
Renaissance past, thus underscoring Italians’ shared cultural traditions. Tasso
thus serves a symbolically unifying function. His bust is separated from the others
by a tall oil lamp, known as a lucerna. These lamps were common throughout the
Roman world and excavated at Pompeii, leading to their popularity during the
neoclassical period. Therefore, while modern, it also references the classical tradition, which is further represented by the orator statue. This portrait-type was
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FIGURE 11.2

Forino, lithograph, 1839, after a daguerreotype by Gaetano Fazzini,
reproduced in Cesare Malpica, “Il Dagherrotipo,” Poliorama pittoresco
Anno 4, no. 19 (December 21, 1839): 154. Biblioteca di Storia
Moderna e Contemporanea, Rome.

also relatively common in antiquity, depicting the rhetorician with arms folded to
restrain his gestures while giving a speech, and bears a striking resemblance to that
of Aeschines discovered at Pompeii in the eighteenth century.37 Unlikely to provide
a sufficient light source for an early daguerreotype, the lamp instead may connote
the inspiration and genius embodied by the orator, Tasso, and Dante—important
Italian luminaries (primi lumi)—or even the “light writing” of photography. The
literary character of the composition is further enhanced by the text surrounding
it, which includes poems in the style of humanist encomia lauding the virtues of
the daguerreotype by comparing Daguerre to Della Porta and Columbus.38 This
association between photography and literary rhetoric also suggests the possibilities
for new and complex strategies of interweaving text and image, while the effort
to reproduce the daguerreotype demonstrates the potential of photography for
a large-scale visual communication that would transform the cultural symbols of
Italy’s shared history into a meaningful iconography of Italian unity in the present.
While existing writings about photography’s origins in Italy have often replicated the peninsula’s regional divisions, the discourse emerging from the scientific
community—recorded in the pages of The Bertoloni Album and through publications like illustrated magazines—instead aligns the new medium with a unified
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vision of modern Italy, which manifested in a growing sense of national identity. Photography’s dissemination was fluid and reciprocal, involving participants
from a range of social classes, professional backgrounds, and geographic locations;
a transnational approach to photography’s origins illuminates how identities are
necessarily constructed only in contingency. Responding to nationalist debates
surrounding photography’s introduction, and early photographs that symbolized
these issues, Italians were confronted by a sense of stultifying fragmentation, and a
desire to overcome it. In looking to past moments of achievement and unity for a
response, Italy’s self-fashioning through photography would constitute the metaphorical and literal development of a nation.
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND ITS
CHINESE ORIGINS
Yi Gu

In January 1940, Young Companion (Liangyou), China’s premier pictorial magazine
at the time, featured a special segment celebrating the centennial of the invention
of photography, in the periodical’s own celebration of its 150th issue. The title
page featured a photographic portrait of Daguerre, followed by a swift discussion
of photography’s beginnings, from Henry Schultz’s experiment in 1725 to Eastman
Kodak’s commercial success in the 1880s.1 Readers uninterested in the dense text
replete with unfamiliar terms could turn their attention to the illustrations tightly
packed on the edge of the page, which included photographic portraits of early
inventors such as Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, William Henry Fox Talbot, Hippolyte
Bayard, and Sir John Herschel; examples of early photographs such as Daguerre’s
1837 Still Life; and a photograph of Talbot’s cameras (Figure 12.1). Printed along
with this display was a photograph of an old Chinese gentleman. According to the
caption, he was the grandfather of T. C. Lau (Liu Tizhi) (1893–1974), a dentist and
active member of the pictorial photography circle.
The face of Grandfather Lau helped to add, if only visually, a Chinese
component to the otherwise Western origin of photography presented in Young
Companion. There was hardly anything special about the sitter, the technique, or
the style of this collodion positive on glass; it was nonetheless a good way to
symbolize the beginning of China’s encounter with photography. There were, of
course, other and perhaps more unpleasant ways of representing that beginning.
The year of the public announcement of photography, 1839, was a watershed
date in Chinese modern history. The First Opium War began that year, soon
ending with an unquestionable defeat for the Qing. In the following decades, the
once-powerful empire endured a series of military defeats and signings of unequal
treaties that, among many other things, granted the opening of treaty ports and

FIGURE 12.1

Nie Guangdi, “Sheying bainian jinbu gaitan,” Liangyou 150 (1940): 14–15.
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eventually of inland areas. Photography’s introduction to China was thus entangled
with colonial encroachments into the country, posing great challenges to those
who tried to narrate the history of Chinese photography. Even to the editors of
Young Companion, which excelled in Republican China’s competitive publication
market because of its focus on photography, the embarrassment of China’s absence
from photography’s creation story seethed beneath their embrace of the medium
as part of their national tradition.
With this tension in mind, the present chapter looks closely at a few pivotal
moments in Chinese writings on photography when an origin for the medium
was constructed or transformed. Responding to Anne McCauley’s call to broaden
narrow definitions of photographic literature as a genre, I will examine a selection
of texts published by Chinese authors and/or intended for Chinese readers, from
scientific treatises to survey histories of photography.2 One thing of which this
discussion reminds us is that Chinese photographic literature follows a different
historical trajectory than the one pursued by European or American writing on the
medium.3 As the illustrations in Young Companion show, Chinese writing on photography was torn between an acknowledgment of the medium’s European origins
and a longing for a Chinese inclusion within those origins. At stake was nothing
less than the task of self-definition against a haunting “other.”

Photography and scientific modernity
One of the first detailed Chinese accounts of the genesis of photography comes
from a fictional work. Published in 1911, right before the fall of the Qing Dynasty
(1644–1911), Shangxia gujin tan (Tales of all times and all places; hereafter Tales)
introduced photography as part of an encyclopedic education about the phenomenal world.4 The author Wu Zhihui (1865–1953), remembered today as an anarchist
and a revered member of the Nationalist Party, had an exceptionally prolific career,
playing crucial roles in China’s political and educational reforms.5 While writing
Tales, Wu was living in exile in London due to his outspoken criticism against the
Qing government. To support himself, as well as to expose the Chinese people to
modern scientific knowledge, Wu translated English materials for Chinese publishers on a wide range of topics, such as the Arctic, astronomy, evolution, the origin
of species, and the history of chemistry.6 These myriad points of knowledge were
ambitiously and skillfully woven together in Tales, in which Wu explained to his
compatriots basic yet fundamentally alien ideas, such as the globe, gravity, evolution, viruses, chemistry, electricity, and geology.
The story is set on the deck of a ship filled with Chinese refugees escaping from
the chaos in northern China caused by the anti-Christian and anti-foreign Boxer
Uprising, which broke out around 1900. Foreigners were not the only target of
xenophobic violence; Chinese Christian converts and even those who simply possessed foreign objects lost their lives.7 In Wu’s book, the father of the heroine was
one such unfortunate casualty. Jiying, the twelve-year-old daughter who benefited
from an exceptional education in science by her father and family tutor, escaped
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the Boxers and finally boarded the ship. The vessel was so crowded that Jiying and
the other refuges had to travel on deck, a space unrestricted by social norms: young
daughters of scholar-officials conversed casually with merchants, sailors, and maids.
Throughout the book, the young Jiying becomes the voice of reason, gradually
converting the other characters—sailors, a merchant, a young lady with a slavish
devotion to Chinese classics, and a loud maid who offers superstitious explanations
for everything—into admirers of and believers in Western science and technology,
which was presented as the mark of modernity.
The conversation on photography starts with the young maid repeating a familiar
superstition that the chemicals used in developing photographs are made of children’s eyes. Mr. Guo, the knowledgeable sailor who often functions as Jiying’s
teaching assistant, ridicules such fears. Between Jiying and Mr. Guo, the various
discoveries, experiments, and inventions associated with the emergence of photography are explained in what would have been a fairly standard account to Euro-American
readers: a British gentleman (likely Thomas Wedgwood) had copied painting on glass
“by the agency of light upon nitrate of silver”;8 the Frenchman Niépce had captured
camera obscura images permanently, hence inventing photography; his compatriot, the cunning Daguerre, claimed credit for this achievement; and another
British gentleman (Talbot) had patented the first negative-positive process. The
shift from wet plate to dry plate was also discussed swiftly.9
Although modern scholars could easily challenge the accuracy of the details of
Wu’s narrative, he masterfully turned tedious experiments into an engaging story,
smoothly inserting explanations of scientific principles into the plot.10 However, Wu
was not satisfied with merely popularizing scientific knowledge. His tale was first and
foremost a moral one. Writing almost a decade after the Boxer Uprising, Wu chose
as the setting of his story this depressing episode of the triumph of superstition over
reason, which he contrasted with the explosion of creativity in the West. Through
the words of Mr. Guo, Wu described the age of the conception of photography:
It is about ninety years between the tenth year of the Jiaqing reign [1805] and
the twenty-sixth year of Guangxu [1900]. Before that ninety-year period,
the telescope already existed and the microscope was in a rather crude form,
but other [important inventions] such as the steamship, train, and telegraph
had yet to appear. But that ninety-year period witnessed the appearance
of . . . “strange stuff.” Therefore, those who thought about steamships
were there thinking about steamships, those who thought about trains were
there thinking about trains, and so on. Everyone was thinking widely. Some
came up with something. But the others did not come up with anything
useful, no matter how hard they tried and were laughed at. It was the same
for photography. Numerous people looked at the sky, thinking hard every
day. Initially they did not know whether they could create photography
or not. At the time, there was not such a thing as photography. They just
felt that there must be something convenient that could create a painting
without picking up a brush.
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That Wu chose to highlight this ninety-year period demonstrates that he was
concerned not just with photography but with China’s broader straggle in the
march toward modernity. Earlier in the book, he had taken the liberty of dating Wedgwood’s experiment to around 1805, even though the experiment was
reported by Humphry Davy in the Journals of the Royal Institution of Great Britain
in 1802 and its exact date remains unknown. In the above-quoted passage, Wu
again significantly assigned to 1805 the conception of photography. While hardly
a special year for most historians of early photography, 1805 was an important date
in China’s then recent history, as it ushered in a tightened ban on Western knowledge. Stunned by the interception of a missionary map created by an Augustinian
cleric Adeodato di San Agostino (1760–1821), the Jiaqing emperor and his court
chose to take action against the Christian presence by imposing rigid controls on
missionary activities.11 The subsequent waves of persecution consequently put an
end to the translation, publication, and teaching of Western scientific knowledge,
which for two centuries had been integral to the interaction of Catholic missionaries with the local communities, especially Chinese elites.12 Similarly, 1910
marked the year of the Boxer Uprising, when peasants believed that they would be
immune to swords and bullets if blessed with the supernatural power of folk religion. To Chinese readers, the startling difference between an isolated, superstitious
China and a West, vibrant with industrial inventions and scientific advancements,
could not be clearer.
Right before Wu started writing Tales, he was halfway through an ambitious
manuscript entitled “A Six-Thousand-Year History of China,” indicating that
history—as a lesson on contemporary affairs—was constantly in Wu’s mind at the
time.13 By associating photography’s origins with the ninety years when “strange
stuff” was invented in the West, he highlighted an invaluable opportunity that
China had missed. In his narrative, photography betokened the scientific modernity that China would have to learn if it were to join the community of modern
nations.

The Chinese inventors of photography
Wu had no interest in concealing China’s absence from photography’s beginnings.
Any embarrassment or shame arising from such an absence was meant to prompt
the embrace of science in China. Wu’s belief in science as a political and social
remedy was soon so widely shared among Chinese thinkers that scientism became
a lasting cultural force, continuously manifesting itself throughout the Republican
era (1912–1949) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) (1949–present).14 In
contrast to the Qing Dynasty’s tentative attempts at modernization, the regimes
that followed conceived of China as a modern nation aspiring to combine the
revival of tradition with the promulgation of science. This peculiar, neotraditional
scientism prompted China to join—almost a hundred years after Western countries
such as France, Britain, the US, and Germany—the quest for indigenous inventors
of photography.15
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The individual often celebrated in current scholarship as the Chinese inventor of
photography is Zou Boqi (1819–1869), a gentleman-scholar from Michong Village
in Nanhai, Guangdong.16 His interests were atypical for a Confucian: mathematics,
cartography, astronomy, and physics. Unlike later generations of scientists, Zou’s
exploration of these areas of study was almost entirely based on his own scientific
sensibility, combined with a diligent and innovative study of pre-modern classics.
Although Zou was known for his exceptional expertise in mathematics, he chose
the relatively peaceful life of the rural gentry, turning down offers of academic
positions in Guangzhou and Shanghai. He was not keen on self-promotion. The
only thing published under his name was a posthumous collection from 1873, a
selection by his friends and admirers of some of the manuscripts he had bequeathed
to them.17
Zou’s name had fallen into near-total obscurity before he was rediscovered
by Liang Qichao (1873–1929), a reformer whose essays made him one of the
most influential intellectual leaders of modern China. In 1924, Liang completed an
innovative intellectual history of the Qing Dynasty, in which he included mathematics and other branches of scientific knowledge along with the study of classics
and history.18 Zou was one of the many forgotten scholars whom Liang unearthed.
Because one article in Zou’s posthumous collection was entitled “Notes on the
Machine for Seizing Shadow”—“seizing shadow” (sheying) had become the
common Chinese term for photography by the late 1910s—Liang conveniently
pronounced Zou a heroic inventor of photography.19 Had Liang read Zou’s article closely, however, he would have recognized that the new device the author
described was a camera obscura. Liang never got around to verifying Zou’s invention, nor was Zou mentioned in other Republican-era writings on photography.
After all, the continuous political chaos of the era hardly supported further quests
for an indigenous inventor.
The search for a distinctly Chinese origin of photography gained unprecedented urgency and support after the establishment of the PRC. The new
socialist state took great pride in having defeated the nationalist government,
which it saw as backed by US imperialism. It proclaimed that the new ruling party’s leadership would turn China from an easy target for exploitation
to an equal and respected member of international society. This turn nurtured
both nationalist emotion and an international outlook that emphasized China’s
honorable presence in world history. Photography, like other aspects of cultural
production such as literature and painting, was rapidly integrated into the state
system of knowledge production and maintenance. In 1956, the Association of
Chinese Photography (ACP) was established in Beijing. Its mandate included the
collection and preservation of historical objects and records of Chinese photographic history. Significantly, the Guangdong branch of the association, established
in 1958, offered institutional support for further discoveries of Zou’s work.20
The elevation of Zou in the story of photography’s development signaled the
triumphant conclusion of a quest determined to locate a Chinese inventor. As early
as the 1950s, a photograph of the famous author entered the state collection.21
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This picture, however, seems more like the product of a professional studio, as
it adheres to the conventions of that setting, in which the sitter was often placed
next to a small, high table, complete with vase and teacup. In the summer of
1962, a few members of the Guangdong ACP paid visits to Zou’s former property,
where they discovered more unpublished notes, a jar of mercury, and four glass
negatives, including one featuring Zou in a casual summer robe in front of his
ancestor’s shrine.22 Apparently, these discoveries still could not seal the case. The
breakthrough came a few months later, when Zou’s great-grandson presented to
the Guangdong ACP a few more pages of unpublished notes that he had recently
discovered. Liang Hengxin, a member of the Guangdong ACP, adopted all these
findings in a 1963 article, “The Preliminary Study of the Historical Materials of
Zou Boqi and Photography,” which became the basis for all later discussions on
Zou Boqi as inventor.23 Although seminal to the promulgation of a Chinese origin
of photography, the text itself has yet to be studied in depth.
Liang began his article with a close reading of “Notes on the Machine for
Seizing Shadow” to explain that the device Zou had operated was a camera obscura.
However, he passionately defended the writer’s originality by differentiating
his device from earlier models both in China and the West. Liang particularly
emphasized that Zou’s experiment had taken place prior to the appearance of
photography in Guangzhou, which Liang dated as 1846 based on an eyewitness
account. Liang devoted several pages to proving that Zou had grasped all the optical knowledge necessary for the invention of the medium. Liang then highlighted
one paragraph from the unpublished and undated notes discovered in the summer
of 1962, as evidence of Zou’s drive to invent photography: “only with the method
of taking shadows with a mirror, various things retain their original form, without
the need to calculate [their] arrangement or to work on [their] shading. The result
is truly a vivid example of painting.”24
This drive to invent photography was confirmed, finally, by the last batch of
rediscovered unsigned notes, which contained a long and detailed explanation of
the structure of a camera and the collotype process. Liang painstakingly sought to
prove that the author of these notes was Zou himself. Moreover, one note in this
batch featured a list of developing chemicals. Liang proudly reminded us that Zou
was well known for his erudition in chemistry, and pointed out that some of the
ingredients listed were local rather than imported. In combination, his discovery
of material residues on Zou’s former property, such as the jar containing mercury, his observation of the four glass negatives that looked cruder than imports,
and his reading of a line in Zou’s poem—“There was no particular reason for
the self-portrait, but summoning it is like communing with my spirit”—allowed
Liang to conclude that Zou had tried photography with his own hands.25 Liang
refrained from claiming that Zou had independently invented photography. He
nonetheless managed to pin a “first” on Zou, claiming that his note was the first
treatise on photography published in China, written earlier than the British doctor
John Dudgeon’s (1837–1901) Tuoying qiguan (On the principles and practices of
photography), published in 1873.26
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Through Liang’s tireless efforts, Zou became an indigenous gentleman scientist
who possessed the optical and chemical knowledge necessary for the invention of
photography, and who had the incentive to bring the technique into being. Had
Wu Zhihui read the article, he would have found comfort in the notion that, during
the ninety-year period he deemed so pivotal to the advancement of modern science
and technology, a Chinese man was also “looking at the sky and thinking hard”
on “strange stuff,” just like the Western inventors Wu admired. Liang’s argument
was doomed to be convoluted and stretched, as any argument would that tries to
be objective but becomes charged with emotion. But we should not ridicule too
quickly Liang’s quest. His urge to restore Zou to the history of photography emerged
from the optimistic cultural milieu of the early PRC. In these years, intellectuals and
society in general were charged with a new sense of assertiveness aimed at recovering
from the political, economic, cultural, and epistemological violence of more than a
century of imperial infringement.27
Liang’s painstaking insistence on Zou’s originality was not overlooked. Journal
articles, newspapers, blogs, and TV programs have since routinely celebrated the
writer as a Chinese inventor of photography. Those who have patiently read
Liang’s work would know that Zou’s engagement with photography fell short of
inventor status. A more nuanced way of situating Zou in the origin of photography was finally achieved in History of Chinese Photography, 1840–1937 (1987), a
collectively authored survey history organized by the ACP. Despite its ideological
biases, this history has been recognized as a groundbreaking work and continues to
be consulted by photography scholars today.28
The first chapter, entitled “The Budding of Chinese Photography,” cleverly
interprets photography as the product of a combination of optics and chemistry.
The authors then enlist an impressive array of pre-modern Chinese inventions
and theories of optics and chemistry. The rich tradition of pre-modern optical
studies, from the fifth-century bce Mohist discussions on the pinhole to the
seventeenth-century development of the zoetrope, were condensed here as the
Chinese contribution to optics.29 Zou Boqi’s writings on optics and his experiments with the camera obscura are properly inserted at the end of this section.
The authors seem to have had difficulty gleaning discussions on chemistry that are
relevant to photography. While Chinese optical studies easily fill several pages of
the book, brief records on the creation of mercury amalgam and the use of lightsensitive chemicals are all that constitute the Chinese contribution to chemistry.
The actual introduction of photography to China follows, leading inevitably to the
depressing fact that the medium entered China as a by-product of imperial aggression. Nevertheless, the humiliation is offset by the honorable past and eased by all
the Chinese inventors whose work led to photography, although not directly, demonstrating the originality cherished in the enterprise of modern industrial invention.

Origins in China and world histories of photography
History of Chinese Photography, 1840–1937 was compiled to respond directly to
“the fact that History of World Photography excluded China.”30 The first paragraph
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of the book explains why a fifth-century bce Chinese philosopher’s musings are
relevant to an account of photography’s genesis:
The invention and development of photography, just like many other things
in the world, inherited the scientific accomplishments from the traditions
of various cultures and countries. Whether the Moist school of Pre-Qin
period of China, or the Plato School of Ancient Greece, they all established,
from different angles and to various degrees, the theoretical foundations for
photography.31
This plea for a truly global framework might seem to resonate uncannily with the
writing of photography’s history in English-language scholarship today.32 But the
insistence on a teleological account of technical improvement in History of Chinese
Photography forbids modes of historiography that challenge this narrow, shaky
definition of photography.
The history of photography did not emerge as a field in Chinese academia or in
the English-language scholarship on China until recently. Given the lack of basic
work in cataloguing and archiving Chinese photography, a few writers based in
China have opted to prioritize the systematic preservation, collection, and publication of primary materials.33 Chinese scholars more conversant with English-language
studies of photography’s history have also emphasized the necessity of developing
in-depth case studies.34 Although both reasonable and constructive, neither direction
would ultimately challenge the prevalent historiographical frame that defines photography as a technique, a means of documentation, or a medium of artistic creation.
While the English-language scholarship on Chinese photography seems not to be as
consumed by anxiety over origins, the task of maneuvering a national framework is
equally difficult. Even the basic wording of the subject of study is a high-stakes matter: both “Chinese photography” and “photography of China” seem to entail their
own sets of methodological and historiographical pitfalls.35
The anxiety over origins in Chinese photographic writing could, ironically,
leave out fascinating “original” moments. For instance, in 1925, Qian Jinghua
(1878–1958), an engineer, prolific amateur inventor, and pictorial photographer,
announced the Kinhwa Cylinder-Image Camera (Jinghua huanxiang zhaoxiangji),
the first camera designed and made by a Chinese national.36 The Kinhwa was created not to be limited by the field of vision defined by Euclidean optics, but to
take pictures in accordance with the pictorial norm of traditional Chinese painting.
His sample work, in which batches of trees are dotted along a narrow brook, is
captured as a surprisingly poetic vista resembling a hand scroll (Figure 12.2). While
Kodak had a similar product, the Cirkut, invented in 1904 and already available
in China, was largely limited to commercial studios seeking a convenient device
for capturing large group portraits. Qian envisioned a portable and convenient
panoramic camera that would enable the gentry—or, in his words, “the men of letters”—to make photographs while they traveled. Qian’s invention epitomizes the
continuous negotiation between monocular vision, based on the Euclidean geometry that underwrote the conception of photography, and binocular vision, which

FIGURE 12.2

Qian Jinghua, Grave Yard, ca. 1929, photographic print. Reproduced in
Qian Jinghua, “Jinghua huanxiang sheyingji,” Tianpeng 3, no. 8 (1929):
21–22.
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does not isolate vision from other bodily movements. I am not highlighting the
Kinhwa as a technical achievement or as a confirmation of the existence of cultural
essence. Instead, the invention of the Kinhwa marks the Chinese articulation of the
limits of Euclidean optics, implies the irretrievable loss of the old scopic regime,
and points to a change in social relations and cultural production. Ultimately, the
Kinhwa begs an understanding of photography’s history as one of the many shifts
in and layering of epistemological modes.
If scholars, whether based in China or in the West, want to write China back into
histories of photography, we have first to write photography out of the ethos of scientific modernity, which firmly pins it down as a product of technical advancement.
To understand photography as a medium—whether it is used in a documentary or
artistic mode, or a combination of the two—it is easy to endorse a linear history, in
which areas outside a canonical core remain an afterthought. Many scholars have
suggested acknowledging the elusiveness of photography itself as the starting point
for critical inquiry, thus approaching it as a set of practices, relations, and cognitive
modes.37 This deliberate refocusing of the definition of photography would also
bring to light previously uncharted interpretive spaces between the global and the
local, where new histories with unexpected origins can emerge.
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13
LOOKING INTO THE PAST AND
PRESENT
The origins of photography in Africa
Jürg Schneider

In the introductory chapter of his book In My Father’s House, African philosopher
Kwame Anthony Appiah recounts the tale of a peasant, “who is stopped by a
traveler in a large car and asked the way to the capital. ‘Well,’ she replie[d], after
pondering the matter a while, ‘if I were you, I wouldn’t start from here.’”1 Here
was a shrewd way of dealing with a seemingly simple question, complicating it
with an unexpected, and in this case amusing, answer. The tale should make historians of photography rethink their notion of the origin. While, at first sight,
it might appear evident where to begin a journey, it is always valuable to give
the matter a second thought. And so this chapter asks, where to begin a study
of the origins of photography in Africa? What if it were not to start with the first
photographic attempts on the continent in the late 1830s and early 1840s, but
instead began with what would appear to be the end of the journey—namely, the
contemporary moment, when questions about photography’s origins in Africa are
being posed retrospectively?
Instantly and inevitably we become aware that, just as the history of photography
has no unity, there is not one origin of photography in Africa but many.2 And, as if
following Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, which says one cannot observe without influencing what is being observed, the quest for the origins of photography is
affected by present knowledge, interests, and presuppositions. In this sense, origins
can be defined through a wide-reaching historical account, even one that spans
many centuries, rather than solely through first appearance or use.
Surveying more than 160 years of photography in Africa is a tremendous
undertaking. Like other parts of the world, the African continent has become
a place where photographic images of various materials and media abound, and
where photography is an indispensable part of everyday life, its rituals and rhythms.
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Continuously adapting to technological change, successors of the first African
photographers still rove about urban spaces in search of clients, increasingly using
digital cameras and instant-photo printers, whereas a small minority are being swallowed up by an expanding and diversifying international art market. There are a
lot more commercial art galleries in Africa than there were twenty years ago, and
these are supported by a number of related exhibitions that largely feature African
photography, such as the Bamako Biennale, Addis Foto Fest, and LagosPhoto.
Attentive readers may have realized in the above paragraphs the shift in rhetoric,
from “Photography in Africa” to “African photography.” Although these terms
are closely related, the former refers to any photographic activities on a continent
whose geographical boundaries can be demarked consensually, while the latter
refers to much more slippery questions concerning African identity, the notion of
a “genuine” African photographic style, and African agency.
Exploring the origins of photography in Africa and the origins of African
photography reveals at times parallel and at times intersecting narratives.
Photography in Africa developed alongside colonialism and within the dynamics
of globalization that included the establishment of a cash economy and new forms
of patronage. And yet it remained untouched by questions of authenticity that
have applied to “traditional” African art forms.3 Indeed, photography in Africa has
always been modern and qualifies as one of the markers of the continent’s entry
into and engagement with a global modernity.
Historically, the quest for the origins of African photography, including concerns with the first African photographers, arose at a moment of radically shifting
geopolitical and economic realities, or, to phrase it differently, postcolonial
uncertainties. As Erin Haney put it in her book Photography and Africa (2010), the
recent “concern for ‘African photography’ has been initially one of diaspora critics,
writers, artists and curators,” some with an “activist inclination [coming out of]
current political circumstances (racism and misrepresentation, and lacunae representing African creative production in European and US institutions).”4 Such an
emancipatory approach situates early African photography within a postcolonial
theoretical framework.5 Many postcolonial writers have conceptualized African
agency in early photographic practices, however, as marking a distinction from
colonial photography and the colonial gaze rather than as developing out of a
complex network of international social, political, and economic relations. It is this
difference in approach, and its implications for writing the origins of photography
in Africa, that concerns the following pages.

Narrating the history of photography in Africa
Unsurprisingly, the first attempt to narrate the history of photography in Africa
was made by a white South African, Arthur David Bensusan, who was a medical
doctor, Johannesburg’s city councilor and mayor, as well as a photo historian. His
book, Silver Images: History of Photography in Africa, appeared in Cape Town in 1966
and has become canonical for nearly every subsequent publication on the subject.6
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When preparing the book, Bensusan had been in contact with Beaumont Newhall,
then director of the George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, and author
of History of Photography, which he had conceived as the catalogue for the exhibition titled “Photography 1839–1937” at the Museum of Modern Art. Thus the
title of Bensusan’s book is indebted to Newhall, as was Bensusan’s decision to give
equal credit to photography’s technical virtues and its value as an art form.
Bensusan approaches the question of photography’s origin in Africa through a
chronological survey, sharing widely held assumptions that origins are rooted in a
specific point in time, in a first use, or in a first appearance or announcement. With
regard to its geographical limitations, much of Silver Images was dedicated to South
Africa, with little reference to other parts of the continent; it also referred to only
a few black African photographers by name. One of them was Dotun Okubanjo,
who ran a studio on Broad Street in Lagos, Nigeria, in the 1960s. A second black
African photographer, Peter Magubane, was presented as a member of the South
African Progressive Photographic Society (PPS). What Bensusan did not disclose
is that Magubane had applied to join the all-white Photographic Society of South
Africa (PSSA), founded by Bensusan himself, in 1957. The rejection of Magubane’s
application led to the subsequent formation of the PPS, of which Magubane was
a founding member.
Bensusan’s history is obviously and deliberately incomplete. He did not
sufficiently consider black South African photographers, and he also omitted
what he could have gleaned concerning the situation in early twentieth-century
Anglophone West Africa. For instance, he could have read The Red Book of West
Africa, a compilation of historical, commercial, and industrial facts and figures, which
in the 1980s became a standard reference for scholars researching the history of
African photography. The Red Book, first published in 1920, contained numerous
photographs, many of them taken by indigenous African photographers.7
Hence, what Bensusan omitted in the mid-1960s, but which scholars decades
later brought to light, is the existence of a long history of African photographic
practices. Historians have documented the existence of indigenous photographers
in West and Central Africa one hundred years before Bensusan’s book appeared.
In the 1860s these were mostly itinerant professionals who moved along the coast,
traveling on ships from port town to port town, staying for a short time and then
moving on. Even after having established permanent studios, many photographers remained highly mobile. Francis W. Joaque, for instance, who originally
hailed from Freetown, eventually settled (after a long stopover in Fernando Po) in
Libreville, Gabon, in the 1870s. From there he undertook long journeys into the
hinterland to take pictures “he expected to sell to the public,” as the US missionary
Robert H. Nassau recalled in his memoir.8
More than 35 active professional African photographers could be counted in
1890 in a region spanning from Senegal to Gabon mainly in port cities such as
Freetown, Accra, Lagos, Douala, and Libreville. Considering the economic, political, and social developments in these regions, there must have been many more at
the turn of the century.9 Indeed, there were a total of 31 photographers working
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in the Gold Coast, according to the 1911 Census Report for that colony. Many
photographers ran long- and well-established enterprises, such as W. S. Johnston in
Freetown, Sierra Leone; his newspaper advertisements in 1910 and 1912 read “the
old established photographic studio” and “established over 20 years,” respectively.10

Patrons and circulating images
These photo studios were patronized by the local urban African elites, white and
black traders, missionaries, and in many instances passengers from the regularly arriving steamers for whom the studios kept ready views of local “types” and scenery
(Figure 13.1). The closeness to colonial governments was proudly mentioned in
newspaper advertisements, and it was quite common for local African photographers to be commissioned to document visually the colonial government’s activities.
N. Walvin Holm was present, by order of Major George Chardin Denton, when
in 1891 the British flag was raised in the contested boarder areas with France.11
John Parkes Decker, one of the earliest West African photographers, photographed
places and buildings in Freetown at the behest of Governor Kennedy in 1869, while
the Lagosian photographer W. J. Sawyer accompanied the Spanish Navy Captain
Francisco Romero on an expedition to Fernando Po in 1883. The pictures Sawyer
took were later shown at the 1883 Colonial Exhibition in Amsterdam and in the
same year reproduced in the illustrated newspaper La ilustración española y americana.12
Like Sawyer’s pictures, other African photographers’ images circulated widely.
They were on display in exhibitions and reproduced in books, pamphlets, and

FIGURE 13.1

N. Walvin Holm, Cape Coast, Ghana, ca. 1885, albumen print.
Collection of Jürg Schneider.
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newspapers. Francis W. Joaque had his photographs exhibited in the 1887
Exposition coloniale et agricole du Gaboon Congo and was awarded a silver medal.
Two years later his images were shown at the Exposition Universelle in Paris and
awarded a bronze medal.13 The Colonial and Indian Exhibition held in London in
1886 also featured a number of photographs from African photographers.14 Payne’s
Lagos Almanack identified them as the “native photographers” T. M. G. Herpin
and F. J. Decker, even though the correct names were Faustino Minhos Carlos
Herpin and John Parkes Decker.15
World and colonial exhibitions became fashionable in the nineteenth century
as arenas for boasting about national cultural and technological achievements in a
modern and rapidly globalizing world. No wonder that photography, and specifically the images produced by African photographers, featured in shows marking
Africa’s successful integration into a modern and global world order, under the
hegemony of the West. This line of argument, namely that photography in Africa
has its origins in Africa’s newfound modernity, resurfaced in the 1960s, when
international attention focused on the dynamics that led to the creation of a large
number of African nations. The above-mentioned Nigerian photographer, Dotun
Okubanjo, showed his images in London “at the time his country received independence from Britain,”16 and three years later, in 1963, mounted an exhibition in
Lagos titled “Germany through the Lens of an African.”17
Pictures taken by African photographers appeared very early in print media
published in the West but they eventually circulated more broadly, including in
Africa. Francis W. Joaque’s photographs featured in two books by Henry Roe,
a British Methodist working on Fernando Po in the early 1870s.18 The French
Marquis de Compiègne, who visited Gabon and the Congo in the early 1870s,
also included a number of Joaque’s images in the two volumes of his travelogue.19
Charles Spencer Smith, an American Methodist, relied for the illustration of
Glimpses of Africa largely on photographs made by “Messrs. Lutterodt Brothers,
and Mr. D. Olawala Labinjo, native photographers on the West Coast of Africa.”20
Furthermore, some of their photographs were reproduced anonymously in illustrated newspapers, such as the Illustrated London News, The Graphic, Über Land und
Meer, and La ilustración espanola y americana.
The above examples demonstrate the presence and visibility of African photographers in the early days of European imperialism, when mass media informed an
increasingly broader public about a continent that was still largely unknown. The
newly founded illustrated newspapers and the mass production of travel reports
and missionary publications created a demand and a platform for African photographers’ creative output. In this way, the beginnings of photographic practices on
the continent were closely linked to socioeconomic and technological changes
taking place in Europe during the second half of the nineteenth century. Following
the market logic of demand and supply, photographers in Africa complied with
African and European patrons’ needs and expectations thereby creating, over time,
a huge visual African archive whose content was selectively extracted “to sate
Europe’s appetite for exotic, colonized peoples as specimens of curiosity inciting
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a lurid benevolence,” as Okwui Enwezor and Octavio Zaya have observed.21 But
this archive obviously contains “signs of fracture, anxiety, and unease,”22 and in
many instances reflects the photographers’ and patrons’ critical engagement with
the medium in specific socioeconomic contexts.23
We have to assess carefully the analytical triangle consisting of photographer,
photographed subject, and viewer, for whom the “African [photo] archive is a storehouse of images and icons, conventions and attitudes that can be endlessly manipulated.”24 And we must ask how and where specific, regional historiographies apply.
A tendency to link African photography to a “paradigm of lopsided power relations”25 and to conceive of it as the exclusive product of a European hegemonic gaze
adheres itself to analyses that focus on both West/Central and East and South Africa.
However, in the South African context questions concerning African identity, selfrepresentation and agency are being addressed by shifting the “blurred boundaries
that can exist between typological images (aimed at capturing the generic and typical)
and portraits (devoted to distinction and individuation).”26 Those studies of a region
where photographers far into the twentieth century were almost exclusively white
have generally focused on the photographed subject and viewer, while in the West/
Central African context, individual African photographers have increasingly attracted
scholars’ attention, yielding a rich collection of biographical material. Research
focusing on East Africa, and in particular the Kenyan coastal area, moreover, under
the influence of Islam, has dealt chiefly with “processes of disentanglement, rejection,
and withdrawal from global media and the creation of new opacities and secrecies.”27

Reexamining and enlarging historiographies
The international art market’s interest in African photography was closely intertwined
with developments taking place in academia, especially in disciplines such as history and social anthropology. The “discovery” of African photographers and photographs as sources for African history, which began in the mid-1980s, ran parallel
to anthropology’s reconsideration “of what to many were devalued photographs”
originating in scientific racism and the West’s sense of its own cultural and technological superiority.”28
The collected papers from the symposium, “Photographs as Sources for African
History,” which appeared in 198829 constituted “a key contribution in defining
a new program for historical research, by providing one of the first comprehensive overviews of the history of photography on the continent.”30 Resonating
with Christraud Geary’s observation from the same year that a “potentially fruitful area of research on photography in Africa [should include] photography by
Africans [and] the role of African photographers in early photography,”31 a growing body of research has since provided new insights about individual, mainly
West African, nineteenth-century photographers, the way photography spread
across the continent, and how photographs circulated as part of a wider “visual
economy” (to use Deborah Poole’s phrase)32 within and between various media
and geographical spaces.
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A publication of major importance signaling anthropology’s burgeoning interest
in and critical engagement with photographs produced in Africa appeared in
1992—Elizabeth Edwards’s edited volume, Anthropology and Photography, 1860–
1920—stimulating new ways of analyzing early ethnographic photography.33
Further impulses for new interdisciplinary research in the 1990s came from studying colonial and missionary archives and their organization of knowledge, authority, and power, as well as from subsequent studies of indigenous photography’s
connection to religious practices; the latter looked at how photography in Africa
might be considered ontologically different from photography’s uses or meanings
in other parts of the world.34 On the whole this scholarship showed that photography in Africa stemmed as much from the colonial gaze and “curiosity,” as Elizabeth
Edwards recently put it,35 as it originated in African’s critical engagement with
modernity and the consequences of globalization.
There was a complex history developing in parallel with these academic developments in the 1990s, one that Bettina Malcomess described as “the emergence
of something called the ‘African contemporary’ on the international art scene.”36
Historiographically and (counter)discursively, the story links back to the controversial 1984 exhibition “‘Primitivism’ in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and
the Modern” held at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City and the subsequent exhibition, “Magiciens de la terre” 1989 in Paris, which together argued
for the universality of the creative impulse and opening up “discussions about
contemporary African art both within and outside Africa.”37 Neither included
photographs, but that absence was corrected by Susan Vogel’s 1991 exhibition at
the Center for African Arts in New York, “Africa Explores: 20th Century African
Art.”38 That was the first time photographs of the Malian photographer Seydou
Keïta were shown outside Africa.
The story of how Keïta gained his current international visibility and fame
has been told many times and need not be recounted here,39 but it is relevant to
the discussion of photography’s “origins” in Africa, in that “Keïta’s Bamako” has
been described as “the Bamako at the birth of modernity in West Africa.”40 That
story also speaks to the emergence of what would be termed and conceptualized as “African photography” and its integration in the art market. It does so
as part of a broader engagement with contemporary African art that developed
simultaneously in the United States and France. The founders of Revue noire, for
example, embarked on a mission to become “the leading International Review
of Contemporary African Art,” as they proudly declared in the first issue of the
magazine in spring 1991. The third issue of Revue noire that year was entirely
dedicated to African photographers and gave extensive monographic prominence
to the Nigerian photographer Rotimi Fani-Kayode, who had died two years earlier at the age of 34. Illustrating the editorial with a portrait photograph from an
“unknown photographer” that Revue noire had borrowed from “Africa Explores”
(the photo turned out to be by Seydou Keïta), the magazine nevertheless invited
its readers to look beyond the work of portrait photographers and to consider the
work of fine-art photographers in Africa.
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“Africa Explores” was followed by a series of international exhibitions exclusively featuring African photographers from the continent and the diaspora.
After a 1992 exhibition organized by Revue noire in Paris came “In/sight: African
Photographers 1940 to Present” in 1996 at the Guggenheim Museum in New
York, which presented the work of some 30 “African photographers, living or
dead, exiled or residing on the continent,” among them Seydou Keïta, Santu
Mofokeng, Samuel Fosso, and Ricardo Rangel.41 Two years before “In/sight,” the
first African Photography Biennale in Bamako had opened its doors to the public.
Revue noir’s landmark exhibition of 1998 at the Paris Maison Européenne de la
Photographie, “L’afrique par elle-même,” led to the production and publication
of the Anthologie de la photographie africaine et de l’océan indien.42 Making up for past
negligence and ignorance, at the threshold to a postcolonial world order, these
exhibitions and publications considerably widened what could be known about
the history of African photography. Practically the entire continent was covered
now, including the islands of the Indian Ocean, the African diaspora in the US and
Brazil, as well as portrait, press, and art photography (Figure 13.2). The weighty
Anthologie had pushed back the origin of African photography, temporally speaking,
to the mid-1850s.
Snap Judgments: New Positions in Contemporary African Photography, published in
2006 in conjunction with the exhibition of the same title at the International
Center of Photography in New York, solidified the use of the term “African photography” as a global phenomenon. Through the exhibition title, curator Okwui
Enwezor succeeded in integrating African photography into the wider discursive
field of African art whose boundaries he had set out to redraw in the early 1990s.43
Snap Judgments proposed that “the paradigmatic shift from colonial and Western
documentary photography in Africa to modern and contemporary African photography is captured by the attempt by African photographers and artists to reestablish
the priority of an extant African visual archive.”44 Most recently, between 2010
and 2013 a series of exhibitions, publications, and events in Germany and the
US coming from the initiatives of the German collector Artur Walther (in which
Okwui Enwezor has been deeply involved) have maintained African photography
in the focus of the international art scene and academia.45 Although not directly
interested in questions of origins, these efforts to link historical and contemporary
photography, and to contrast images from Africa and Europe, have situated African
photography firmly within a narrative of a globally shared modernity.
Today African photography, as the work of African photographers, occupies a
fixed place within contemporary African art and in survey histories of photography,
not only in the West but also increasingly on the African continent.46 Emerging out
of the mid-nineteenth-century geographical, sociocultural, and economic contact
zones of colonialism and globalization, photographers in Africa and their patrons
quickly appropriated and innovatively engaged with a new media of representation. Through it they created local African modernities that became connected to
both global and regional visual economies. Interestingly, it would be outsiders and
migrants—Creoles in West Africa, white Europeans in South Africa, and Indians
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FIGURE 13.2

Photo Studio El Hadji Tidiani Shitou, Mopti, Mali, 1976, gelatin silver
print. Collection of Jürg Schneider.

in east Africa—who were the first to work as itinerant photographers or to establish studios in coastal towns. These intermediaries of modernity easily “aligned with
the logic of modern mass media and embraced photography with all its inherent
possibilities without reservation.”47 But soon photography was to spread into the hinterlands and the profession was not anymore exclusively in the hands of “foreigners.”
This chapter began with an invitation to study the origins of photography in
Africa differently, not by starting with the “first” photographic attempts on the continent but with the contemporary moment when questions about photography’s
origins in Africa are being posed retrospectively. Departing from this point it has
attempted to show that this quest should not be concerned only with unearthing
references to the medium’s first uses or appearances on the continent circa 1839.
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Instead, it should consider multiple origins and acknowledge that our contemporary
inquiries into origins are inextricably tied to present intellectual, political, and
sociocultural contexts, as well as the personal likes and dislikes of their investigators.
Positing more or less explicitly an uncircumventable point in time and thus
approximating the very notion of the origin is an approach adopted by some histories of photography in Africa. Bensusan’s history, for example, looked at the first
white photographers who reached South Africa in the mid-1840s, and concealed the
historical depth and origin of other region’s photographic practices. From a Western
and colonial perspective, the consideration of African photographers’ images in various media, including exhibitions, located the origin of photography in Africa in
the continent’s successful integration into modernity. The “discovery” of African
photographers and photography by scholars and the contemporary art world, and the
ensuing extension of the historic timeline of the medium on the continent helped
redefine the notion of photography’s origins in Africa. This took place in a context of
shifting geopolitical power relations, again substantiating the argument that much of
what we consider as “origins” lies in the realm of relativized historical accounts. The
beginnings of African photography may thus lie in the continent’s encounter with
modernity, when the first African photographers looked through the lens of a camera
at the world that surrounded them. From the mid-nineteenth century until today,
African photography has been rooted in Africans’ critical and continuous engagement
with local realities and global conditions.
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Tracing scientific origins
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SELF-REFLECTIONS
The nature of Sir Humphry Davy’s
photographic “failures”
Jordan Bear

In a chapter titled “The Invention of Photography,” it takes Helmut Gernsheim’s
A Concise History of Photography less than a full page to exile the contributions of
Humphry Davy and Thomas Wedgwood, who had “failed” to fix the image of a
camera obscura. Their essays resulted in “pictures [that] were unfixed and could
only be viewed by candlelight.”1 Already on that first page, a portrait of Niépce
haughtily gazing out at the reader announces the author’s allegiances to another
man. And so Gernsheim’s narrative begins, like so many others of its period, with
the experiments on Niépce’s country estate, though his reasons for doing so are
self-referential. It was, after all, this historian and collector who had “discovered”
and acquired Niépce’s View from the Window at Le Gras, christening it the “first successful photograph from nature.”2 Gernsheim’s attachment to an artifactual history
of photography, or one that invested in and built itself around the identification of
extraordinary material objects, was thus tied to his own professional pursuits. It is
just this questionable underwriting that speaks to a more pervasive incompatibility
between the institutions that commodify photographs and a history that renders its
most sought-after relics immaterial.
Perhaps the most salient evidence of this tension comes from a more recent
episode, in which the materialization that Davy and Wedgwood had been unable
to attain was reproduced by the commercial marketplace. The newspaper headlines
of spring 2008 seemed more typical of the outlandish claims of the supermarket
tabloid than of the staid papers of record, which nevertheless proclaimed: “Leaf
Could Be World’s Oldest Photograph,”3 and, shortly thereafter, “Historic Image
Could Be Worth Millions.”4 In the Sotheby’s auction catalogue, the possibility
had been raised, by an eminent scholar of early photography, that the object on
offer was one of the pictures made by Wedgwood. As with his many competitors,
Wedgwood’s paternity claim stood previously on a written account of some success in momentarily arresting an image, in this case “by the agency of light upon
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the nitrate of silver.” Now on the auction block was evidence of a very different
kind: a photogenic drawing of a leaf, inscribed with the initial “W.” As a Sotheby’s
specialist optimistically asserted at the time, “there’s always been the hope that at
some point a piece by Wedgwood would have miraculously survived.”5
The debate about the object’s attribution was intense, specifically among those
for whom the artifactual history of photography is still the central explanatory
system.6 The supposedly revolutionary discovery was greeted with a collective
shrug, however, by the community of scholars who have focused their searches for
photography’s origins elsewhere—that is, outside of the fragile objects that have
survived the haphazard caprices of time, and instead within immaterial and discursive spaces. Geoffrey Batchen’s Burning with Desire (1997) had, after all, proposed
that discoveries like that of the “leaf” help write a history of photographs, not of
photography. This distinction was foundational to Batchen’s revisionary account,
which declared that “the invention of photography is assumed to coincide as much
with its conceptual and metaphoric as with its technological production.”7 This
study has encouraged others writing histories of photography to seek out conceptual
origins in a variety of discourses, from literature to alchemy.8
The stage is now set to write a prehistory that explores the linkages between
the artifactual and the conceptual dimensions, investigating how they interacted
with one another in forming what we call photography. For in the years immediately pre-dating photography’s “invention,” the very categories through which
we make sense of this history—fixity, experiment, and evidence—were hardly
established securely.9 Precisely these categories need to be historicized if we are to
grasp the particularity of photography’s emergence.
This chapter sets out in such a direction by examining the experiments of one
oft-cited proto-photographer, Sir Humphry Davy. It proposes that some of the very
issues producing a historiographical contretemps today were once interrogated during the most intensive years of photography’s prehistory. It is true that Davy’s trials,
conducted with Thomas Wedgwood, failed, like those of his many predecessors,
to fix images into permanence. But what marks Davy’s response to these failures
as singular is the compensatory public persona that he developed to secure for his
private experiences the warrant of public, collective approval, and to fix these experiences within a solid evidentiary context. In identifying the strategies by which
Davy attempted to achieve this goal, we begin to see how, in the words of a recent
biographer, “Davy’s career illuminates the relationship between the construction of
individual subjectivity and the emergence of scientific institutions and disciplines in
the first two decades of the nineteenth century.”10 More significantly for the subject
of writing photography’s origins, Davy’s approaches show us how and when the evidentiary standards and categories that inform current historiography were invented.

Lost for words
There is no more tantalizing—and frustrating—piece of relevant textual evidence
of the pre-1839 era than the brief article that Davy published in 1802, descriptively
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titled “An Account of a Method of Copying Paintings upon Glass, and of Making
Profiles, by the Agency of Light upon Nitrate of Silver.” The claims of authorship
appended to the title are inveigling: “Invented by T. WEDGWOOD, ESQ. With
Observations by H. DAVY.”11 These beg several questions, the most important of
which is the role played by each of the two men in the experiments recounted.
There is a subtle shift in the voice of the text such that, at times, Davy seems to
be speaking of investigations made solely by Wedgwood, while at other junctures
he appears to relate his own experiments. Most confounding is a third register
in which it is virtually impossible to tell whether Davy speaks of researches conducted jointly with Wedgwood or whether he simply relays, on his compatriot’s
behalf, events at which he had not been present. And what do we make of the
“Observations” with which Davy credits himself in the article’s byline? Are these
just reflections or ruminations on the work of his friend, or are they accounts of
direct witnessing by Davy? What, precisely, is the object of which Davy was an
observer?
It is not, I think, any narrative laxity in Davy’s text that guides us to these
queries. It is, rather, a reflection of the fundamental challenges to the acquisition of knowledge that these sorts of experiments posed. The uneasy negotiation
of observers and the nebulous quality of the authority that results thematize the
interwoven difficulties that plagued the explorations. How does one describe in
communicable language that which exists in no artifactual dimension, but only in
the experience of the observer?
This was a challenge with which Davy already had some familiarity. Most
notoriously, in the years flanking his photographic research, Davy inhaled the anesthetic vapors of nitrous oxide, and grappled with communicating the qualities of
the novel subjective state that resulted. Among the experimental subjects who
struggled, with very limited success, to articulate the experience of being under the
gas were the poets Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Robert Southey, and the professional synonymist Peter Mark Roget, men whose works were otherwise moving
testaments to the fecundity of language. Another colleague of Davy, whom he had
also subjected to the rigors of the laughing gas, later wrote in a letter, “we must
either invent new terms to express these new and particular sensations, or attach
new ideas to old ones, before we can communicate intelligibly with each other on
the operation of this extraordinary gas.”12 And Davy’s good friend and collaborator in his proto-photographic endeavors, Thomas Wedgwood, responded that,
during his time under the influence, “I was sensible of all that passed, and heard
every thing that was said; but the most singular sensation I had, I feel it impossible
accurately to describe.”13
This failure to shape sensations into language resulted not only from their
resistance to description, but also from the more practical problems of transcription. There is, in virtually all of the accounts that Davy solicited for an appendix to his Researches, Chemical and Philosophical; Chiefly Concerning Nitrous Oxide
(1800), a marked frustration expressed at the decay of the observations made
under the influence of the gas. As Thomas Beddoes, the founder of the Pneumatic
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Institute in Bristol where Davy had taken his first chemical breaths, wrote to his
erstwhile pupil, “I am conscious of having made a great number of observations
while breathing, which I could never recover.”14 The correspondents suggest that
there is a brief window of time when the incapacitating effects of nitrous oxide
have dissipated but its vividness remains intact. This transient, liminal state offers
the best chance for recording the experience of inhaling, for the author is suspended between the positions of subject and observer. The importance of the race
to commit the experience to paper was emphasized in the lament of one author,
who contended that he had “given you the substance of the notes I made whilst the
impressions were strong on my mind. I cannot add anything from recollection.”15
Another wrote after an inspirational evening, “the next morning the recollections
of the effects of the gas were very indistinct, and had not remarks written immediately after the experiment recalled them to my mind, I should have even doubted
of their reality.”16
The desire to transform these subjective sensations into useful, shareable data
alerts us to the genuinely unsettled evidentiary paradigms at work in London around
1800. Little more than a decade had passed since the summa of Enlightenment
chemistry, Antoine Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry, appeared in print. In his
revolutionary text, the French chemist advocated for the discipline a heightened
degree of rationality, in both chemical classification and nomenclature. A central
aim of this program was the creation of a shared linguistic idiom that would permit different investigators to make their observations of phenomena legible to the
larger scientific community. Lavoisier’s prefatory remarks make this indispensable
objective clear: “as ideas are preserved and communicated by means of a word, it
necessarily follows that we cannot improve the language of any science without
at the same time improving the science itself; neither can we, on the other hand,
improve a science, without improving the language and nomenclature which
belongs to it.”17 The codification of language was a necessary step in the communication of scientific observation; it also stood for a tempering of the imagination
that, with its idiosyncrasies and impreciseness, made the self a highly problematic
vehicle by which to make scientific progress.18
Writing of a trip more literal than the one undertaken by Davy’s cohort, historian of science Bruno Latour has pointed to the need for explorers seeking knowledge to “go out and come back with ‘things’ if your moves are not to be wasted.”
He insists that these “‘things’ have to be able to withstand the return trip without
withering away [and] the ‘things’ you gathered and displaced have to be presentable all at once to those you want to convince and who did not go there.”19 While
the subjects impacted by the nitrous oxide had almost no physical distance to
travel, the salient effects were vulnerable to a rapid decay. No less valiantly than
the daring adventurer returning home with perishable evidence of a new land
intact, Davy’s dazed comrades lurched for the quill, hoping to forestall a “withering
away” of their experiences. The clumsiness of their efforts to record suggests that
they had inculcated an evidentiary standard of transcription into language, even as
they enlisted their own bodies as the surfaces upon which the salient phenomena
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seemed to inscribe themselves. The contest between regularity and singularity,
between individual and collective varieties of evidence formed the backdrop
against which Davy’s experiments unfolded.

Nullius in verba20
Perhaps the central, characteristic feature of what Stuart Strickland has called the
“ideology of Romantic science” is the notion that self-knowledge could be a route
to the understanding of nature.21 The challenge for Davy was to retain the experimental insights gleaned from his own sensory experiences, while allowing them to
register within accepted evidentiary structures that were fundamentally public in
nature. Experiments of the pneumatic and photographic varieties were particularly
recalcitrant to these standards of scientific evidence because, by virtue of their
ephemerality, they seemed to eschew the most basic tenet by which any claim
could be adjudicated: its public-ness. As the philosopher Alvin Goldman put it, “a
traditional view is that scientific evidence can be produced only by intersubjective
methods that can be used by different investigators and will produce agreement.
According to this thesis, the core of scientific methodology is interpersonal rather
than private.”22 This view is evident from the incipience of modern chemistry,
when Robert Boyle insisted that his experiments be witnessed by a group of observers. But more than a century later, in Davy’s London, the question of the need for
intersubjective public approbation of an experiment was hardly a closed case. The
problem for Davy, in the decades of his rise from Royal Institution lecturer to the
presidency of the Royal Society, was to negotiate between the private sensation
and public demonstration of fleeting effects, and to furnish an artifactuality for his
ephemeral images and experiences. How he accomplished this reflects his desire
to remedy the shortcoming that had rendered him, in the history of photographs, a
“failure.” And it is just these strategies that give Davy a central position in a more
expansive history of photography.
Davy developed a sophisticated repertoire of practices to help bridge the realms
of ephemeral sensations and material objects. He understood clearly that, notwithstanding the Romantic privilege of individual experience, the development of
scientific facts was still required to culminate in a social, communal sanction. At the
recently founded Royal Institution, which Thomas Carlyle wryly dismissed as “a
kind of sublime Mechanics’ Institute for the upper classes,” Davy was able to craft
his audiences’ experiences carefully.23 The theater at the Institution that hosted his
popular lectures was congenial to an emphatically visual mode of demonstration. In
the newly built semicircular theater with raked seating, the emphasis was on maximizing the visibility of the demonstrator’s apparatus and his manipulations.24 One
early visitor from France quipped, “a small bit of potassium thrown in a glass of
water, or upon a piece of ice, never fails to excite a gentle murmur of applause.”25
The lectures soon became an obligatory port of call on every fashionable ramble through London, and their success was generally attributed, by critics and
admirers, to the particular persona that Davy cultivated to deliver his scientific
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demonstrations.26 His easy poetic eloquence, attractive countenance, as well as his
aforementioned mastery of the stagecraft of visually arresting chemical phenomena, helped him win large audiences.27 But it was, as much as anything, the very
specific and timely account of his own genius that propelled Davy forward. Davy
thus entered into one of the debates central to the formation of the self in the
Romantic era, and through the elasticity provided by its contestation in contemporary thought, he employed the concept of genius to link the sensory worlds of
the individual and the collective.
The notion of genius that Davy mobilized so effectively was quite distinct from
traditionally Romantic iterations of that figure. It was, as Christopher Lawrence
has noted, “not raving or mad or betrayed in the solitary researches of the alchemist or the frenzied composing of a delirious poet.”28 For Davy, the genius was a
social actor, and the ultimate validation of his unique vision was to be found in the
acknowledgement of that special brilliance by a public. He asserted that,
the truly insulated individual can effect little or nothing by his unassisted
efforts. It is from minds nourishing their strength in solitude, and exerting
that strength in society, that the most important truths have proceeded; and
the materials of the magnificent structure of human knowledge, though
connected by a few minds, have been furnished by many,—though cemented
by unity of genius, they have been produced by diversity of labor.29
And assisting the genius in his efforts were the members of his audience, who were
called upon to use their own capacities to corroborate the experiments performed
before their eyes.
In an 1809 lecture on heat, for instance, Davy explained the workings of the
Voltaic battery, recounting what he had viewed in the privacy of his laboratory. He
then proceeded to replicate the ignition of a flame, asserting, “you shall again judge
for yourselves, whether it does not appear to be constant.” Before he demonstrated
the phenomenon in question, he offered only a hypothesis, “merely an intellectual instrument of discovery, which at any time may be relinquished for a better
instrument.”30 Afterwards, that hypothesis was consummated as fact by virtue of
being seen collectively. The individual sensory experience of the genius was thus
conjugated by its replication before the public. This very individuality, which had
proven the undoing of Davy’s legacy as a maker of photographic images, was now
linked through repetition to the laurels that only the social realm could bestow.
Later in his career, after he had been bestowed the presidency of the much more
prestigious Royal Society and given up his lectures at its upstart rival, Davy sought
out other alternatives for evidentiary fixity. In reporting on a series of experiments
in electromagnetism in late 1820, he relied upon the corroboration of institutions and experts, rather than an entranced public. Before signing his findings, he
added a postscript: “the experiments detailed in these pages were made with the
apparatus belonging to the Royal and London Institutions; and I was assisted in
many of them by Mr. Pepys, Mr. Allen, and Mr. Stodart, and in all of them by
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Mr. Faraday.”31 The single sentence comprises an extraordinary set of certifications.
The implied attendance of Michael Faraday, still apprenticed to Davy but soon to
surpass his master, at each of these registrations, certainly offered an important layer of
corroboration. This account also invokes the institutional authority of two
organizations, whose apparatus were calibrated with appropriate expertise and
objectivity. The names of Stodart and Pepys further attest to this calibration, for
they were the two most renowned makers of scientific instruments in London,
men for whom precision was paramount. In this report, Davy went into excruciating detail about the physical traces left upon these instruments by the phenomena
he investigated, complete with needles pointing, and metal filings dancing.
With these late experiments we can see the complete arc of evidentiary paradigms that Davy employed throughout his career. His earliest investigations in the
photographic and pneumatic realms had been grounded neither in artifactuality
nor in public-ness. Refining his persona and choosing his experimental subjects
with attention to these criteria, Davy endeavored, with varying degrees of success, to bridge the chasm between individual and collective experience while at
the Royal Institution. Ultimately, as his reputation reached its apex, it was the
institutions themselves and the special expertise with which their instruments were
calibrated that provided the corroboration he sought so vigorously.
The peculiar shortcomings of Wedgwood and Davy’s experiments rendered
them especially uncongenial to being viewed by others. An early account of the
prehistory of photography, published in 1843, noted that Wedgwood was “obliged
to preserve his copies in an obscure place—to take a glimpse of them only in the
shade, or to view them by candle light.”32 Such circumstances were in fact inimical to the kinds of public tests performed at the Royal Institution. The logistics
of these early endeavors assured the impossibility of meeting the crucial trial of
empirical science, that is “by reference to evidence which is public, i.e., which
can be secured by different observers and does not depend essentially upon [one]
observer.”33 Thus in two conjoined ways Davy’s and Wedgwood’s photographic
experiments have continued to be treated as “failures.” First, the inability to arrest
the ephemerality of the impressions they coaxed onto surfaces is the most material of
these shortcomings. In turn, the non-artifactuality of Davy’s photographs deprived
them of participating in the particular network of collective tests through which
the scientific environment of London around 1800 assigned to a phenomenon
or object the status of evidence.

The objects of pre-history
The chance to rewrite the story of photography’s origins has proven an almost
irresistible lure, beginning within days of the momentous announcements of 1839.
Since then, scholars have found in even the most threadbare scraps of evidence the
seeds of potential historiographical revolutions. This obsessive quest for priority of
invention served as the raison d’être for many of the canonical histories of photography, as the endless identification of the newest oldest photograph became an almost
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existential quest. At a symposium at the J. Paul Getty Museum marking the sesquicentennial of the medium’s “invention” in 1989, a collection of distinguished
scholars rearticulated “a commitment to studying original photographs.” As Weston
Naef, the event’s organizer, wrote, “each author starts with an object or group of
objects around which a story is allowed to unfold.”34 Of course, the stories permitted
to unfold were delimited by the availability of objects from which they might issue.
For all the supposed diversity of approaches employed by the participants, they were
prepared to base their history of photography exclusively upon its artifactual traces.
The most salutary impact of the approach pioneered by Geoffrey Batchen’s
work has been the liberation of historians from their reliance on the necessarily
unrepresentative, extant subset of photographs that had fixed camera images successfully and survived the ravages of time. This liberation was, for some commentators, an unwelcome liberty that expanded the boundaries of photography itself
uncomfortably beyond previous delineations. It was in this vein that Joel Snyder
disputed Batchen’s premise in Burning with Desire, insisting that “there is no reason
to assume that the early experimenters were moved by the same impulse,” and
further emphasizing that “there could have been no desire to photograph prior to
the means of photographing.”35
This criticism suggests that one impediment to writing a pre-history of
photography arises from a profound disagreement about the types of evidence that
are eligible to constitute such an account. The kind of corpus that in other fields
of historical investigation might provide at least a shared basis from which rival
modes of inquiry can subsequently diverge largely eludes historians of photography. The question of admissibility has been raised for an astonishingly wide array
of materials, probing a set of objects from the temporally and conceptually remote
Shroud of Turin to Niépce’s very proximate heliographs after engravings. Yet the
particular category of proto-photographic evidence that remains the most resistant
to the standard tools of historical analysis is the one that is most intimately linked to
the consequential philosophical debates of the early decades of the nineteenth century, and to the intellectual and cultural milieu from which photography made its
public emergence in 1839. This class of evidence consists of the accounts that seek
to describe what an experimenter saw in the brief interval before an image slipped
from view, in those seconds before fixity yielded to ephemerality. Whatever these
investigators might have glimpsed momentarily remains locked in their individual
sensory experiences, unavailable for the verification that might permit historians to
anoint these ephemera as photographic.
The photography-related efforts of Sir Humphry Davy are perhaps the preeminent instances of this conundrum. The problematic evidence of his photography
is of a non-artifactual variety, whose presence in the historical record is not a
physical one, but is rather constituted by a network of references, metaphors, and
recollections—that is, by language and not by matter. In this case, there is a striking congruity between the task of historians and that of the experimenters whom
we study, for both are concerned with the reconstitution of a lost object. We
share a quest for an idiom that can arrest the ephemerality of these impressions,
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and search jointly for the elusive fixity of the image. Acknowledging that a present
historiographical challenge is linked to an historical one can help scholars identify
the barriers that have seemed insurmountable in recent years. And so in the current
round of pursuing photography’s origins we must examine with fresh eyes nonartifactual evidence and, moreover, locate the “proto-photographic” era among
changes in the institutional and conceptual relationships between evidence and the
self during the first quarter of the nineteenth century. In the evidentiary possibilities
and limitations of the self in Romantic science we can thus locate a crucial thread
of the history of photography. The “failures” of photography that this milieu constructed as such demand a share of the attention lavished on the supposed successes
of Niépce, Daguerre, and Talbot, with which this story habitually begins.
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15
NATURAL/MECHANICAL
Keywords in the conception of early
photography
Laura Saltz

Walter Benjamin’s “Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936)
is perhaps the preeminent example of a historical narrative that equates photography with mechanical reproduction. In it, Benjamin distinguishes photography
from earlier, manual forms of image-making based on photography’s reliance on
the camera: “For the first time in the process of pictorial reproduction, photography freed the hand of the most important artistic functions which henceforth
devolved only upon the eye looking into a lens.”1 Benjamin’s primary concern
in this essay is with the reproduction of images for mass circulation, especially in
cinema. But here the emphasis on the eye and lens, which function as metonyms
for the camera, suggests that all photographs, whether produced singly or en masse,
are forms of “mechanical reproduction.”
Benjamin, of course, was not the first to think of photography as mechanical.
References to the medium’s mechanical aspects—whether approving or disapproving—have been integral to debates about photography since it was first announced
publicly in 1839. More than one hundred years later, in the 1950s and 1960s,
photography’s origins were linked almost exclusively to the history of the camera by two of the most influential histories of photography, Beaumont Newhall’s
The History of Photography from 1839 to the Present Day, and Helmut and Alison
Gernsheim’s The History of Photography from the Camera Obscura to the Beginning of
the Modern Era.2 “The Work of Art,” published in the same decades (in German
in 1955 and in English in 1968), cemented the connection. Invoking “mechanical reproduction” in a Marxist analysis of mass culture, moreover, it reached far
beyond readers of photographic history, providing a suggestive category for thinking about photography to literary, cultural, and art-historical studies. Despite a
more recent translation of Benjamin’s essay under the title “The Work of Art in the
Age of Its Technological Reproducibility,” the notion that photography is a form
of “mechanical reproduction” has held powerful sway over several generations
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of scholars; inevitably distanced from the nuance and specificity of Benjamin’s
argument, it has become an article of common sense.3
Yet there are many good reasons to interrogate this notion and the narratives
that have sprung up around it. The emphasis of scholars such as Reese Jenkins
and Larry J. Schaaf on the scientific origins of photography has introduced one
line of questioning emphasizing the role of studies of light in the invention of
photography.4 Further, Geoffrey Batchen and Carol Armstrong have shown that
early photographic media were conceived in terms that today seem opposed
to the notion of mechanical reproduction—that is, they were understood as
natural. Many of the first photographic images were made without cameras, including photogenic drawings, cyanotypes, and other forms of contact prints. Because
photographic processes relied as much on light’s interaction with photosensitive
chemicals as they did on the camera, photographs could be thought of as inscriptions of the natural world made by the natural world (light).5 Even Louis Jacques
Mandé Daguerre, who was prompted to invent daguerreotypy by his interest in
automating the transcription of images made using a camera obscura, characterized
daguerreotypes in relation to the natural: “the DAGUERREOTYPE is not merely
an instrument which serves to draw Nature; on the contrary it is a chemical and
physical process which gives her the power to reproduce herself.”6
Daguerre might have agreed with Benjamin that photography represented a
radical departure from past processes of manual image production. But for Daguerre,
as for many early image-makers and writers about photography, the agent that displaced the hand was not, as Benjamin suggests, a machine. Rather, it was light, a
natural force engaged in a “chemical and physical process” that endowed nature
with the power to “draw” or reproduce itself. The conception of photography as a
medium of light was even more central to William Henry Fox Talbot and Sir John
Herschel, whose experiments on light led them directly to invent photographic
media, and who codified this genealogy in the names they gave to the medium: “photogenic drawing” and “photography,” respectively. Likewise, Robert Hunt’s early
treatises on photography traced the medium back to experiments with light—not,
as histories by Newhall and the Gernsheims do, back to the camera.7
How could these two conceptions of photography—that it was mechanical
and natural—exist side by side in the early nineteenth century? How did light
become so thoroughly overshadowed by the camera as the defining feature of “the
photographic”? And what difference does it make to current understanding of
photography’s history to acknowledge the tension between these two characterizations of the medium? The present chapter will begin to address these questions by
sketching out the genealogies of the meanings of the mechanical and the natural,
meanings that were initially compatible but eventually diverged. As a mechanical medium, photography was associated not with the camera but the sun, which
stood in for the hand of the artist in the production of mimetic copies. As a natural
medium, photography was again associated with light, but in this discursive formation, it exemplified the generative character of nature. As a medium of light,
photographs could be understood as natural objects or inscriptions rather than, or
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in addition to, mimetic representations. By considering the relationship between
the mechanical and the natural, we begin to see that photographs eventually came
to be viewed as mechanical (and implicitly mimetic) reproductions because the discourses of nature with which they were initially associated were absorbed into the
emerging cultural practices of science and what Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison
have called “mechanical objectivity.”
Photography, then, could be simultaneously natural and mechanical because it
was invented when the meanings of the terms that currently describe it were in
flux: when nature itself was reconceived not as mechanistic but active and changing; when the practice of natural philosophy gave way to the profession of science;
and when science became compartmentalized and divided from art and literature, thus altering aesthetic production and its cultural status. Born in the midst of
massive social and epistemological shifts, photography exemplifies the paradoxical
concept of “the modern” as defined by historian of science Bruno Latour: modern
culture simultaneously proliferates hybrids and subjects them to an ongoing project
of “purification,” or the creation of “distinct ontological zones” of classification
through which the possibility of hybridity is repressed.8 By considering the adjacency of categories such as natural and mechanical and, with them, art and science,
this chapter follows in the footsteps of critics who have recently attempted to reblur the boundaries of those zones.
To do so I focus on two of the earliest published discussions of photographic
media in London, one a cluster of articles under the heading “Fine Arts” in the
Literary Gazette, and the other an article entitled “Self-Operating Processes of Fine
Art” in the Spectator.9 Appearing on the same day, February 2, 1839, these texts
help illustrate the migration of the “mechanical” from the province of art to science, just at the historical moment when art and science became divided from each
other.

What was mechanical about photography?
From its first public announcements in 1839, photography was defined by contradiction. Emerging from the scientific study of light, photography was presented by
the renowned scientists François Arago and Michael Faraday to the leading scientific bodies of their respective nations. But in spite of photography’s apparent status
as an applied science, the medium was first described in journal columns devoted to
the fine arts. Discussing the mechanical features of photographs, these first reviews
ascribed their qualities not to the mechanism of the camera but to light.
Early references to the sun’s role in the production of photographs did not
simply naturalize a mechanical process; for photography’s first reviewers, light
defined the medium’s uniqueness. The same journalists who expressed amazement verging on disbelief at the earliest known photographs were generally well
acquainted with camera obscura images. Most had not seen the images they
described in their publications, so to explain what a photograph might look like,
they relied on second-hand knowledge, comparisons to a host of image-making
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processes such as drawings and prints, and readers’ presumed knowledge of
camera obscura images.10 For instance, in “French Discovery—Pencil of Nature”
(one of the cluster of articles published in the Literary Gazette), the author writes,
“who has not admired the splendid and wonderful representations in the camera obscura . . . The new art has been discovered to fix these wonderful images,
which have hitherto passed away volatile . . . and render them permanent before
our eyes.”11 The workings of the camera are familiar (“who has not admired”
them), but the newly “discovered” ability of the daguerreotype process to “render
permanent” the images made “by the radiant finger of light” staggers the mind of
the reviewer.12 This point is emphasized in “Self-Operating Processes of Fine Art.”
The author marvels that the new invention “amounts to nothing less than making
light produce permanent pictures.”13 That the daguerreotype process enables light
to make pictures, as it might in a camera obscura, and to “engrave them at the same
time” is what makes the new medium “incredible.”14 Indeed, “but for indisputable
evidence, we should not at first hearing believe it.”15
As “Self-Operating Processes” begins to describe the daguerreotype’s capabilities,
the article alternates between situating the medium’s origins in nature and noting
its mechanical precision. Remarking first that no artist can compete with nature
in making detailed images so rapidly, it goes on to reflect on the relationship of
photography’s “mechanical process” to the fine arts:
To think of Nature herself reflecting her own face, though but as “in a glass
darkly,” and engraving it too, that we may have copies of it! This looks
like superseding Art altogether; for what painter can hope to contend with
Nature in accuracy or rapidity of production? . . . [Yet] [p]ainters need not
despair; their labours will be as much in request as ever, but in a higher field:
the finer qualities of taste and invention will be called into account more
powerfully; and the mechanical process will only be abridged and rendered
more perfect. What chemistry is to manufactures and the useful arts, this
discovery will be to the fine arts; improving and facilitating the production,
and lessening the labour of the producer; not superseding his skill, but
assisting and stimulating it.16
The reviewer is clearly anxious to assuage the doubts of painters who might feel
threatened by the “new art.” To accomplish this, he slips from a conception of
daguerreotypes as made by nature—“to think of Nature herself reflecting her own
face . . . and engraving it too”—to the idea that they are mechanical. The hinge
between the natural and mechanical in this passage is found in the assertion of
nature’s “accuracy” and “rapidity of production.” These two attributes would
seem to connote a mechanized rather than a natural form of production. But
instead, “the mechanical process” refers to the painter’s skill in rendering precise
and accurate detail. The natural and mechanical are here triangulated by painting;
the tedious “mechanical process” of the painter will be “abridged and rendered
more perfect” by daguerreotype images, which—made by nature—will assist in
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“lessening the labour of the producer.” The reviewer returns to the subject of the
“mechanical process” later in the text, when he again notes that the “precision and
exactness” of images made in a camera remind him of “the pictures of some clever
but mechanically-minded painter.”17 The camera’s mimesis calls to mind manually
produced mechanical images, not vice versa.
In contrasting images that are mechanically precise with those that reflect “the
finer qualities of taste and invention,” the writer of “Self-Operating Processes of
Fine Art” articulates a common notion in the early nineteenth century that manual skill was distinct from inventiveness. As Joel Snyder has argued, “the term
‘mechanical’ had long been entrenched in the curricula of art academies and
schools, was constantly referenced in artists’ practice itself, and was standard fare in
the discourse of art criticism.”18 As early as 1694, Christopher Wren described education in drawing as “the ffoundation of all Mechanick Arts.”19 Snyder attributes
the popularization of this sense of “mechanical” to Sir Joshua Reynolds’s Discourses
on Art, a published series of lectures first delivered at the Royal Academy in the
late eighteenth century. Reynolds distinguished between “mechanical felicity”—
the difficult skill of copying details from nature with precision—and the work of
the intellect and imagination in painting. As Snyder suggests, Reynolds’s use of the
term was consistent with a wider understanding in the late eighteenth century of
“mechanical” as synonymous with “manual”: “a mechanic was not someone who
worked in machines but someone who earned his living by the skill of his hands
or simply through bodily labor.”20 The “mechanically-minded painter” evoked in
“Self-Operating Processes” is this kind of laborer, an accurate copyist with a skilled
hand who nevertheless lacks “the finer qualities of taste and invention.” When
considering mechanical images, the reviewer mourns their “rigidity and fixedness,”
their “lifeless, monotonous, and cold” aspects.21 But in comparing daguerreotypes to the works produced by a mechanically minded painter, the author places
daguerreotypes on a continuum with—not in opposition to—other manually produced images, despite the marked absence of the human hand in the daguerreotype
process. In these early accounts, light substitutes for the manual labor required to
copy from nature. The author of “French Discovery” says as much, noting that in
the daguerreotype process radiant light “substitutes its rays for the hesitating pencil
of the artist.”22
This continuum from hand to light is warranted by the conceit of the “pencil
of nature,” a conceit that “French Discovery—Pencil of Nature” enlists in its title.
The pencil of the artist is a very fine brush. When American artist and inventor
Samuel F. B. Morse wrote to his mentor and fellow painter Washington Allston
in 1839, he drew on this sense of the word, observing that “nature, in the results
of Daguerre’s process, has taken the pencil into her own hands.”23 But in a usage
now obsolete, “pencil” was, since the mid-seventeenth century, the term for a ray
or a narrow beam of light. When the Gazette article was published, pencils of light
were primarily relevant in the context of experiments on light, where the term did
not necessarily denote a drawing instrument. But in the Gazette review, “nature’s
pencil” takes on this second meaning. In the daguerreotype process, rays—or
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pencils—of light are credited with drawing (or penciling) and engraving images,
and the scientific and aesthetic connotations of the pencil converge.
The American photographer and critic Henry Hunt Snelling explicitly brought
together the two meanings of “pencil” in 1854, writing in his Dictionary of the
Photographic Art:
the sun-beam is our pencil, and certain delicate chemical preparations form
our drawing-board. Every beam of light which flows from its solar source
is a bundle of rays, having each a very distinct character as to color and
its chemical functions. These rays are easily shown by allowing a pencil of
sunlight to fall on one angle of a prism; it is bent out of its path, or refracted,
and an elongated image is obtained, presenting the various colors of which
light appears to be constituted.24
Here Snelling alludes both to the geometrical models of light that guarantee the
apparent accuracy of photographic images—their mechanical precision—and, in
the metaphor of the drawing board, to the parallel between photography and
drawing.
The paradox implicit in “Self-Operating Processes of Fine Art,” then, is not
in the slippage between natural and mechanical. The optical laws of reflection
and refraction ensure that light—an active agent in nature—will make mechanical transcriptions. Rather, the paradox lies in another relationship of equivalence
suggested by the article’s title, which links “self-operating” and “fine art.” As
Reynolds made clear in Discourses, “success in your art depends almost entirely on
your own industry; but the industry which I principally recommended, is not the
industry of the HANDS, but of the MIND.”25 Reynolds imagines successful art
as specifically mental and conceptual, not manual. To speak of light substituting
for the artist’s hand/pencil in the production of mechanical images makes sense in
the context of Reynolds’s categories, but light cannot likewise substitute for the
artist’s mind or inventiveness. When nature, which is to say light, participates in
a “self-operating process”—when it automatically exercises agency to produce an
image—nature is understood to be reflexively reflecting and engraving “her own
face.” But the resulting image cannot by Reynolds’s definition be deemed fine
art, because despite the personification of “nature herself,” nature lacks the capacity for imagination. On the contrary, a generally recognized truth about nature,
expressed by the author of “French Discovery,” was that in substituting its rays for
“the hesitating pencil of the artist,” light’s superior ability to mirror nature was the
consequence of the fact that light “can only act according to the immutable laws of
nature.” In this case, those laws were the laws of optics that seemed to guarantee
mimetic accuracy.26 And just as nature cannot make art because it is not expressive
of a “self,” neither can fine art be “self-operating” unless it bypasses the mind of
the artist—that is, unless it is always-already natural. If, on the one hand, nature can
make art, then Reynolds’s definition of art as requiring both manual and mental
industry is rendered nonsensical, and the distinction between mechanical and some
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putatively higher form of representation unravels. If, on the other hand, nature is
art, then art is not simply self-operating; it is self-negating.

What was natural about art?
When considered through the lexicon of early nineteenth-century art theory,
photography became a knot almost impossible to unravel. But if we approach the
relationship of the mechanical and natural aspects of photography from a different
direction, by starting with the historical meanings of the natural, we can shortcircuit the relay that takes us so quickly from manual production to overly literal
representations and make space for a model of mind. As Geoffrey Batchen argued
in Burning with Desire: The Conception of Photography (1997) and reviews in this
volume, the invention of photography was premised on romantic conceptions
of nature as an active agent. Turning to Michel Foucault’s The Order of Things,
Batchen suggests that this reconceptualization of nature was part of a larger epistemic shift that occurred in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
He demonstrates that Samuel Taylor Coleridge was instrumental in articulating
romantic ideas about nature to his friends Sir Humphry Davy and Thomas
Wedgwood, two experimenters with early photographic processes. In translating
and transmuting German romanticism for English-speaking readers in Europe and
the United States, Coleridge was perhaps its most important purveyor in AngloAmerican culture. I want to suggest further that because external and internal
nature were not divided for Coleridge, nature provided a model for the intellect
that, via light, has implications for early understandings of photography.
Consider, for instance, the following passage by Coleridge in the Biographia
Literaria:
The highest perfection of natural philosophy would consist in the perfect
spiritualization of all the laws of nature into laws of intuition and intellect.
The phenomena (the material) must wholly disappear, and the laws alone
(the formal) must remain. Thence it comes, that in nature itself the more
the principle of law breaks forth, the more does the husk drop off, the
phenomena themselves become more spiritual and at length cease altogether
in our consciousness. The optical phenomena are but a geometry, the lines
of which are drawn by light, and the materiality of this light itself has already
become a matter of doubt.27
Coleridge hoped for the “spiritualization of all the laws of nature into the laws
of intuition and intellect.” Unified by these laws, nature (object/material) and
intellect (subject/spiritual) become one; what matters and what “must remain”
are the laws, not the phenomena in which they are expressed. Coleridge did
not precisely endow nature with an expressive “self” but instead referred both
the self and nature to universal laws, suggesting an analogy between human and
natural creation.
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Significantly, light becomes Coleridge’s primary example of a phenomenon
from which the “husk” of materiality has begun to drop, allowing the law to
become evident. In alluding to “doubt” about the materiality of light, Coleridge
displayed his knowledge of current scientific thinking, which after around 1810
increasingly invoked the natural laws of polarity and undulatory to theorize light
as waves or vibrations rather than particles. If we extend Coleridge’s logic about
the relationship between material phenomena and natural laws to the role of
waves of light in the photographic process, we might say this: that photography,
in “giving nature the power to reproduce herself” (as Daguerre put it), was a new
expression of the same laws that governed light. Photography thus created natural
objects (photographs) that existed in dialectical tension with the nonmaterial agent
in nature that produced them according to the laws of nature. Photographs in
this view have meaning less as perfect copies or pictorial representations than as
emblems of the laws of nature that unify light and intellect.
There is considerable evidence that Talbot thought of photogenic drawings in
this way. His belief that light was propagated in waves or vibrations led directly
to innovations in that process, and in “Some Account of Photogenic Drawing,”
he considers it to “express” a “true law of nature.”28 When his first photogenic
drawings were exhibited at the Royal Institution, he invoked their status as natural objects, calling them “Specimens.”29 Though the images are manifestly beautiful, Talbot claimed no autonomous aesthetic value for them. In The Pencil of
Nature, he went as far as to suggest that in order to invent photogenic drawing, he needed to rid himself of conventional notions of pictorial representation:
“the picture, divested of the ideas which accompany it, and considered only in
its ultimate nature, is but a succession or variety of stronger lights thrown upon
one part of the paper, and of deeper shadows on another.”30 Photogenic drawing here is dissociated from mimesis, despite the fact that Talbot’s desire to compensate for his inability to draw was at least one motivation for his invention of
the medium. This is not necessarily a contradiction. One of the last of the breed
of gentlemen scholars who practiced natural philosophy alongside many other
intellectual and aesthetic pursuits, Talbot was likely to see science and art as complementary, not opposed—as different forms of the same inquiry.31
In the seminal treatise for cultural studies, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture
and Society, Raymond Williams outlines the continuity between art and science in
nineteenth-century Euro-American discourses. Williams notes that from the fourteenth until the nineteenth century “science” and “art” were used interchangeably
to mean a skill or a body of knowledge.32 Herschel, for instance, wrote in 1831:
“Art is the application of knowledge to a practical end. If the knowledge is merely
accumulated experience, the art is empirical; but if it be experience reasoned upon
and brought under general principles, it assumes a higher character, and becomes
a scientific art.”33 For Herschel, both art and science were forms of applied knowledge; what differentiated them were the kinds of knowledge they embodied, one
based in experience and the other in reason. Experience, notes Williams, initially
contained the senses of both practical (or common) knowledge and inner (what we
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would now call subjective) knowledge. But the incorporation of “experiment”—
“an arranged methodical observation of an event”—into the meanings of
experience “encouraged the further specialization of ideas of method and demonstration toward the ‘external world,’ and the conditions for the emergence of science,
as the theoretical and methodical study of nature were then complete.”34 One sign
that these conditions were met was William Whewell’s coinage around 1840 of the
term “scientist” to distinguish this new class of experts from natural philosophers.35
Historically linked to a clustering of theory and method around experimentation and their application to nature was the development alluded to above,
by which the fine arts became associated with knowledge, taste, and imagination.36 By the middle of the nineteenth century, any application of theory and
method to an object other than nature was, as Williams put it, “marked off as not
science,” including metaphysics, religion, politics, and the fine arts; and the subjective knowledge that was formerly constitutive of any experience moved out of the
domain of “science” and into that of “art.”37 By the late nineteenth century, this
division between science and art began to harden, and with it came the notions
of science as objective and art as subjective. Photographic media emerged in the
context of this shift, before art and science were decisively opposed. To write of
the self-operating processes of fine art at this historical juncture, then, was to see
the practices of painting, sculpture, drawing, etc. as existing on a continuum with
scientific knowledge.

Photography and “mechanical objectivity”
Williams’s chronology has important consequences for understanding how
photography came to be understood simply as mechanical in modern historiography. One symptom of this shift is that references to light, which were ubiquitous in earlier writing about photography, began to drop out around 1870.38
Photography’s mechanical status could then be conceived without reference to
light. There are many possible explanations for this shift in the conversation.
Photography was invented in part through experiments that had considerable
urgency in early nineteenth-century debates about whether light was a particle or
wave.39 As historian of science Thomas Kuhn has argued, these debates were part
of the greatest paradigm shift in modern science, beginning with the discovery of
oxygen in the late eighteenth century, continuing through the shift from particle
to wave theories of light at the turn of the nineteenth century, and ending with
field theory and relativity.40 Public interest in the debates about light was initially
high and the metaphors provided by light (undularity, polarity, imponderability)
were provocative. But as the theorization of light entered the next phase with the
publication of James Clerk Maxwell’s Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field
in 1865, ideas about light became increasingly inaccessible to the literate public.
The “pencil of light” became a dead metaphor, and with it, the notion of a photograph as a mechanical drawing made by light. At the same time, with the rapid
increase of factory production, the “mechanical” became increasingly associated
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with machines. Specifically, the invention and widespread commercial use of halftone technology in the 1880s and 1890s made the “mechanical reproduction” of
images in newspaper printing an accomplished fact.
Here, however, I want to explore a different genealogy. As light grew less
central to discussions of photography, and as, according to Williams, objectivity
and subjectivity got parceled out into science and art, the notion of “self-operating
processes of fine art” became paradoxical in a way that it might not have been in
1839, when photography could be considered simultaneously natural, generative,
and mechanical. The social stratification of science from art required new “objective” procedures. Accordingly, between around 1850 and 1870, the phenomenon
that Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have called “mechanical objectivity” came
into prominence.41 The ideal of mechanical objectivity was to suppress interpretation, judgment, or theory in the reporting and picturing of scientific subjects—to
produce a perfect mimetic copy rather than something new. Daston and Galison
acknowledge that photography has come to stand for this ideal, but they emphasize
that the medium neither caused the rise of mechanical objectivity nor resolved
the debates about it. Notably, they find that scientists (in our current sense of
the word) were reluctant to employ photography in the production of apparently uninflected illustrations until the early twentieth century. The “mechanical” in Daston and Galison’s “mechanical objectivity” thus retains some of its
eighteenth-century associations with precise, manually produced images, referring
not to the camera but to the absence of interpretation, to the kind of work that
“Self-Operating Processes of Fine Art” sees as clever but lifeless.

Making photography un-modern
Conceptualizations of photography and objectivity have parallel histories rather
than a causal connection. These histories began to intersect in the late nineteenth
century when “mechanical” or uninterpreted copies became desirable among the
now cordoned-off scientific community. The sense of photography as a natural
medium, governed by the same natural laws as human subjectivity and producing
natural objects, fell away, along with photography’s association with light. This
resolution of “the new art’s” earlier undecidability points to photography’s historical contingency and the much noted fact that its uses and associations had yet
to be decided when photographic media were first invented. But the interpretive
difficulties posed by early photography to modern historiography lie not only in
the past. The enormity of the epistemological and social upheavals that took place
at the time of photography’s origins—identified variously by Foucault, Kuhn, and
Williams—suggests that the difficulty is also ours, and that it is caused by our tendency to overlook the instability of the categories available to early commentators.
If we acknowledge the continuum between science and art, canonical texts in
the history of photography that articulate different sides of the art/science debate
might be understood as part of the same cultural project. In Latour’s formulation, they participate in making photography modern. For instance, Lady Elizabeth
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Eastlake’s 1857 examination of photography’s aesthetic capabilities, including the
fact that “the defects or irregularities of photography are as inherent in the laws of
Nature as its existence,” and Charles Baudelaire’s 1859 excoriation of photography
as “the exact reproduction of Nature” and therefore categorically not-art, might
be understood as shaping the opposition between “art” and “nature” rather than
reflecting already hardened distinctions.42 For, as we have seen, early photography
was a thorough hybrid of natural, mechanical, scientific, and aesthetic, emerging
even as the cultural and discursive practices surrounding science and art, exemplified
by Eastlake and Baudelaire, sought to distinguish and “purify” these epistemological terrains.
By allowing for photography’s engagement with both the natural and mechanical in the context of shifting meanings of art/science and subjectivity/objectivity,
this chapter has aimed to make photography “unmodern.” In doing so, it has built
on the work of many critics and historiographers. They include Armstrong and
Batchen, who respectively have reconnected photography to nature and romantic
discourses of science. Lindsay Smith, François Brunet, and Vered Maimon have
repositioned the mimetic and indexical qualities of photographs as historically and
culturally contingent rather than ontological. And Schaaf, Gail Buckland, Mirjam
Brusius, and Chitra Ramalingam have questioned the division between art and
science upon which many histories of photography rest.43 This chapter, then, is
part of a larger and ongoing process of expanding photography’s history beyond
the notion of “mechanical reproduction,” and thus beyond cultural practices that
rely on paradigms of realism.44 It contributes to the project of making photography
“unmodern” in two ways: by suggesting the fluidity of the categories in which
we place photography, and by further connecting it to the romantic literature and
science from which it emerged.
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16
A NOTE ON THE SCIENCE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
Reconsidering the invention story
Kelley Wilder

When photography came into being in the first half of the nineteenth century, it
inhabited a space in Western mythology so comfortably that it appeared to have
always been there. Its technical history was traced back to Aristotle’s observation of
the pinhole, creating the appearance of a legitimized and nearly unbroken legacy.
We were to believe that the art form existed, dormant, awaiting only a time and a
place to emerge. And yet, photography has not always been with us. Its history has
a history. And like many histories, this history is selective, incorporating only those
strands of thought deemed “important” and “relevant”; while many of them are,
many other and equally interesting moments have been ignored in accounts of the
so-called pre-history of photography.1
Take, for example, two very different texts: Tiphaigne de la Roche’s Giphantie
à Babylon (1760) and Sir John Herschel’s A Preliminary Discourse on the Study of
Natural Philosophy (1830).2 The former, a satirical novella, has become an icon
of the latent desire for images of a photographic nature. “But what a glass cannot do,” its narrator explains, “the canvas by means of its viscous matter, retains
the images. The mirror represents the objects faithfully, but retains them not; our
canvas shows them with the same exactness, and retains them all . . . .”3 Herschel’s
text, although one of the most widely read manuals of nineteenth-century science,
has been largely ignored as a part of photographic pre-history. Among its observations about the analysis of phenomena and the misleading qualities of sense impressions, are the following lines:
A solution of the salt called by chemists nitrate of silver, and another of the
hyposulphite of soda, have each of them separately, when taken into the mouth,
a disgustingly bitter taste, but if they be mixed, or if one be tasted before the
mouth is thoroughly cleared of the other, the sensible impression is that of
intense sweetness.4
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In this passage, Herschel combined the two key ingredients necessary for creating
photographic images, albeit employing the palate as his canvas, while Tiphaigne
de la Roche merely composed with a combination of the “correct” terminology.
He used words that leap off the page to the eyes of a photographic historian: the
canvas can “fix these fleeting images,” “a picture is formed in the twinkling of an
eye,” one that is “faithfully” rendered with “exactness” and “carried away into
some dark place,” a picture that embodies “correctness,” “truth,” “perspective”
and nature’s “sure and never-erring hand.” It is by these textual, one could call
them literary, conventions that the passage is marked out as “photographic”—not
by the content of alchemy or chemistry, however prescient.5
I use these two examples, not to insist that Preliminary Discourse now be given
as much (or more) recognition as Giphantie, but instead to consider why it is that
one text has been treated as photographic pre-history and one has not. The reason lies partly in language and rhetoric, and partly in the way in which successive
generations of historians have aligned photography with the history of the visual
arts. What would happen if the history of the invention of photography were told
in a different way, with attention given to different rhetoric and events placed in
different contexts? This chapter does just that, taking Sir John Herschel as the main
character and placing photography within a framework for understanding scientific
discovery, in this case of the properties of various wavelengths of light.

Getting the measure of light
Herschel remains one of the most enigmatic figures involved in early photography.
Remarkably, his role in the history of photography has often been summed up in
just a sentence or two. He is credited first with coining the name “photography,”
and the words “positive,” “negative,” and “snap-shot,” and second for inventing
the eminently practical process of cyanotype.6 His contributions are usually qualified by noting his singular lack of output of camera photographs, placing him in the
position of a man of theory, influential at the time of photography’s invention, but
not a photographer per se.7 What scholars often do not mention is that Herschel
produced hundreds of experiments on the photographic spectrum, and that he
exerted not only a profound influence on the use of photography in science, but
that photography had a similarly profound influence on Herschel’s “first love”—
research on light.8 I would argue that historical inattention to studies on light have
truncated our understanding of the history of photography. To demonstrate that
point, I will contextualize Herschel’s experiments on light and discuss his naming
and language tactics, then return to the historiographical implications of approaching
the subject in this way.
Optical knowledge, and the power of communication promised by optical
methods of rendering knowledge, became increasingly important to scientists in
the nineteenth century. Diverse factors contributed to the sense of a growing need
for a veridical register of physical phenomena, one as unimpeachable as mathematics and more powerful than the human eye.9 Drawing, with its close connections
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to artifice and imagination, became unacceptably subjective, and drawing with
machines no longer fulfilled the needs of complex experimental questions. The
scientific community was moving beyond measurement of anatomical specimens,
animals and stars; it was moving toward the measuring up of some very different
phenomena, like light, heat, and magnetism. These subjects required new ways of
quantifying and new methods of observing.
In 1839, Herschel was interested specifically in the measurement of light. With
its intriguing behavior and close connections to photography, studies on light
were partly the driving force and partly the beneficiary of the invention. Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce, Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre and William Henry Fox Talbot
were all immersed in the manipulation of light in one way or another. Any natural
philosopher at the time who studied light, such as François Arago, Johann Wilhelm
Ritter, and William Hyde Wollaston, and who wished to study beyond the violet
end of the visible spectrum could only do so by chemical means.10 In the first half
of the nineteenth century, neither observers nor mathematicians held the keys to
unlocking the secrets of the composition of light. In particular, the visible spectrum
appeared to be joined by a thermal and a chemical spectrum, but some were not
convinced. Natural philosophers needed a new measure. A shift in the representation of spectra away from descriptive and toward graphical representation proved
this point. Herschel would return repeatedly to studies of light, until he reached his
famous experiments concerning the infrared and ultraviolet ends of the spectrum—
the invisible rays, as they were often called. Photography was neither the beginning
nor the end of these experiments. To understand the middle point it occupied, it is
important to contextualize its place within a method Herschel developed to study
and explain crystals in the 1820s, and to understand how he combined his linguistic
tactics with his experimental approach.
In his investigations of light, Herschel often expressed a deep-seated concern
for the problem of defining and describing spectral phenomena. His worries coincided with a period in the history of spectral investigation that Klaus Hentschel
has designated as the beginning of “mapping.”11 Hentschel organizes his argument
around the theme of a generally shifting terrain from narrative description to both
symbolic and iconic representation of spectra. The tension that exists in illustration
between the depiction of a particular example or an idealized one is, according to
Hentschel, also present in the history of picturing the spectrum. His designation
of “mapping”—a type of communication that incorporates the notions of sign and
symbol and distinguishes them from purely narrative description—is a particularly
useful one for discussing Herschel’s work, and specifically his development of narrative description and pictorial mapping. He developed his discursive techniques so
that they worked with and effectively upheld his experimentally generated images.
His photographic experiments were easy to insert seamlessly into this working
method, situated firmly between description and depiction.
One of the important components of Herschel’s particular sort of mapping is his
use of the projected image to make observations, and later to prove those observations. Coming to any conclusion about the effect of such activity on Herschel’s
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work would involve a comprehensive study of his methods in comparison to
others. In what follows, however, I show how Herschel’s methods of investigation
accommodated the development of photography, and how his fine tuning of narrative and language actively organized his experiments and observations.12 It helped
uphold the projected and later the photographic images’ worth as direct transcriptions of his observations.

Polarization and projection
Herschel published his first paper on light in 1820.13 It was the result of several
years of intense reading, experimenting, and corresponding about polarization, its
causes and its effects. In his letters, notebook entries, and the 1820 publication, two
aims were clearly important to Herschel: the regulation and regularization of terminology, and the advancement of experimental methodology. In this early phase
of his research, these two strands appear quite unrelated, but I account for both
here because they come together later to help him define photography.
A nearly daily correspondence with David Brewster helped Herschel solidify many
of his thoughts on nomenclature in science that were published in his Preliminary
Discourse. Brewster was an established, if often disliked, expert on the polarization of
light. He was nine years older than Herschel and had been involved in optical studies almost from the beginning of his career, thus exerting a powerful influence on
Herschel. The two shared a circle of acquaintances as well as correspondence, and their
letters prove to have been catalysts for certain experiments.14 In 1819, for example, during a period of intense work on the subject of polarized light, Herschel and Brewster
effectively worked together via letter, trying the same experiments, sometimes with the
same crystals, comparing results and arguing out important points of theory and language. “I am most anxious,” wrote Brewster to Herschel, “that you & I should come
to some agreement about the use of terms in our Papers on Light. It would be a pity
if two English writers were to confound their readers by using two different nomenclatures.” He was concerned that Herschel “in no account make use of theoretical
names, which never can be permanent,” a concern that Herschel shared or learned to
share, for it was one of his repeated assertions in Preliminary Discourse when he discussed
nomenclature as an integral part of classification.15 Given that he felt “[t]he imposition
of a name on any subject of contemplation . . . [was] an epoch in its history of great
importance,” it is hardly surprising that he should have mixed in the debates about the
naming of photography, or used the title “ultra-violet” for the rays beyond the visible
violet end of the spectrum. Indeed, Herschel asserted strongly that naming a thing gave
it “a recognized existence in our own minds, as a matter for separate and peculiar consideration; place[d] it on a list for examination; and render[ed] it a head or title, under
which information of various descriptions may be arranged . . . ” and thus played an
important part not only in classification, but in the organization of experiments.16
There was another, perhaps more practical issue that drove Herschel’s and
Brewster’s quest for linguistic conformity. By far the most pressing issue for them
in 1819 and 1820 was the correction of Newton’s scale of tints in the spectrum.
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Newtonian theory, still very strong at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
had been dominant in the representation of the spectrum for more than a century.
Thomas Young, by reviving Huygens’s wave theory of light to explain various
phenomena (among them polarization), brought Newtonian theory under increasing scrutiny. There were also those who believed that the basic spectrum was
made up of three, rather than seven, primary colors. It became obvious from the
amazing discovery by William Hyde Wollaston, and confirmation by Joseph von
Fraunhofer, of the black lines within the spectrum, that Newtonian theory did not
extend to every aspect of the spectrum. Brewster and Herschel, aside from being
proponents of a three-color system, were turning away from the theory of light as
corpuscles, or particles, and towards the theory of light as waves, which appeared
to account for more of these newly observed phenomena.
Toppling a theory of Newton’s was by no means an easy task, even if it had
become inadequate to explain current experience. Herschel and Brewster worked
together to create and present a careful and, more importantly, united theory to
the public. It was an exercise in compromise and diplomacy utilized for a common
end. Unless scientists took up the new theories, with a new language, new working practices and hypotheses, their work would have been in vain. Brewster and
Herschel were not the only scientists concerned with British terminology and the
expressions of science. William Whewell was equally influential, both in working
with Herschel, with whom he maintained a lively correspondence, and in providing
a brand of terminology and rhetoric for British science.17
In his paper of 1820, Herschel did employ Brewster’s nomenclature. But the
emphasis of his paper is not on the theory of alternate polarization, but on the ocular methods of observation he employed to arrive at his conclusions. In section IV
of the paper, Herschel described in great detail an experiment, suggested to him by
a passage in Newton, that he recommended to the reader as affording an “ocular
demonstration” of his explanation, to augment the mathematical equations.18 This
demonstration modified the usual method for examining crystals directly by suggesting the examination of spectra by projection. Projection allowed a leisurely
observation, and an observer could, in this time, measure or trace “with a pencil
with the utmost exactness and facility” in addition to the obvious advantage that it
could be exhibited “to a number of spectators at once; a thing which may prove
serviceable to the Lecturer . . . .”19 Naming, classifying the phenomena, and suggesting future experimental strategies all occurred in one paper. Nineteen years
later, Herschel would present his first paper on photography in a very similar way.
In 1820, he described his apparatus in an appendix to the paper, detailing what
constituted a normal experiment with two plates of tourmalines, crossed at right
angles and divided by any sort of “chrystallized lamina,” as Herschel described it,
thus producing a beam of polarized light. Once the substance in question was put
in the path of this beam of light, it was usually inspected directly, but “[i]f, instead
of applying the eye to receive the light so dispersed, we place a screen at some distance in a darkened room, the apparatus is converted into a solar microscope, and
the rings will be seen projected on the screen” (Figure 16.1).20 In the accompanying
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Sir John Frederick William Herschel, “On the Action of Crystallized
Bodies,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (1820): 58, figures
1–6. Courtesy of the Royal Society, London.
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figure, the apparatus is shown as figure 6 at the bottom right, projecting the polarized
light onto a wall or screen. It was clearly a new method of mapping—one that led
researchers to the “laws of very complicated phenomena” by “mere ocular inspection.” It dispensed with the labor and, he claimed, the deception inherent in “tabulated
measures” by depending on the “form of the curves themselves.” Its advantages lay in
observing and copying outlines “fresh from nature” that provided a general impression
of phenomena, and which offered the possibility of extending research by allowing the
examination of minutia as well as larger specimens or phenomena.21 It was this method
of ocular inspection by projection that informed his use of photography. The emphasis that he placed on the investigation of the laws of phenomena indicated his deep
involvement in the debates about the material and quantitative aspects of the spectrum.
Such “mapping” of spectra had particular advantages in common with photography.
It emphasized the direct connection to nature, allowed for the study of large and
small details equally and, perhaps more importantly, brought all the details of a curve
together “under our view.” Bringing details together in one “view” or instance was
a powerful driver of the scientific imagination in the nineteenth century. Bellon
persuasively described this effect in relation to the Crystal Palace exhibition of 1851,
where scientific rigor depended on the comprehensiveness of the view. “Truly scientific knowledge,” he explained, paraphrasing Whewell, could be achieved “because
it allowed the observer to transcend the mere accumulation of episodic observations.”22 Herschel’s method of ocular proof thus allowed him to look not only at
isolated measurement points, but at the whole curve, even while he could enlarge
and make out minute detail, and all proceeded directly from nature.
Looking at a projection is not, of course, like looking at a natural scene. Although
artists and naturalists had used and recommended the camera obscura as an instrument
for studying nature in the previous century, Herschel, Brewster, and others who
studied crystals often employed prisms rather than projections to do so.23 Herschel
changed his method of observation from the prism to the projection, claiming a
more effective method for quantifying the ranges and forms of the different tints and
axes. Knowing that it would soon be in the offing, we can easily see how photography fit this method of research he had developed, for it too is a technique based
primarily on projection. For Herschel, the projective method was a sort of aperspectival method of observation, as historians of science Lorraine Daston and Peter
Galison have described it—that is, without anything personal or idiosyncratic in it.24
He clearly felt it encouraged comparison of sensory experience between colleagues,
ready made as it was to encourage group looking. Herschel’s method of projecting
the crystalline effects removed the intervening difficulties of place and anatomy—
where one stands to view the effects, in what way the crystal is rotated, how the
head is held. All of these bodily considerations became detached from the projective
method, whereas they were an integral part of the “viewing in a prism” method.

Herschel’s “continuous curves”
Herschel first published the continuous curves from his new method of projective
observation in his article on “Light” in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana (Figure 16.2).25
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FIGURE 16.2

Sir John Frederick William Herschel, “Light,” in Treatises on Physical
Astronomy, Light and Sound Contributed to the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana
(London and Glasgow: R. Griffin and Co., 1829–1843), figures 113–115.
Courtesy of the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin.

They appear in the section on tinted media and their ability to transmit light of a
certain color: on the left a green medium numbered 113, a yellow medium numbered 114 in the middle, and a green-red medium numbered 115 on the right.
They also appear in his notebook of 1839 and in several letters he sent to Talbot,
this time in relation to his photographic experiments with the “exulting glass.”26
The exulting glass experiments were first presented in his “Note on the Art of
Photography or the Application of the Chemical Rays of Light to the purposes of
Pictorial Representation.” Read to the Royal Society on March 14, 1839, it was
not submitted for publication and was presumed lost. Larry J. Schaaf’s rediscovery
of the paper provides an opportunity to study Herschel’s sophisticated consideration of “photography,” even during the initial phases of its discovery. It shows that
photography fit perfectly into his optical experiments as a method of observation
and demonstration.27
Unlike the inventor and physicist Charles Wheatstone’s or the German astronomer
Johann von Mädler’s uses of the term “photography,” Herschel’s introduction of it
occurs in a very definite context.28 While neither Wheatstone nor Mädler provided
any insight into their choice of the term, Herschel’s “Note” and his continuation
of the same research in 1840 together provide an interesting picture of his intentions for its use.29 What Herschel accomplished with this first paper was threefold:
he described photography by the name he felt it ought to have been given; he
described its function as a tool for vision within the arts and for the sciences; and
he used the photograph as a demonstration of, or proof of, experimental results
regarding colored glass and their absorptive properties. Like his continuous curves
from the projections of crystals, photographic results of the exulting glass experiments could be studied at leisure and could be disseminated to an audience.
Herschel had begun tests with photographic materials only weeks before his March
paper, writing the Note, “within the last few days since hearing of Daguerre’s secret,”
on January 22, 1839.30 In a journal entry on January 30, Herschel wrote, “Experiments
on the fixation of a Camera obscura picture.” And on February 13, “fine Sunny day.
At work all day with great interest & Success at the Photography & Chemical Rays.”
Together they pinpoint the fortnight in which Herschel acquired the term by which
he was to call the new invention.31 He was already at work on the chemical rays of
the spectrum, and a strange development in this work was to cause him no small
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amount of uncertainty and lead him to thermography. But, before discussing that,
I must note that Herschel’s purpose in reading the paper so early in March, when
his results were still so unclear, is that his idea of what photography should come to
be was already fully developed. In this way he was able to show his audience the
possibilities, while the art was yet nascent.
Herschel’s sentiments that photogenic drawing recalled van Mon’s exploded
theories of thermogen and photogen, and lent itself to no inflexions, usually
receive less attention than his final and very persuasive complaint that the title was
“out of analogy” with two techniques of graphic reproduction, lithograpy and
chalcography.32 This, coupled with his emphasis in the Note on the reprographic
advantages of photography, has led historians to conclude that Herschel conceived
of photography only as a reprographic art. While there is no doubt that Herschel
saw one aspect of photography to be a species of repeatable painting or drawing,
he did not confine the use or idea of it to the copying of engravings. Herschel
was obviously fascinated with photography’s potential as a viable printing process.
Being a talented draughtsman, he perhaps had less interest in its capacities as a
maker of images. Numerous entries in his notebooks and comments in his correspondence with Talbot elaborate on the reproductive ability of the paper process,
and its superiority in this way to the daguerreotype process. However, there are
also indications that Herschel did not value the association with the processes of
artistic printing as highly as it might at first appear.
Early in the summer of 1839, before François Arago presented the working
details of the daguerreotype to the French Chamber of Deputies, Herschel justified
“photography” to Arago in this way:
I do not use the word photogenic, 1st because it recalls the exploded chemical
ideas of Thermogen & photogen of Vanmon’s & others—2nd by reason of
the analogy of Photography with Lithography, Chalcography, Stereography.
I shd not so much object to phototype nor to Daguerreotype, as applied to
M. Daguerre’s peculiar process.33
The analogy to lithography and chalcography has already been mentioned.
Stereography is somewhat more interesting and complex. Herschel very likely
did not mean stereography, as in the study of parallax vision. He may have been
referring to an older definition, or the representation of a solid or sphere on a
plane surface—that is, representing three dimensions two-dimensionally. A “stereograph” in this sense often referred to the projection of a sphere onto a plane
surface or, in this case, to the projection of a crystal on a screen. This definition also
recalls the ancient practice of surveying and rendering buildings and landforms on
paper. Qualities of projection, surveying, of rendering measurements of the physical world in some sort of quantifiable (flat) way were valuable components of the
identity of “photography” for Herschel. He intended to use it in the same way he
had used his projections of crystalline structures, to measure the spectrum exactly
and minutely—or, said in another way, to map it.
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When Herschel’s photographic experiments are placed in this context, it is
easier to contemplate photography as a middle point in a long continuum of
experiment on the solar spectrum. Photographic materials were conveniently at
hand and were deployed to perform experiments with ends other than imaging,
as evidenced by Herschel’s quote at the beginning of this chapter. When Herschel
named the new area of study “photography” he also associated it with a certain
type of experimental investigation of the natural world. These were well-known
and trusted experiments relating to widespread investigations taking place within
and outside of Europe.

Circulating knowledge
Relating the history of photography’s invention in this way embeds it deeply
within the history of science and the history of scientific invention. It calls for
historians to read widely in spheres outside the history of images and into tacit
knowledge, the sociability of science, chemical knowledge, and experimental and
observational practices.
There are several consequences that arise from doing this. One is that it shifts the
emphasis away from seeing the invention of photography as the solution to a longheld “desire” to make a particular kind of mechanical image, and toward a close
examination of practices within natural philosophy in the early nineteenth century
that allowed photographic knowledge to spread.34 I do not deny that many people,
from Georg Christoph Lichtenberg to Talbot, wrote about fixing the image of the
camera obscura or camera lucida.35 But it was the experiments on light that led to
practical results in photochemical investigation, and to a certain amount of trust in
those results, whether they were pictorial or not. This last point is also important,
as Jordan Bear explains in his chapter for this volume. Too often in the history of
photography experiments that end in recognizable pictures (usually recognizable
fixed pictures) are counted as having been successful, and the others are discarded as
failures. Not only does this concentration on the success story do a disservice to the
complexity of the origins of photography, it follows an outdated historical model
that presents photography as an inevitable end point.
Another consequence of rewriting the history of photography in the terms set
out in this chapter is that it recalibrates how we study the medium’s inventors.
Rather than thinking of the inventors of photography in biographical terms as a
series of geniuses who thought differently about how pictures should be composed,
the method presented here allows us to consider the ways in which knowledge
about light—in particular about the ultraviolet spectrum—was made and circulated.36 It also allows us to contemplate the place of material exchange in invention.
The materials to make photography circulated widely and were used for diverse
purposes among the group of people considering aspects of light. Sometimes, as
is shown by the case of Herschel’s tasting them, they were used to single out the
fallible senses. At other times they were combined to make unimpeachable images.
All of these uses should be taken seriously if we are to build up a picture of the
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historical landscape in which photography arose. In Herschel’s personal landscape,
silver nitrate and hyposulphite were at once a way of warning practitioners against
putting too much trust in the senses, as well as a way of producing trusted experimental results.
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